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Foreword
Our deepest thanks to the people of the Cariboo and Chilcotin. We quickly moved from emergency operations, to 
planning and completing an extensive consultation process. With all of your challenges you came forward, despite 
weather not always cooperating, sometimes traveling hours to participate. You shared your thoughts honestly and 
with respect, even when it wasn’t easy. We always felt well taken care of, with smiling faces at every host venue. 
Often you went above and beyond by supplying everything from baked goods to full meals. You understood when we 
were challenged by long travel days, and made us feel at home at various accommodations. Our deepest thanks for 
your help in sharing your stories and experiences, and how future emergencies can be improved.

Thanks to Our Team
We planned quickly, and got on the road to listen. Two of our team members had just begun their jobs days earlier. 
Roads were not friendly at times, from black ice to snow, fog to pitch black rain. We came across a serious collision 
near Tatla Lake early on our longest day of meetings and travel. We helped as best we could and continued on. The 
next day on the road, one of our team survived a deer collision.

I cannot thank you enough. You stepped outside your job and did whatever we asked of you. To our every 
representative from every organization, thank you! You were incredible. - Tim

RCMP
• Constable Zack Plensky, Anahim Lake
• Staff Sgt. Svend Nielsen, 100 Mile House 
Province of British Columbia
Wildfire Service
• Krista Dunleavey, Manager, Cariboo Fire Centre 
Rural Development, Lands and Innovation Division, 
Ministry of Forestry, Lands, Natural Resource 
Operations and Rural Development - Community 
Wildfire Recovery Branch 
• Emily Colombo, Acting Manager
• Cordelia Tyron, Community Wildfire Recovery Officer
Ministry of Agriculture - Business Risk Management
• Nicole Pressey, Regional Agrologist
• Doug Pepper, Program Representative 
• Chad Fofonoff, Program Representative
Canadian Red Cross
• Jon Jackson, Operations Manager
• Sarina MacDonell, Indigenous Community Relations 

Officer 
• Tammy Germain, Case Worker Supervisors 
• Lisa Hanssen
• Derek Harvey
• Sheena Wory
Community Futures
• Karen Eden

Cariboo Regional District
• John MacLean, CAO
• Janis Bell, CAO (retired)
• Alice Johnston, Corporate Officer
• Lore Schick, Deputy Corporate Officer 
• Darron Campbell, Manager of Community Services
• Larry Loveng, Manager of Procurement
• Emily Epp, Communications Manager
• Stephanie Masun, Recovery Manager
• Todd Conway, Deputy Manager of Development 

Services and Chief Building Official
• Cathy Norman, Communications
District of 100 Mile House 
• Roy Scott, CAO
• M.J. Cousins, Recovery Coordinator
• Joanne Doddridge, Economic and Community 

Development Officer
City of Williams Lake
• Leah Hartley, Director of Development Services 
City of Quesnel
• Garry Horley, Rural Economic Recovery Coordinator
• Shannon Bell, Community Liaison 
• Tracy Bond, Urban Recovery Coordinator
• Erin Robinson, Wildfire Recovery Coordinator
• Charlene Lawrence, Wildfire Recovery Administrator

Butterfly Effect Communications 
Tim Conrad, APR, Consultant - Project Lead, Facilitator 
and Video Script
Lloyd Piehl, Communications Associate - A/V and Setup

Kendra Stoner, Communications Associate - Scheduler 
and Video Script
Ellen MacCormac - Graphic Design
Matt Haughn - Video Editing and Voiceover
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Author, Analysis, and Graphic Layout: Tim Conrad, APR
“’Impossible’ is not a word in Tim’s dictionary”.

If you’re looking for lollipops and rainbows, you won’t find them with Tim. With a 
nearly unreal background including disaster communications, public consultations, 
and marketing small businesses, Tim knows his way through hard work and ugly 
situations. 

When discovering and exploring where your organization has issues, you will get 
honesty from Tim, or what he calls “hard truths”. His strategic advice and solutions 
will improve your reputation. 

His experience has developed him into a reputable “fixer” who can enter an organization in crisis and leave it in a 
strong position for continued growth. 

With experience working across Canada’s provinces and territories, he’s developed into one of Canada’s leading 
rural communicators and marketers, having worked in multiple markets with populations under 500,000. His work 
has gained national attention throughout his career, including appearances on national broadcasts on all three 
major television networks multiple times. 

He’s known for engaging stage presentations about everything from recycling to media relations, social media to 
mass communications and entrepreneurship. You’ll get more than pretty imagery, learning useful skills from a peer-
accredited national public relations professional. 

Tim is a caring futurist, who believes strongly in high ethics when practicing communications and marketing. 
An entrepreneur since he was 12 years old, he is an innovator and leader within the national public relations 
community, where he serves as Presiding Chair of Professional Development. 

Contributors: 
Kendra Stoner - Research and Writing
Ellen MacCormac - Graphic Design, Editing
Traci Langille - Transcription

APR DESIGNATION: Accreditation is a voluntary certification program for 
public relations professionals that is administered by the Canadian Public 
Relations Society (CPRS) and currently, it is Canada’s only public relations and 
communications accreditation program. It identifies practitioners who have 
depth of experience, competence, and ethics in the professional practice of 

public relations. The program involves a rigorous evaluation of the skills and competencies needed to practice public 
relations at a senior executive level and establishes standards for professional practice. It measures experience and 
strategic thinking. An APR has also demonstrated an understanding of the ethical practice of public relations and 
comprehension of the standards enshrined in the CPRS Code of Professional Standards.

Started in 2015, Butterfly Effect has worked in four 
provinces and territories, providing public relations, 
public consultations, crisis communications, social 
media, and marketing services with a focus on rep-
utation management. Our goal is to develop strong 
communities through strategies to engage, educate 
and expand.

Consultant
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A visual representation of every topic discussed during consultation meetings.
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Top: Aerial photo of the Plateau Fire showing Rank 6 fire across large area. (CRD Communications)
Bottom left: Before, Soda Creek Road looking west as White Lake fire approached. (Shawn Dennis) Right: After, Rank 5 fire (Butterfly Effect)
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Setting the Stage

Global Wildfires - Hotter, Faster, More Often

While wildfires are a natural event, they have become more intense, and particularly more invasive on urban 
interfaces - where people live - over the last 20 years. The result is impacting urban areas with greater strength. 

The Siberian Taiga fires of 2003 (nearly equal latitude to the CRD) are thought to be a trend-setter. With 55 million 
acres burnt across the Russian Federation that year1, the Taiga fires released massive amounts of carbon, and 
environmental studies continue to show damage to the ozone layer as a result. In addition, their coniferous forests - 
which have experienced years of large and intense wildfires - are not regenerating as they have in the past, allowing 
deciduous forests to dominate. This has resulted in the conifers not holding high levels of moisture at ground level, 
therefore increasing the chances and intensity of wildfires when combined with higher temperatures and continued 
drought.  

Seven years later, wildfires in Russia caused an estimated $15 billion in damages, destroying over 3,000 structures 
and killing 54 people as they burned from July to September. It was the result of the hottest summer ever recorded, 
and was quickly eclipsed by wildfires in 2012, despite an estimated 56,000 deaths due to heat and smog in 2010.2 

In between, the Black Christmas bush fires in New South Wales, Australia, were the longest continuous bush fires in 
the region’s history when they occurred in 2001-02, destroying 753,000 hectares and over 540 structures. The year 
began the worst drought in 100 years, and was classified as a one in 1,000 year event, finally breaking eight years 
later due to La Nina which led to the second-wettest year ever recorded.3

Wildfires in the West

While many think first of the 2015 Slave Lake and 2017 Fort McMurray wildfires, they have been preceded by many 
others. Most notable was the Richardson Backcountry fire in 2011, north of Fort McMurray. At 700,000 hectares, it 
was the largest fire in Alberta in 60 years.4

Slave Lake Fire - 4,700 hectares, 1 life lost, 433 structures destroyed, $750 million cost5

Fort McMurray Fire - 
589,000 hectares, 2 lives 
lost, 2,400 structures lost, 
$9.9 billion cost6

Climate change, lack of 
precipitation, stronger winds and a 
build-up of fuels set the stage for 
the 2017 wildfires, and future and 
past fires in western provinces. 
Fuels are a significant hazard, with 
a mix of drought stress, harvest 
slash, pine beetle kill (standing 
and dead-fall), multi-canopied 
stands, all complicated by a 
wildland-urban interface, where 
structures are built within hazard 
zones. 

Average BUI at British Columbia fire centres (Source: Cariboo Fire Centre, Dunleavey, 28 
December 2017)
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Simply, when wildfire enters an urban interface, it is 
met with even larger fuel loads than those provided by 
forests. This includes fences, landscaping materials, 
vegetation, and structures, items stored on properties, 
vehicles, and business and residential structures. This 
provides a greater challenge, which is quickly taken 
advantage of by wildfire. Demonstrated in this video, 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCc1FvZ3g0Q), you can 
see a how an ember begins a small fire on the ground in 
front of a home 
and within 
one minute, 
the home is 
engulfed with 
fire. 

In both the 
Cariboo and 

Kamloops Fire Centres this summer, the average 
Buildup Index (BUI), the total amount of fuel available for 
combustion, was over three times the mean from 1996 
to 2005, and well above 2003 and 2010 indices, which 
were notable fire seasons for the fire centres. 

The fuel hazard, when combined with weather, can 
rapidly change the BUI. For the Cariboo, on June 1, 
2017, BUI anomaly showed only slightly above normal. 
By July 6, it was at the highest levels through some of 
the Cariboo Regional District, and by August 3, nearly 
the entire bottom third of the province was at the highest 
level, “above normal.”

The stage was set rapidly from June to July 6, the day a 
series of dry lightning storms (storm cells with lightning 
but no substantial moisture) rolled across the region 
striking the land, and igniting hundreds of wildfires. 
With gusting winds during and after the storms, some 
reaching 74 kph in Williams Lake, the fires quickly 
engulfed large swaths of forest across nearly every area 
within the Cariboo Fire Centre. 

The intensity of the situation left behind areas of 
land scorched with the highest ranks of fires - Rank 6 
across massive areas around Nazko, and Rank 5 and 
6 from Hanceville to Interlakes. Extreme fire behaviour 
continued for months, with fire traveling across many 
kilometres in an afternoon or even at night. 

All bets are off for the future. This is a new and unknown 
reality.

Sources: BCWS, Environment Canada, Robert W. Gray 

Source: YouTube

Graphical Maps: BUI Anamoly  
Top: June 1, 2017. Bottom left: July 6, 2017 Bottom right: 
August 3, 2017. Source: BCWS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCc1FvZ3g0Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCc1FvZ3g0Q
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Firestorm 2003 Provincial Review 
(Filmon Report) 
Link to full report

Recommendations
Forest Management
Province to Lead Strategic Plan Development
Undertake Fuel Treatment Pilot Projects
Adopt FireSmart
Look at Insurance Rates
Assess Land Use Plans
Reduce Fuel Buildup in Parks
Ministry of Forests Responsible for Fire Suppression 
 in Parks
Use Prescribed Burning
Deal With Slash
Consider Amending the Annual Allowable Cut
Look at Alternatives to Stumpage
More Research and Development
Retain The Knowledge Base
Share Information
Emergency Management
Require Wildfire-Proofing Across the Province
Make Local Emergency Plans Mandatory
Maximize British Columbia’s Firefighting Expertise
Adopt Automatic Aid
Command and Control
Standardize BCERMS and ICS Use and Training
Continuing Education

Communications 
Develop a Crisis Communications Strategy
Establish Emergency Communications SWAT Team
Achieve Emergency Radio Inter-Operability
Include Amateur Radio Operators in 
 Emergency Response
Educate the Public about Interface Wildfires
Evacuation
Allow More Local Decision Making on Evacuations
Increase Understanding of the Evacuation Process
Simplify Access to Post-Evacuation Assistance
Resources
Implement Firefighting Equipment Database
Access Local Firefighting Expertise
Establish Consistent Pay Rates Province Wide
Restore Crews
Eliminate Delays
Pay for Volunteer Firefighter Training
Treat Volunteers as Equals
Involve First Nations
Provide Better Maps
Utilize Sprinklers
Financial Accountability
Maintain Financial Accountability of 
 Wildfire Response System
Post-Emergency Recovery
Prepare the Recovery Plan Before the Emergency
Deal With Watershed Restoration
Engage Federal Government in Funding Fire Prevention

Context: Wildfire Reports & Other Reports

A Review of the 2016 Horse River Wildfire
Alberta Agriculture and Forestry - Preparedness and Response 
Note: This report had a primary focus on wildfire response from a provincial perspective. 
Link to full report

Recommendations
1. Continue Agriculture and Forestry’s strategic 

direction to be fully prepared and ready to respond 
to wildfires the week after snow disappears or May 
1 annually, whichever date is expected sooner. 
This may mean changes to the activation dates for 
aircraft and firefighting crews.

2. Improve fire weather forecast materials by extending 
the length of the forecast outlook period and working 
closely with the Alberta Wildfire Coordination Centre, 
Planning Section to design products that directly link 
weather forecasts with predicted fire behaviour.

3. Enhance and expand the Planning Section in 

the Alberta Wildfire Coordination Centre to be 
operational March 1 annually, commencing in 
2017, to provide daily fire behaviour and wildfire 
occurrence predictions to decision makers and to 
coordinate situation updates. 

4. Establish a standard operating procedure across 
Agriculture and Forestry which requires, when a 
wildfire escapes from initial attack and interface 
risks are present, the immediate assignment of a 
senior Incident Commander to undertake tactical 
planning for wildfire containment and risk mitigation.

5. Develop an improved procedural model for airspace 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/forestry/wildfire-management/governance/bcws_firestormreport_2003.pdf
https://www.alberta.ca/assets/documents/Wildfire-MNP-Report.pdf 


management where confined airspace over a 
community or airport is involved.

6. Continue to develop risk management frameworks 
as the foundation for wildfire management policy. 
This would include reviewing the list of five provincial 
priorities as the central policy and emphasizing a risk 
and consequence approach.

7. Direct agencies and services involved in wildfire 
suppression in relation to the wildland-urban 
interface (WUI) to establish standard operating 
procedures for the implementation of an Incident 
Command System (ICS) and processes following the 
model provided by ICS Canada for future incidents 
like the Horse River wildfire.

8. Emphasize a long-term vision for FireSmart within 
the province that includes community responsibility, 
multi-agency collaboration and an outcome-based 
approach to implementing FireSmart projects. 
Ensure all seven disciplines of FireSmart are 
addressed.

9. Establish a joint Wildfire Planning Task Team 
comprised of senior Agriculture and Forestry staff 
and major industrial stakeholders (such as oil sands, 
energy, forestry, and utility companies) from across 
Alberta.

10. Complete and implement a unique and tailored 
Landscape Wildfire Management Planning process 
for the northeast region of Alberta.

Province of British Columbia - Independent Review of 2017 Floods and Fires 
Link - media release

Actuaries Climate Index™  
Link 
The Actuaries Climate Index (ACI) is an objective measure of changes in extreme weather and changes in sea level 
relative to the base period of 1961 through 1990. The Index is an educational tool designed to help inform actuar-
ies, public policymakers, and the general public on changes in these measures over recent decades. 

https://news.gov.bc.ca/releases/2017PREM0130-002012
http://actuariesclimateindex.org/home/
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Executive Summary
Hot and dry. Record-breaking. Unprecedented. Extreme 
wind event. Extreme fire behaviour. Evacuation order 
issued. Evacuation alert issued. Evacuation route is... 

They were the words ingrained in the 2017 Cariboo-
Chilcotin Wildfires and those that experienced them. 
From those that evacuated safely, to those who lost 
property or a living, to those that came from around the 
globe to help, the wildfires were unlike any ever seen in 
British Columbia or Canadian history. 

It was the largest land evacuation in Canada since the 
1950 Red River floods in Manitoba, with 35,616 people 
evacuated from over 48,099 km2. 

With emergency operations running for 77 days, it was 
the longest active disaster in Canadian history. 
It wasn’t easy. Resources were stretched so thin that 
the Canadian Armed Forces, and firefighting teams from 
across Canada and Australia, Mexico, New Zealand and 
United States were called to help.  

Fires engulfed the entire region all at once. 900,000 
hectares were ravaged by 272 fires across nearly every 
area of the Cariboo-Chilcotin. 

Three extremely large, extremely aggressive, and 
unpredictable fires, all among the largest in British 

Columbia history, were all within regional boundaries. 
The Plateau Fire, which was 19 fires combined, was the 
largest in the province’s history, and was only slightly 
smaller than the devastating Fort McMurray fire in 2016. 
The Hanceville-Riske Creek fire was the third largest in 
provincial history, and the structure-destroying Elephant 
Hill fire, which only slightly entered the region, was also 
among the largest at over 192,000 hectares. 

Dwellings in urban, rural, and remote locations were 
impacted simultaneously. The impact on residents, 
businesses, non-profits, governments, and tourists 
matched the extreme nature of the fires. As we 
embarked on a 24-stop consultation tour, we were 

partially aware of how those we would meet were 
impacted. We also knew the organizations we contacted 
in preparation were also completely overwhelmed and 
exhausted. 

From July 6 to September 20, the 2017 wildfire season 
was both a sprint and marathon. It showed in eyes at 
each meeting. Loss, heartache, stress, exhaustion. We 
saw tears at every single meeting we held during the 
18-community tour to begin consultations. In some 
cases, people could not coordinate their thoughts to 
speak, and tears or silence spoke for them.

Lightning activity on July 7. (Source: BCWS, Cariboo Fire Centre Prep July 6-7, Dunleavey, December 28, 2017)
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Through our consultation and analysis, these are the 
IMMEDIATE NEEDS we have identified:
• Mental health supports for residents, business 

owners, and emergency responders
• Financial assistance focused on survival needs 

for those directly and indirectly 
impacted by the fires

• Preparedness for the next disaster, 
with acknowledgment that local 
resources may be exhausted

• Building of a network of community 
liaisons to aid in communications to-
and-from communities

• Immediate improvement of 
communication mediums in rural 
areas without radio, Internet, and 
mobile access 

• Wildfire prevention planning and 
action to be underway immediately 
due to likelihood of a similar season 
in the near future

• Increased resources for wildfire 
firefighting, especially in isolated 
communities

• Structural improvements to crisis 
communications

• A culture of preparedness in all 

organizations, communities and with residents

While we acknowledge none of these are easy 
or without cost, the cost of not strategically and 
tactfully adjusting to these needs is greater 
than ignoring or delaying. Action must be taken 
immediately to prepare for future disasters. 

Of importance is the statement we heard 
multiple times in conversation, “I can’t survive 
another summer like that”. 

Decision-makers must make bold choices 
and leave no regret behind them. They must 
move as fast as raging fire, leaving nothing 
behind. They must watch, listen and react to 
their surroundings, the people and land of the 
Cariboo-Chilcotin, a sacred land which provides 
life, and has the power to take it away. 

Decision-makers in other regions must join 
them, for their region is likely to experience 
similar threat of disaster in the near future, as 
evidenced by significant disasters - predictive 
events - in north, central and south regions of 
both British Columbia and Alberta, and stretching 
all the way to California. 

It is an extreme reality needing an equally 
extreme preparation and response.

One of the first news stories (100 Mile Free Press, July 6, 12:00 p.m.)
Media were an important source of information during the fires.
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Evacuation Alerts and Orders Issued in Cariboo Regional District

±

EVACUATION ALERT

EVACUATION ORDER

A map showing the areas which were under evacuation order (red) or alert (yel-
low) during the 2017 season. Source: CRD



Below: Number of wildfires in 2016 (lower than average) versus 2017 in July through September, in both the CRD and province. 
Source: BCWS



Below: Number of orders and alert changes by month. Source: CRD
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Methodology

Using IAP2 (International Association for Public Participation) foundations and techniques for public participation, 
we developed a series of effective methods to gain feedback from the public within the budget available. More 
information on IAP2 at www.iap2.org

The following opportunities were developed and implemented to allow people to present their views in-person or for 
people to participate from remote locations:
• COMMUNITY CONSULTATION MEETINGS: 24 meetings throughout the region’s communities
• FACEBOOK LIVE: Video event which allowed questions to be asked, feedback to be shared, in both a live and 

recorded version. 
• SURVEY: Online survey to collect responses to specific questions, providing quantitative data. 
• WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS: Accepted online and in person. 

Mixed Method Research
Mixed method research seeks to bring qualitative and quantitative approaches together. Most people are familiar 
with quantitative tests and surveys. These approaches are great for answering the ‘what kinds’ and ‘how many’ 
questions. When this type of information is integrated with the rich and complex data collected via qualitative 
methods - the ‘how’ and ‘why’ information - an entirely new set of questions can be addressed.

Qualitative
Qualitative data are the words, pictures, audio, and/or video generated by researchers and research participants.

Quantitative
Quantitative data is any data that is in numerical form such as statistics, percentages, etc. The researcher analyzes 
the data with the help of statistics and hopes the numbers will yield an unbiased result that can be generalized to 
some larger population.

Goals and Objectives

Goals
• Ensure CRD communities feel heard as part of the recovery process
• Improve CRD emergency communications

Objectives
• Develop and implement an engagement strategy and framework for community debriefs
• Execute debrief sessions in CRD communities
• Complete a statistically valid survey of the CRD region to evaluate the CRD’s communications and emergency 

response during this summer’s emergency situation
• Produce a report summarizing the feedback received from debrief sessions
• Use community feedback and lessons learned to improve CRD response plans

“You can have optimism and hope. It 
will burn out your entire community.” 
- Fire Chasers (2017), S1, E1

http://www.iap2.org
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How We Engaged
Meetings
We wanted to know what you wanted to talk about, and you were aware we 
were there to learn from you. We asked that you do it in an open and honest 
way, while being respectful. You did, and we thank you sincerely. A total of 247 
conversations happened over 29 topics resulting in 3,296 post-it notes full of 
comments from 769 residents.

Survey
Open to any resident of the Cariboo, it asked 41 questions about emergency 
response, communications, recovery, and community consultations. A total of 1,209 people completed thesurvey, 
resulting in 49,569 answers. 

Facebook
Began with a live and interactive video presentation, which was converted into a post, both of which sought answers 
to similar questions we asked in meetings. 1,984 people participated in the Facebook feedback and 684 engaged in 
the conversation.

Survey responses from 
1,209 residents indicated a 
weighted average of 3.32
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Questions We Asked 

Community Consultation Meetings / Facebook Live
What would you like to talk about? - Small group discussions took place on top topics chosen by each community
What went perfect, okay and awful?
Did you know the difference between an order and alert prior to this summer?
How did you receive information (during the wildfires)?
What needs do you have in recovery?

Survey
1. How would you rate the overall response by all agencies to this summer’s wildfires?
2. How would you rate the overall response by the BC Wildfire Service to this summer’s wildfires?
3. How would you rate the Province of British Columbia’s response during the summer wildfires?
4. How would you rate the overall response by the Canadian Red Cross to the wildfires? 
5. How would you rate the overall response of ESS (Emergency Social Services) during the wildfires?
6. How would you rate the overall response by the RCMP and Armed Forces to this summer’s wildfires?
7. How would you rate the overall response by your local fire department to this summer’s wildfires?
8. How would you rate the overall response by Search and Rescue to this summer’s wildfires?
9. Where do you live?
10. How would you rate the overall response by the: City of Williams Lake, District of 100 Mile House, City of Quesnel, 

or District of Wells, during the summer wildfires? 
11. How would you rate the overall emergency response by the Cariboo Regional District to this summer’s wildfires?
12. How many times were you evacuated?
13. What level of impact did you experience from this summer’s wildfires? 
14. How would you rate your mental health prior to the wildfires?
15. What impact did the wildfires (during and after) have on your overall mental health?
16. How would you rate your mental health today?
17. What impact did the wildfires have on you financially?
18. Prior to the wildfires, were you worried about your ability to financially survive the next six months?
19. Today, are you worried about your ability to financially survive the next six months?
20. How do you feel about your future?
21. What impact (negative or positive) did the wildfires have on you socially?
22. Do you avoid public settings (community events, meetings and physical and social activities) more now as 

compared to one year ago?
23. Looking to the future, do you have unmet needs (financial, social, mental) as a result of the wildfires?
24. Were you aware the CRD has a Recovery Manager to help with those who have unmet needs?
25. Did you hear about the community consultation meetings?
26. How did you hear about community consultation meetings?
27. Did you attend a community consultation meeting?
28. Did you find the community consultation meetings...
29. How would you rate the structure/schedule of the consultation meetings?
30. How would you rate the facilitator of the consultation meetings?
31. How would you rate the format of the community consultation meetings in providing an opportunity for you to be 

heard?
32. How would you rate the Cariboo Regional District’s communications during the summer wildfires?
33. What ways did you receive information about the wildfires and related emergency response?
34. Did you find information on wildfires from all government sources...
35. What do you have for communication at home?
36. What is your age?
37. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?
38. Which of the following best describes your current occupation?
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Above: 1,196 responses gave a weighted average of 3.51, above what survey respondents rated all agencies (3.32).
Below: Number of comments (blue) and attendance (yellow) at 24 community meetings.
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What We Heard
• We want our comments to result in 

change
• We want local knowledge to be used
• Communications improved during the 

fires, and still needs work
• We want Community Liaisons to improve 

communications between communities 
and emergency operations 

• Facebook was the most used 
communications tool

• We loved the video updates 
• There was a major gap in 

communications for those outside 
mobile, radio, or Internet service areas - 

which is a significant area of the region 
• Wildfire firefighting did not meet our 

standards 
• Look at residents as assets, not liabilities
• Orders and alerts stayed in place too 

long, and may have been premature
• RCMP brought in to help need to respect 

local knowledge and rural residents
• We will stay and defend as we can’t move 

our animals, support us 
• Community support!
• We appreciate you coming to listen
• Thank you!

Nearly 4,000 comments 
discussed hundreds of topics 
throughout 24 consultation 
meetings. 
Every conversation began with 
the question “What would you 
like to talk about?” This is a 
visual representation of the 
topics residents chose. 
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What would be perfect is for this info to be listened 
to and actioned on, not just put into a report and 
shelved (as in the past) / Committees formed to action 
recommendations - use local ideas and expertise - 
especially in Chilcotin. (Alexis Creek)
More in-depth info needed on fires and locations from 
BCWS. (Interlakes)
Tourism operators don’t have the same sized lobby as 
the ranchers and the loggers. Tourism is a sector that 
needs both recognition and support. (Nimpo Lake)
Mental health/anxiety support at least one year into the 
future. (150 Mile House)
Depression and anxiety - have not felt that way before - 
may get worse. (108 Mile Ranch)
Concerned about order - have livestock etc. and there 
has to be a better way when have animals and property 
to protect. (West Fraser) 
Streamline access/permit system (100 Mile House)
Do not feel that this will get our concerns addressed. 
(Wildwood)
We have begun the process to FireSmart our property, 
but three lots adjacent to our property have been cleared 
and have large piles of wood debris remaining. These 
are definite fire hazards and there is no one on the lots 
to clean up the debris. Can anything be done to deal with 
this issue? (Facebook)
Many hoops to jump through for permits. CRD, 
cattlemen, etc. (Anahim Lake)
Why was there not a 24 hour radio service providing 
current info and useful updates? (Williams Lake)
Identifying and communicating with miners. (Wells)
Develop a local plan for mitigation, interface, 
preparedness, equipment, local knowledge. (Riske 
Creek)
Cell towers burnt - added to those without cell already 
(normally) (Watch Lake)
Abundance of talented resources within our community 
that were willing and capable. (Big Lake)
Ongoing impacts from the ‘trauma’ (feeling vulnerable). 
(Forest Grove)
Firefighters signing up from all over Canada and the 
world, to help us. (Interlakes)
Why did it take so long to evacuate Williams Lake? 
(McLeese Lake)
Help for the small guys…not farm status or small 
businesses (as main income) but loss of income just the 
same. (Nazko)
Communications where there is no communications - 
more cell towers Likely and Wells (Quesnel)
Lack of communication shared between agencies 

(RCMP, Military, BCWS, CRD etc.) (Nimpo Lake)
Used to have 12-60 fire wardens available then funding 
was reduced and cut unit, no funds left and local 
knowledge gone. (Nazko)
Radio station specifically for emergency info only. 
(Horsefly)
Volunteer fire departments need credit for door-to-door 
visits. (Forest Grove)
In Fort McMurray, the emergency notification system 
was used to provide daily updates to evacuees and 
community members. (Big Lake)
Can the CRD give people a couple hours notice on order 
being made to give them time to connect with their 
families, pets, emergency supplies, eg. A ‘grace period’ 
(Anahim Lake)
Why was sprinkler protection not available at the start of 
the fires. (Miocene)
Community was brought closer together. Lots of offers to 
help. (Likely)
Firefighters did not know about pass system and almost 
arrested when had to go get fuel. (Wildwood)
Air quality was worse when we were called back 
compared to when we evacuated - Why we could not wait 
until air quality better to call back? (Williams Lake)
Equipment caches and training needed. (Tatla Lake)
Financial support for people, area isn’t going to recover 
in our lifetime. (Nazko)
Very happy with CRD communications. (Interlakes)
What about people who didn’t have Facebook: No phone 
calls, had to seek info (Wildwood)
Best ways to reduce fire risk on our property? (108 Mile 
Ranch)
It was great to be able to share accurate videos on 
Facebook community groups. (West Fraser)
Use a central person in the community to be a conduit / 
key person to check info with and dispel rumours. (Tatla 
Lake)
August 12 house burned due to back fire. Helicopter in 
the air at Bald Mountain but no warning before fire hit 
homestead. (Riske Creek)
Taking permitting staff off their jobs. No permits went 
through all summer. (Quesnel)
Lack of co-ordination between different districts (CRD/
TNRD; Kamloops/Cariboo Fire Centres) (Watch Lake)
ESS volunteers needed a guide book. We got wrong info 
and didn’t register in Kamloops. (Williams Lake)

Radio - 100 Mile House - no service in Interlake area. 
(Interlakes)
Informing people who lost homes and structures. (Nazko)

What We Heard - Your Comments
A random selection of comments from the consultations. Comments focused on areas under regional jurisdiction. 
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Consultation conversations visualized as bubbles, with larger bubbles showing the larger conversations. 

Can the CRD or other organization subsidize or fund the 
radio license for these emergency communication tools? 
(Tatla Lake)
People need to feel they have been heard seriously and 
listened to. (Riske Creek)
Recovery to the new-normal easier for some - where to 
go for help? (Wildwood)
People at checkpoints need more discretionary authority 
to give access (when it’s common sense). (Quesnel)
Evacuation routes were not familiar, unknown, unsigned, 
GPS out dated, poor/non-existent signage, not 
maintained or vandalized. (Forest Grove)
Community volunteers catering meals for firefighters. 
(Big Lake)
Perfect: Videos each evening with fire centre, CRD, etc. 

Professionals stating the facts.(Williams Lake)
Info on CRD website - pathetic (sorry!) (Interlakes)
When back burns are planned in range tenure areas, 
ranchers need to have a chance to move cows before 
they burn. (Nimpo Lake)
No more useless fluff info. Get real useful honest info. 
What is really happening? (Nazko)
When you isolate a community e.g., Horsefly, but it is 
not put under evacuation order, need to have a plan for 
merchants to obtain supplies (Miocene)
Better daily updates as there were times that Facebook 
had different. Better as time progressed. (Lac la Hache)
Like government to buy-out the guide area at fair market 
value pre-fire. Not usable or sellable now and trap line 
areas. Government sold these tenures to them in the 
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first place. (Nazko)
How are governments going to work together to mitigate 
wildfires so close to communities i.e.. Fuel suppression - 
deciduous trees as fire breaks etc. (Interlakes)
All things considered, I have admiration and respect - all 
heroes. (Miocene)
Does Williams Lake or CRD have an active ESS team 
who meet and train regularly? (Williams Lake)
Road maintenance and trees down. Survey areas for 
danger trees. (West Fraser)
More detailed information about local fire status, attack 
strategies and available resources. (Facebook)
Temporary cell tower would have helped with 
communications. Cell coverage an issue. (Nazko)
Lots of animal loss. (Riske Creek)
Need to have permanent emergency evacuation route 
other than Highway 97 north and south. Routes should 
be maintained and signed. (People got lost trying to use 
alternate routes) - need better signage. (Lac la Hache)

No need to be heavy handed. Able-bodied can get 
themselves. (Anahim Lake)
Closed roads need to be better marked with detour signs 
etc. (Miocene)
Homeowners have a role to play in protecting their own 
homes. (Kersley)
Log strategically to protect communities, and tie into 
natural breaks to prevent large fires. (Nimpo Lake)
Moving (evacuating) seniors out can have a big impact; 

they may never recover. Some even passed away. 
(Quesnel)
Having one official source for communication would be 
helpful. (100 Mile House)
So many levels protecting themselves - not telling us the 
truth about what happened, is happening. (West Fraser)
Very difficult to get information during the early days of 
the fires. (Facebook)
Social and mental support for all. Have stress debriefs 
set up/ recurring basis and in small rural communities, 
not just Williams Lake, etc. (150 Mile House)
People speeding; cows killed on road. (Likely)
Ranching industry cannot evacuate quickly - too complex. 
Cattle, equipment, crops, dogs, horses etc. Where to go? 
(Alexis Creek)
Stress supports, prolonged stress situation. (Interlakes)

Maps RCMP were provided were hand drawn and wrong. 
(Watch Lake)
CRD communications - when house lost, why hear from 
Facebook? (Wildwood)
Well informed exit strategies. (Wells)
Emergency Alert, no power, no cell, no phone, no 
Internet. (Miocene)
Elder safety net. People without vehicles. Community 
communications. (Quesnel)
How can people call in to retrieve the order / alert 
information. Use of provincial communication services 
i.e. BC One (commercial services). (McLeese Lake)
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Too late for prevention. (Watch Lake)
Materials for people not on order but isolated 
(medications). (Tatla Lake)
Hard to find info about agriculture support during 
emergency (Nazko)
More cell towers and connectivity infrastructure needed, 
particular out west and east but really everywhere. 
(Williams Lake)
Valued community members one day, to enemy next. 
(Nimpo Lake)
People taking back roads to get by road blocks - 
dangerous, could get stuck and no one knows where 
they are. (Likely)
Emergency preparedness starts with individual. (Lac la 
Hache)
Single route out of Ulkatcho. This continues to be an 
issue during disasters. (Anahim Lake)
Under a state of emergency, could local firefighters be 
able to go ahead without waiting? (Horsefly)
Support for people who lost house with no insurance. 
Seniors 90+yrs. (Interlakes)
Appoint 1 or 2 people in rural communities who can be 
designated to go into evacuation order areas, turn on 
sprinklers, water plants, feed animals. (Forest Grove)
Not knowing which road to take while evacuating. (Big 
Lake)
When power goes down - no computer can be used. 
More information by radio would be of help. (Lac la 
Hache)
Need an EOC contact person direct to communities. 
(Likely)
Not too many sites! Single site or email contact and get 
up-to-date info. (Interlakes)
People had to get permits to get home to Kersley (on 
alert) - inconsistent passes - added to stress of alert. 
(Kersley)
Timing for permits made it really hard to get permits 
when you’re evacuated - get permit at 4pm have till 
noon. (Miocene)
No cell service, no pay phones (not working). (Likely)
Appears that logging companies were assessing for 
their own gain / mitigate losses - impacted decisions / 
influenced BC Wildfire. (Nimpo Lake)

Excellent decision to keep on community liaison 
throughout. Should be more in all departments. (Nazko)
Would like to see the regional districts work together to 
share info and intelligence. (Interlakes)
Not everyone has a phone, email, cell phone coverage 
non existent. Scatter gun approach to communications! 
(Forest Grove)
Need to co-ordinate the issuing of permits between all 
agencies. (Tatla Lake)
Heavy fines on stronger laws on discarding cigarette 
butts (150 Mile House)
Exit routes for residents / tourists. (Wells)
Felt no help from CRD or TNRD - did evacuation order on 
their own with no help. (Watch Lake)
Evacuation alert lifted notice didn’t mention Kersley by 
name. (Kersley)
Permit done when alert put on – or prior to. (Nimpo 
Lake)
Was evacuated from the 108. News of evacuation from 
neighbors, no sirens from fire hall, was surprised not to 
hear them. (Facebook)
Local fire department. Fire hall was used to contribute 
to firefighting efforts - need more compensation. Draw 
on the resources but only compensated $ 200 for use 
of hall. Local volunteer fire department not paid and lost 
income for two months. (Big Lake)
Yearly passes for ranchers etc. (to qualify to access 
through road blocks) (Anahim Lake)
Media ignoring BC wildfires yet reporting US hurricane 
for one hour. (Watch Lake)
No ambulance service - in an evacuated area (not good 
for volunteer fire department). (Miocene)
Where is the incentive for private landowners 
(neighbours) to clear/FireSmart their properties? 
(Idea=break on property tax). People are relying on 
insurance but there may come a time when insurance 
companies may not insure property if it is not FireSmart. 
(100 Mile House)
Where can counseling services be accessed? A list could 
be published (over and over again) (Williams Lake)
Want a meeting after the report is on to talk about the 
report findings. (Interlakes)
Community support tremendous. (Forest Grove)
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As a positive example, there is a strong connection 
between Boston and Halifax which remains 100 years 
after the Halifax explosion, a disaster that decimated 
the city and killed or injured 11,000 people. Boston 
immediately sent a train with supplies, nurses and 
doctors. When Boston needed help years later, Nova 
Scotia answered, sending nurses. The connection 
remains strong today, with Nova Scotia gifting a 
Christmas tree to Boston every year, and the people of 
Massachusetts continue to have Nova Scotia as a top 
tourist destination, and have named many communities 
after those in Nova Scotia.

A smaller example exists in every community, when 
two families have a dispute and don’t communicate 
for years or even generations. This is displayed in the 
Netflix program “The Ranch” when two neighbouring 
ranchers had not spoken in decades over a small 
dispute, which bridged to the next generation. We heard 
similar cases while completing consultation meetings, 
where one rancher was there and another would send 
their thoughts with someone else because they wouldn’t 
attend if “they” were there.

This intentional separation breaks down communication 
within communities, and must be considered as 
a potential issue if there are larger pockets of 
disconnection between communities. This was also 
present with those that are permanent residents and 
others that are summer residents only.

A serious disconnection exists in the Chilcotin region 
which dates back to 1858, and still has impact on 
today’s communication between communities.

In summary, “it began with the gold rush of 1858, the 
smallpox epidemic of 1862, and the Chilcotin War 
of 1864.” As noted in Sage Birchwater’s Chilcotin 
Chronicles, “These three events, which occurred in a 
span of just six years, worked in tandem to transform the 
heart and soul and nature of British Columbia.”

Events such as this impact connections within and 
between communities of people, geographic, cultural, 
and business, which are present today. This reduces the 
effectiveness of mass communications, which generally 
uses the same message for all communities when in 
crisis, often due to urgency. While urgency and crisis 
often bring communities together, as this disaster did, it 
will never bring together communities fully or quickly.

First Nations
Racial Divide
The Chilcotin War, and years before and after left a 
divide between white and First Nations communities 
which has not only created communications challenges, 
it has resulted in land title changes. These changes have 
impacted the relationship between the communities, and 
left non-Aboriginal tenure holders in a difficult financial 
position in the years prior to the wildfires, and made the 
wildfires hurt their finances much deeper. The frustration 
was heard during a five-hour long information meeting 
held in Nimpo Lake on August 23, 2017, the longest 
meeting in the disaster. 

First Canadian Land Title Decision
On June 26, 2015, the Supreme Court of Canada 
rendered a historic judgment and declared Aboriginal 
title to approximately 1,900 SQ KM of the original 
Williams Title Case Claim area in the Chilcotin. Aboriginal 
title is a legal term that recognizes interest in the 
land. It is a collective interest in the land, the right to 
use and occupy title lands that flow from being the 
original residents before European settlers arrived. 
This landmark decision includes a portion of Ts’il?os 
Provincial Park, which take in the two Provincial 
Campgrounds – Nu Chugh Beniz in Nemiah Valley on 
Chilko Lake and Gwadats’ih at the headwaters of Chilko 
Lake and is the traditional territory of the Xeni Gwet’in 
people.

The Xeni Gwet’in continue to invite visitors to join 
them and enjoy this pristine area, rich with wildlife and 
breathtaking views, while respecting the Xeni Gwet’in 
and Tsilhqot’in rights of the traditional users, local 
businesses and visitors. 

Ranching, Fur Trade and Gold Rush
In the 1950’s ranchers employed First Nations, although 
they did not live or eat with white people. In the Museum 
of the Cariboo Chilcotin, photos with First Nations and 
white people name only “Indian” as the description for 
First Nations individuals, while white people in the photo 
are named. 

The fur traders had no issue getting along with First 
Nations. They seemed to have a respect for each other 
and worked together through that period, with only a few 
issues. 
After the gold rush, there were no wars, but there were 
disagreements between tribes which were no more than 

Historical Impacts on Communications
Historical ties between communities can impact communications for decades and even centuries.
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neighbours not getting along. When it comes to disaster, 
neighbours help. However, there are culturally different 
practices. For example, in 2017 two reserves stayed 
behind against government wishes and saved areas with 
their historical way of fighting fires. 

Residential Schools
We acknowledge the legacy of residential schools is one 
Canadians should learn about and be understanding 
of the deep negative impact on First Nations and 
challenges this legacy presents in our relationship with 
them going forward. Within the Cariboo-Chilcotin, there 
were multiple residential schools.

It was a part of a “colonization of the land once 
exclusively the domain of Indigenous societies,” says 
Birchwater, “The premise of the residential schools 
across Canada was to teach Indigenous children how to 
fit into the now-mainstream Euro-Canadian society. More 
to the point, they were institutions set up to deprogram 
children from their Indigenous heritage. A popular slogan 
in residential schools was to ‘kill the Indian in the child.’”

We do not know the full impact of residential schools, 
however, with many only closing in recent decades, 
there are many alive who survived. Survival may not be 
the best term to describe, as they were often tortured 
into submission to a Euro-Canadian standard, which 
ultimately left the person in an empty shell with no 
knowledge of who they are or where they belong, with 
a low level of trust of authority. It also left only 1,005 
people who speak an Aboriginal language as their 
mother tongue of the 8,550 living in the CRD. 

Today
Today, bands are perceived to have terrible 
communication both between bands, internally within 
their band and between bands and local governments. 
This is not unique to this region, and is similar across 
Canada. A knowledge challenge may make this worse, 
as education levels among First Nations are lower than 
the overall Canadian population. Two examples: 1) There 
is little opportunity for white people to mingle and get to 
know First Nations people. 2) A Chief criticizing another 
Chief is huge deal. Mayor criticizing another Mayor is 
normal. 

During consultations, there was little attendance by 
members of First Nations communities, with under 
20 attending sessions. While this is unfortunate, First 
Nations are governed by their own governments, and 
make their own decisions on emergency response, 
including orders and alerts. 

Racism still exists in both white and First Nations 
communities, however, it is much better than it was. 
Racism today is often related to rights, and what 
one group of people are perceived to have for rights 
compared to another. Race is used as the identifier to 
distinguish the two groups. 

Immigrant Impact
Immigration and Language 
While the majority of the CRD is made up of third 
generation immigrants, 26% are first or second 
generation immigrants. It may explain why there are a 
206 non-English mother tongue languages in the CRD, 
spoken by 6,185 people. 

We heard many European accents while completing 
consultations, with most coming from Germany, which 
matches ethnic origins of 12,140 residents compared to 
17,820 with Canadian origins (non-Aboriginal). In fact, 
46,585 residents are from European origins. 

53% of new immigrants are from Europe, with the 
Americas and Asia making up 22% and 21% respectively. 
Indo-European languages are the mother tongue of 
3,270 residents, with Aboriginal, French and Multiple 
languages being the next three largest categories. 

While language is often not thought of as a barrier to 
communication in disaster, it should be. Considering 
some people who speak only English were confused 
and overwhelmed by information, imagine someone 
who uses English as a second language. Then mix in 
ethnic differences, and you have a challenging mix of 
understanding an emergency message. Simply put, with 
206 languages, there are at least 206 interpretations of 
what the message is. 

Conclusion
Communications today is tied to many moments in 
the region’s history. When building communications 
strategies, understanding historical context is important 
as barriers may impede important information reaching 
all communities. Historical impacts may hinder an 
important message from spreading as it will follow only 
natural lines of communication. Even in disaster, people 
will do only what is natural in early stages. 

Sources: Diana French, Historian; Chilcotin Chronicles, 
Birchwater, Sage, 2017; Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Travel Guide, 
2017.
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Recommendations

COMMUNICATIONS

Primary Source for Communications
When in crisis, and even moreso in disaster, the 
amount of information is overwhelming to both those 
in information roles and residents and stakeholders 
receiving the information. While operations must happen 
independently, a single source of communications should 
be established once a crisis reaches beyond a smaller 
crisis.

Agencies providing information this time included, but 
were not limited to: regional districts, BC Wildfire Service 
(provincial base, dozens of Information Officers, and 
three fire centres), Interior Health, Cariboo Chilcotin Coast 
Tourism Association, provincial emergency operations, 
provincial government and various departments, City 
of Williams Lake, City of Quesnel, District of 100 Mile 
House, District of Wells, community associations, local 
fire departments. This was disseminated by media, 
on Facebook groups, by appointed and self-appointed 
community liaisons and others using information provided 
on multiple media including email, web site, social media, 
telephone and much more. 

Most residents used multiple sources for information, and 
as you could understand, they were forced to. 

It gives some perspective of how difficult it was to not only 
understand what was the most updated information, but 
what source was accurate. This was complicated by the 
sharing of incorrect and old information, which sometimes 
traveled much faster than factual information. 

Various operations can assist by combining efforts into 
one communications source, which is made simple with 
the Incident Command System which promotes this 
through the structure, and adding liaisons as needed. 

Recommendations:
1. Communications for each liaison agency must come 

under the EOC structure of the regional district. This 
includes all provincial, regional and local agencies. 
This includes providing a trained Information 
Officer who is assigned and located at the EOC for 
the regional district, and will be a key member of 
their agency information team, thus receiving full 
access to information for both their agency and the 
regional district. Of importance, those agencies with 
multiple operations, must provide a representative 
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from each operation, in order to greatly increase 
communications across internal operations. This was 
shown to impact residents negatively, consistently, 
over the entire length of this disaster. This model 
is recommended for all regional districts in British 
Columbia.

2. Regional districts must also contribute to seamless 
coordination of communication activities during 
disasters across district boundaries, and may 
consider combining operations under one centre 
to combine resources, improve organization 
and information dissemination. We heard many 
times through the consultations that fires don’t 
have boundaries, and boundaries mean nothing 
to residents during disasters. Therefore, this is 
supported by both nature and residents. 

Information Officer Group
Many Information Officers met for the first time during 
this disaster, which is normal. However, many who were 
key partners had not worked closely together prior to 
this. That must change. 

Recommendation:
Information Officers must coordinate a group which 
develops a communication plan and structure to be used 
in emergencies. 

This group should meet once quarterly to discuss 
challenges and gaps, and continually develop the 
structure to support their coordination as a group during 
and after emergencies. 

Consistent Spokesperson and Host
The CRD consistently used one of two primary hosts of 
video/audio throughout the majority of the disaster and 
one of three primary media contacts. For operations 
it was Communications Manager, Emily Epp, who was 
replaced by Consultant, Tim Conrad, when Epp was on 
time off. For media, the primary spokesperson was CRD 
Chair, Al Richmond, and backed up by Epp/Conrad. 

This approach was planned, both who would serve as 
primary and secondary spokespersons, and scheduling 
their time to ensure one was always available. In 
addition, it was planned who would back up Epp and 
Richmond, particularly when videos were added as a 
tactic. When out of range of mobile communications for 
a period of time, they were replaced with Epp or Conrad 
filling the role(s). 

It was also decided by operations that Epp/Conrad 
would be the primary hosts of the videos, with Mike 
McCulley serving as the primary BCWS host. This was to 
ensure each daily video update had a consistent host, 
to reassure residents who were sometimes struggling 
to track and judge authenticity of various information 
sources. These three served as trusted sources for 
information, which residents were quick to point out 
throughout consultations, along with Richmond in media. 

Dr. Terry Flynn, Associate Professor of Communications 
Management from McMaster University, is conducting 
research on how professional societies, such as the 
Canadian Public Relations Society, play a role in 
developing communities of practice around emergency 
communications, in cases such as the wildfires, to 
support local communities and their public relations/
community relations outreach efforts. This research 
included a trip to Williams Lake to interview Epp and 
McCulley, and will be released later in 2018. A review of 
the research is recommended upon release.  

Recommendation:
Reduce the spokesperson roles to one primary and one 
secondary for each level of media. For local media and 
videos, there should be one spokesperson with one 
secondary. For non-local media and videos, there should 
also be one spokesperson and primary. This will reduce 
confusion, and increase response time. Generally, the 
local role should be filled by the Information Officer 
within the EOC - which is generally not accessible by 
those in political roles. Political leader(s) are saved for 
key moments, which are selected by the Information 
Officer, to highlight the importance of the information 
they will share. They should not be serving as regular 
contacts for media beyond those key moments, as they 
add an extra step of external communication for the 
information team, which was abnormal in this disaster 
and does not follow the EOC structure or best practices. 

Increased Use of Social Media
Facebook was the top medium used by residents, 
despite significant areas not having access to the 
internet. 55% of those surveyed indicated Facebook was 
how they received information. Average daily reach on 
the CRD Facebook page was 76,977 over the 77 days 
compared to an average of 204 prior to the disaster. 
Due to volume and a lack of consistent information team 
members, most Facebook messages and comments did 
not receive a response throughout the disaster. 
 
While Twitter was used by only 3% of those surveyed, it 
was a significant tool in reaching over 2.5 million people, 
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showing it has a wider value, which falls into a trend 
shown with other disasters. 

YouTube was used as a secondary video host to 
Facebook, and produced 27,896 views. Within the first 
few days of the information team using video to deliver 
messages, two videos were picked up by all three 
national news networks and used in their broadcast.

Recommendations:
Appropriate resources - one person on the information 
team tasked solely to social media when EOC is activated 
at Level 3 or higher. This will allow an opportunity to 
monitor activities and upgrade responses to individuals, 
which may answer other resident’s questions as well, 
and will reduce calls to the information line.

Video
Over one million video views were tracked on Facebook 
and YouTube, with video was only used consistently 
beginning on July 31. With 103 videos produced in 
that time, it was an effective tool to relay important 
messages. In the later weeks of the emergency, 
Information was also able to extract the audio from the 
updates and put the audio on the information phone line 
for those without internet access. 

CRD Communications is now prepared with the proper 
equipment to complete videos in interior settings and 
select exterior settings in the future. 

Recommendations:
Increased use of video is essential in future 
emergencies. Using a laptop, camera, tripod, and 
microphone, recorded videos can be completed. The 
laptop must have Windows 10 (64 bit OS), Intel i3 or 
better multi-core processor, 2GHz or above, at least 3GB 
physical RAM (8GB required for HD and 4K videos), and 
at least 2GB free hard-disk space for installation (SSD-
Solid State Disk recommended for editing HD and 4K 
videos). 

For live video, a mobile cell phone booster, battery 
backup, mobile tripod and mobile phone are required.

To support video production, one information team 
member should be dedicated to producing videos at all 
times during Level 3 and higher EOC activations. This 
team member must have previous video production 
experience, and be able to also conduct research, 
coordination and interviews as required, or be supported 
by another team member who can conduct interviews. 

Tasks include coming up with ideas for videos, arranging 
people to be in interviews, conduct interviews, work with 
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video equipment and editing software, and uploading to 
online services.

Audio 
When the CRD was able to add audio during the fires, it 
opened the possibility of adding it to an online source 
such as SoundCloud, Mixlr, or iTunes. This opens up the 
use of the audio in a simple form for radio stations to 
pull sound bites. It also provides a low-bandwidth option 
for residents who cannot watch videos online. 

Again, this requires appropriate resources to complete 
the task. In most emergencies, the same Information 
Officer can complete video and audio updates.

Recommendation: 
Using audio from videos as a source, uploading audio 
to SoundCloud or similar, which at least matches videos 
and telephone audio updates. This would be included in 
the duties of the Information Officer tasked with video 
production. This will include creating short, seconds-
long quotes to be used for radio sound bites, which can 
be linked in media-specific Twitter updates and media 
releases.

Email
Email is one of the oldest electronic communication 
tools, invented in the 1969 and made commercially 
available in 1995. Despite a lengthy lifespan, the tools 
to manage it have never developed to be ideal in a 
disaster. Emails simply overwhelm those trying to read 
and respond to them. As an example, important emails 
needed a follow-up to ensure the receiver did not miss it 
among the hundreds they were receiving every day. 

Software used to send and receive emails was Outlook, 
while MailChimp was used by the information team to 
send emails to large groups. Residents were able to sign 
up for the list through the CRD web site.

Recommendation: 
1. An alternate system to gather messages and align 

them to responses would increase satisfaction for 
residents, reduce response times, reduce staff 
hours, and reduce mixed messages to residents 
from multiple sources. This could be done with a 
frequently-asked-question database accessible 
online, and possibly by phone. This is a system which 
could be used in normal business operations, and 
populated and updated during an emergency.

2. For communication between agencies, there are 
multiple alternates to email including Slack and 

Facebook, which would improve organization and 
ability to manage incoming and outgoing information 
into categories immediately. One should be selected 
and adopted by all agencies, and used during regular 
operations as well as during emergencies. 

Public Education
There are a number of areas where public education 
can fill gaps between emergencies. While most residents 
knew the difference between an order and alert prior 
to this disaster, there were many areas where residents 
lacked knowledge in basic areas such as what an order 
meant, what a road closure means, and responsibility of 
agencies. 

Included in this education should be kits created with 
basic information which can be distributed at road 
blocks, and contains education on terms and processes. 

Recommendation: 
Education campaigns in spring, fall and winter to 
prepare residents for emergency. Education on terms, 
preparedness and prevention should be a focus of the 
first year of education. 

Significant Public Education to Reduce 
Human-Caused Fires
British Columbia: 53.7% of fires during the 2016 season 
were human caused, a total of 564 fires, which is well 
above the 10 year average of 38%.7 
Alberta: 64% of fires  over the last 12 years were 
human-caused. The number of fires has declined 
over the last five years, compared to a similar period 
a decade ago, however, the average hectares burnt 
in a season has increased from 78,018 to 234,601 
hectares.8

With a cost of $568 million to British Columbia in 20179, 
wildfire suppression is not only costly, but the result 
of wildfires evacuated 65,000 residents across the 
province. Most of those evacuated were from the CRD.

Recommendation:
Significant public education planning and program to 
reduce the number of human-caused fires within the 
CRD. The education will focus on cleaning equipment, 
staying out of the forest when under high hazard, 
reduction of careless activities, and the impact of 
wildfires on residents. 



Crisis Communications Plan
The region did not have a crisis communications 
plan, which includes the guides on what to do during 
emergencies and access to secured communications 
tools, as well as trigger points when resources are 
required and what those resources are. 

Recommendation:
Develop a comprehensive crisis communications plan.

STATUS: Butterfly Effect Communications was contracted 
to create a crisis communications plan upon completion 
of the consultation process. 

Business Communications
Specific communication for business, to provide 
guidance on what to expect, and timing, was not 
available during this disaster.

Recommendation:
Develop a communication toolkit for use in emergencies. 
This will include specific documents for businesses, 
which will help them prepare for evacuation, the impacts 
of evacuation on businesses, and tips upon re-entry. 

Dark Web Site
The CRD web site, while an improvement over a previous 
version, was cumbersome to update and required 
significant instructions to complete the updating, 
addition or deletion of orders and alerts or other 
information. Residents also brought up that information 
was sometimes dated or difficult to find, enough-so they 
stopped using and went to other sources and the CRD 
Facebook page. 

The web site is also hosted on a platform hosted by 
the CRD, which creates a significant risk if IT systems 
fail. Keeping in mind that when news breaks at a large 
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scale, millions of people can visit web sites out of 
curiosity. Of note, besides email and the web site, every 
communication medium used to deliver information was 
hosted on an external server. 

Recommendation:
Creation of a dark site, which is turned on for medium 
and larger emergencies, and uses an external server. It 
is recommended this also integrate with social media 
pages used by the CRD. The dark site should be able to 
provide an archive of past emergency events for public 
record, and will still direct users to the CRD web site 
where applicable. 

Elected Official Expectations and Ethics
Communication, response and ethics were inconsistent 
from elected officials during the response. This resulted 
in false information spreading, a lack of, or reduced level 
of communications and/or a substantial difference in 
the tasks an elected official was completing compared to 
a colleague. 

Recommendation:
A policy and procedure on the expectations and role 
of an elected official during an emergency, including 
what are acceptable and unacceptable actions and 
behaviours. 

Telephone
Telephone is one of the few ways for people to gain 
information during emergencies, no matter where they 
are located.

The CRD had an information line available when the 
EOC activated, which allowed people to gain information 
through a toll-free line. However, at times throughout the 
77 days, over a third of the calls were unanswered due 
to a high volume of calls. 

In August, emergency operations was added menus 
to the phone line which directed callers to an audio 
version of the regular video updates. This was helpful 
for those residents in areas with limited access to other 
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communication tools, and provided them with regular 
accurate and timely information.

Permits and access were the top topics of calls analyzed. 
With improvements to the permitting process, the 
volume of calls can be greatly reduced, which is noted 
later under Permits. 

Recommendations: 
1. Providing regular recorded updates on a phone 

line should be used whenever the EOC is activated. 
These can be provided live with various partners, 
with recording placed on phone line as an option.

2. The information line must be opened within the 
first few hours of the EOC activation, and be open 
hours to match the emergency (even if overnight). 
Residents require the information line especially 
when a evacuation order or alert is put in place, to 
answer specific questions about their safety and 
property. Use of a menu and recorded messages 
can reduce the number of calls which need to be 
directed to an operator. 

Radio
FM radio is the only current option available to residents 
living in or near urban centres in the CRD. Unfortunately, 
FM radio does not travel through or over mountains, and 
does not reach most rural populations.

The CRD has a portable FM radio transmitter, which 
is good for distances up to 30 kilometres dependent 
on geography, however, an AM transmitter can travel 
hundreds of kilometres.

The CBC decommissioned AM transmitters in the region 
over the last decade. Residents felt the decommissioned 
CBC transmitters were a responsibility of the national 
broadcaster that failed them during this disaster - not 
realizing their importance until gone. 

Recommendation:
CBC consider either activating those transmitters 
across the country (this is not an issue just in the CRD) 
or handing over ownership of those transmitters to 
local agencies responsible for emergency operations. 
Preferable would be for the expert body, CBC, to engage 
these devices and ensure they are ready for use for 
emergencies.

Dependent on results with the CBC, the CRD should set 
up a network of AM transmitters which would be used 
for emergency information updates to all residents, 
especially those in remote areas who lack access to 
telephone, mobile, radio, and television networks. 

Television
Television is still a widely-used communication medium, 
and the Weather Network (also used by CBC News) is a 
go-to source for weather information for residents. 

Recommendation:
Request Weather Network to provide specific local 
updates regularly for areas with evacuations. 

Internet and Mobile Networks
There is no internet or mobile access in most of the CRD. 
This is a major issue when emergency operations mainly 
uses these mediums to quickly spread information 
such as evacuation orders and alerts. Internet access 
is absolutely necessary, and existing infrastructure will 
be overwhelmed the moment an emergency strikes. 
Residents will seek locations with internet, and those are 
extremely limited in rural areas of the CRD. Community 
halls we visited that had internet access were unable to 
handle small amounts of traffic from our consultation 
team, and would not be suitable in emergencies. 

Recommendations:
1. Upgrading internet access points at community halls 

which will be used as information or evacuation 
centres, to be ready for emergencies when residents 
will gather to those points to gain information. 

2. Immediately request mobile internet and cellular 
boosting units to be set up in areas impacted by an 
emergency which have no, limited, or overwhelmed 
internet/cellular service in their area. 

3. Advocacy for cellular network expansion. Strong 
advocacy to federal and provincial governments to 
ensure service is greatly improved in rural areas 
within two years. Significant penalties should be 
considered if requirements are not met. 

Ham/Amateur Radio Network
Amateur radio (also called ham radio) describes 
the use of radio frequency spectrum for purposes 
of non-commercial exchange of messages, wireless 
experimentation, self-training, private recreation, 
radiosport, and emergency communication.

It is an essential network to tap into for emergencies, as 
radio operators are generally able to operate when all 
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utilities are inoperable, and are accompanied by a 
vast network who can pass messages across large 
distances. They may be used to relay information 
from local sources to operations centres. 

Recommendation:
Support development of this network by providing 
grants for amateur networks for equipment, and 
integrate operators into the EOC information team. 
This will improve communications in all locations, 
and increase local knowledge to decisions made in 
the EOC. 

Flyer Drops
For some areas, the only way to reach people was 
with in-person contact at road blocks. Preparation to 
deliver flyers to people at these locations required 
printing and packaging of information packages, 
which were then driven or flown by helicopter to 
road blocks. This was difficult during the emergency, 
however, it was an effective way of reaching remote 
residents. 

Recommendation:
Developing templates, tools and a structure to 
complete this task in the future, with the goal of 
completing the task within six hours. 

Video/Photo pool
In the mid-2000’s an online media website in 
Halifax, haligonia.ca, began a photo pool and video 
pool to gather photos and videos from the public in 
a single location. This has served to be useful for 
assessing changes in conditions and community 
needs. 

Recommendation:
Using existing social media, allow videos and photos 
to be added to a central pool. This will include 
images from the public and other agencies. 

Signage
We heard many times, particularly from those who 
were new or visiting the area that they became 
easily lost during evacuations. In some cases, they 
were sent down a road by RCMP or others, only to 
come to an intersection and have no idea which 
direction to go. 

Recommendations: 
1. Static Roadside Signs -  Purchase an inventory 
of directional signage that are reflective and can 

http://www.haligonia.ca
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be used in evacuations to direct residents in a safe 
direction. These signs should have GPS-enabled de-
vices to aid in tracking placements. These can also 
serve as directional signage when residents are able 
to stay, but roads are closed. 

2. Highway Roadside Signs - Purchase or rent signs to 
be placed on roads to relay important information 
throughout the emergencies. These would be similar 
to signs used by MOTI during the wildfires, but be 
specifically for relaying important information about 
the emergency. 

3. Digital Signs at Centres - Purchase digital screens 
which can relay important information to Resiliency 
and Evacuation centres. A television with ability to 
display a web site, and access to the internet would 
work for this purpose. This includes Smart or Roku 
televisions. This would be accompanied by a web 
site which will be created to display EOC information 
updates, weather, news and order/alerts. 

UPDATE: Two digital screens were purchased for this task 
within CRD boundaries. 

Community Liaisons for 
Communications and Local Information
A community liaison system used to be in place in the 
CRD and was not maintained. This system relayed 
information from local sources back to the EOC and 
helped spread information from the EOC and other 
sources. Residents found this to be a vital connector, 
especially in communities which lacked any of the 
communication tools in urban areas. 

Recommendation:
Establish a community liaison system focused on 
information gathering and sharing. Community liaisons 
will be trusted members of the community who are 
engaging communicators and can also use a variety 
of communication tools including radio, internet, and 
cameras. They will also have ability to connect to the 
internet and be easily reachable by telephone and on-
call or have an available back-up at all times in case 
an emergency occurs. They may also have the ability to 
complete other tasks such as issuing permits. 

Information Meetings / Boards
Both meetings and posted updates were appreciated 
by residents, despite their irregularity. In disasters, 
daily updates are typically provided at local information 
centres. 

Recommendation:
Using the Community Liaison network, provide at least 
daily posted updates at centres, and more regular 
meetings during emergencies. 

It should be made clear to residents at each meeting 
they may not get answers to all questions at these 
meetings, as information is fluid and constantly 
developing. 

Maps
Residents appreciated the maps provided by the district, 
but were looking for more detail to help them pinpoint 
locations on the maps. As an extra challenge, they also 
found them difficult to read on mobile devices, which is 
the way most residents were forced to view maps. GPS 
maps, even those on new and updated devices were also 
tested and were often not able to direct responders to 
addresses accurately. 

Recommendations:
1. More local details including naming roads, water-

ways, and forestry roads. 

2. Use online mapping, perhaps providing Google Earth 
version through the CRD web site.

3. Daily maps should be released which include fire 
perimeter and evacuation boundaries. 

4. Maps must be provided in a format which can be 
viewed on a mobile device. 

5. Working with GPS map services, ensure map data 
is updated to match current available data. These 
include Google, Bing, Apple, Gamin, Magellan, Rand 
McNally, Trackimo and TomTom.

Emergency Notification System
The Emergency Notification System saw a large spike 
in use during the disaster, and it became an extremely 
valuable tool for communicating evacuations. In the 
early days, the system was not used as intended, and 
residents were very unhappy about this. 

Residents also saw increased use of the system, 
including notifications when new information was 
released about their area, and when orders/alerts are 
rescinded. 

Recommendations:
1. Send notifications when order/alert taken off.

2. Send notifications when information changes are 
available, specific to areas impacted. In most cases, 
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updates should only be sent once per day, however, 
the situation may require more than one update 
daily. 

3. Significant campaigns and promotion of the 
notification system, through email, media, and 
social media campaigns should happen in months 
coinciding with CRD open houses. As part of the 
campaign, callers to CRD offices should be asked 
to sign up, with staff directing residents to sign up 
online or immediately over the phone if they have no 
internet access. Residents will also have the ability 
to sign up through computers at the open houses 
and at front counters at CRD offices and regional 
municipalities. Training will be required for staff on 
the sign-up process prior to these campaigns. 

Orders/Alerts Communication
Information provided at the time of evacuations must 
be expanded to include information residents need to 
evacuate. Much of this information can be prepared in 
advance of crisis, made available on the web site, and 
placed in media release and social media templates. 
As well, staff at road blocks should be provided this 
information whenever possible so they are aware of the 
information residents are receiving.

Recommendations:
1. List more details including where to get permits, 

help with animals, road block locations, evacuation 
routes, and the impact on essential services and 
businesses. 

2. Road blocks should be provided with basic infor-
mation to aid in proper evacuation when possible 
- maps, information packages, and where to get help. 
A road block guide can be developed in advance 
and be printed and ready for emergencies, with an 
electronic version also available for circulation. If 
necessary in emergencies, information may need to 
be relayed by helicopter.

3. Extra time for businesses to evacuate - especially 
those accommodating guests. 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS

Field Operations - Planning and 
Information
There was a lack of local knowledge at some points 
during the emergency. This resulted in gaps in 
information and planning, and confusion among 
residents and visitors to the area. In one case, a 
new resident to the area was completely lost on an 
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evacuation route and drove toward the fire they were 
escaping. This was due to a lack of field operations in 
the area, and operations giving poor descriptions of road 
networks. 

Recommendation:
Planning and Information teams must have Field 
Officers in place, roaming the areas impacted to gather 
intelligence and relaying information both to and from 
the EOC. In the case of the information role, it also 
gives media a local contact to arrange interviews, and 
a source to verify wording of orders, alerts and media 
releases. 

There is a gap which can be filled by placing Information 
Officers in the field at various locations including:
Evacuation Centres / Resiliency Centres / Incident 
Command Teams / Communities. This role would serve 
to fill the existing gap of gathering local knowledge and 
ensuring information is reaching communities/agencies 
which it is working. It is normal in disasters to have field 
officer(s) working as community and agency liaisons. 
This will improve the understanding of local issues as 
well as increase communications to the communities.

These team members do not need to be local, however 
their role must be local-focused. They must be equipped 
with communication tools which will generally work in 
remote locations over long periods of times, and be able 
to safely survive in remote locations with appropriate 
food and accommodations, and be monitored in case 
they are in danger. 

Operations - Emergency Operations 
Centre (EOC)
The CRD operations centre is the main board room, 
and served well during the emergency. However, some 
structural improvements would improve the flow of 
information. Often, the information area was one of the 
loudest as it was between two doors where impromptu 
meetings would happen, and it made it difficult to hear 
communication from the Director area. As well, the 
location was limited to only Wi-Fi, which was shared with 
many other devices in the EOC, and significantly slowed 
important uploads and downloads. This was overcome 
by using a single high-speed connection or waiting until 
times when there were less people in the EOC, often 
meaning longer hours for information team members. 

Recommendation:
The CRD operations centre setup should be adjusted to 
have information placed in the room on the outer edge 
of the Director. As part of this, the highest-speed internet 
connection available should be wired to this corner of 
the room with a connection for each information team 
member, to decrease the time necessary to upload 
photo, audio and video files to the internet. 

Permits
The CRD set up an effective permit system during the 
wildfires to give certain residents and businesses access 
to evacuation order areas, to operate businesses who 
were aiding responders and ranchers to move or feed 
animals. This was not in place for much of the first 
month, and residents let us know that was an issue. 
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Analysis of 1,584 call centre issues showed most were related to permits and access. 
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The system required residents to regularly get new 
permits through a fairly lengthy process of calling 
the information line or visiting the CRD office 
in Williams Lake to obtain a permit. Agriculture 
permits were included within this permitting 
system.  

Recommendation:
1. Create an access permit system which allows 
residents to pre-qualify and obtain permits for 
travel based upon the emergency and a strict set of 
conditions. Residents would be required to renew 
the permits annually prior to wildfire season. This 
would reduce resources staff issuing permits, and 
calls overwhelming the call centre.  

2. Ensure agriculture permits are included within 
the permitting process, and include representatives 
from the agriculture industry and other important 
agencies as part of the process. 

3. Pre-qualify stores, accommodations, food, and 
suppliers annually to ensure they are able to stay 
open when supplying emergency services. 

4. During emergencies, permits should be 
accessible at various locations, potentially including 
all CRD offices and community liaisons. 

5. Single provincial registration system for province 
and all regional districts, Red Cross, and ESS. 
Based on answers, the form will be customized 
to collect all information for each agency. Some 
permits would be issued instantly, while others 
would require approval. 

Structure Loss Identification
Home and business owners from Nazko to 108 Mile 
Ranch were not contacted nearly two months after 
emergency operations had ended, to be informed 
their structure was lost. In part, this was due to 
having inaccurate, old or no contact information for 
homeowners. 

Recommendation:
Examination and improvement of system to identify 
and connect with those who experience structure 
loss. The result must be a system which connects 
the property with contact info for the owner, which 
can be updated annually at the responsibility of the 
owner. 
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PREVENTION

Evacuation Plans for Communities
Williams Lake residents acknowledged the reality that 
their evacuation created chaos, which was known by 
the EOC at the time of the evacuation. While the EOC 
intended on an evacuation in stages, the conditions 
quickly deteriorated and the evacuation of the entire 
community took place at the same time. There was also 
concern from Wells and the Chilcotin residents, areas 
with limited egress routes, over how evacuations would 
happen and what would trigger the evacuations. This 
could be the case for many communities throughout the 
CRD, regardless of population. 

Recommendation:
Evacuation plans with trigger events should be prepared 
and practiced in table top exercises for all communities 
within the CRD. 

Culture of Preparedness
All municipalities must live in a culture of preparedness 
for emergencies of all types. Acknowledgment that 
natural disasters are not an if, but when. We heard at 
every meeting that residents are concerned with how 
prepared they, their community, and their region is for 
the next time. They want it, and they want to be part of 
being prepared. In addition, local resources are now 
exhausted and external resources may be required. 

Recommendations:
1. Resident-based initiatives to prevent fires and floods 

in their communities should be undertaken annually, 
with definitive and realistic actions undertaken annu-
ally in every community. These will include cleaning 
up slash piles, reduction of fuels, and understanding 
the impacts of changing climate through education 
events. 

2. Legally limiting development in high-risk areas. This 
will include areas which previously allowed develop-
ment and may have been impacted by fire or flood 
or at risk of fire or flood, and aimed at not repeating 
expensive mistakes. It will also look to create fire 
breaks in newly developed areas. 

3. Bylaws requiring clean-up of high-hazard properties. 
This will limit properties within the wildland-urban 
interface, which is the majority of properties in the 
CRD, from leaving waste to burn at a greater intensi-
ty if a wildfire were to come through the area. 

4. Creating and maintaining fire breaks around com-
munities. These will decrease the probability of fires 

jumping into communities and destroying properties. 

5. FireSmart to be a requirement around every struc-
ture within wildland-urban interface. With a focus on 
those communities most at risk, education programs 
and a requirement within five years to FireSmart all 
properties within the interface. 

6. Advocacy for the Province of British Columbia to 
immediately begin an extensive prescribed burn pro-
gram to reduce risk to communities and wildland. 

7. Monthly training for staff and associates who would 
be required during an emergency. This will include 
tabletop exercises to improve responses, and iden-
tification of and elimination of gaps in emergency 
response. 

8. Identification of trained and experienced people to 
fill roles in emergency operations if an emergency 
was to run for 77 days. 

9. Individuals and communities must lead prepared-
ness efforts, and approach municipality for guid-
ance, training and assistance. 

10. Examine the process related to burn permits. Im-
provements must be made, as the window for 
residents to burn brush is extremely limited under 
current rules. 

11. Full preparedness exercises must be undertaken 
annually, and include removing people from typical 
roles and placing them in other positions, which is 
likely in early hours of emergencies. These prepared-
ness exercises should closely align with reality, they 
are not simple tabletop exercises, and test all as-
pects of response to ensure they uncover any weak 
areas. 

12. a. Defining difference between remote, rural, and 
urban dwellings.  
b. Standards for communication with each dwelling 
type included in crisis communication plan.  
c.  Mapping, evacuation plan with routes and trigger 
points.  
d. Guidelines to support “stay and prepare” opera-
tions by residents in remote areas.  
e. Supporting resources and supplies to maintain 
a standard of survival for residents and animals in 
their care.  
f. A recovery plan with specific dwelling, transpor-
tation and other support standards for live-off-the-
land/off-the-grid, remote and some connection, rural 
and some connection, rural connected, and urban. 
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Identification for First Responders
First responders were often unable to respond properly 
as they were caught in areas when evacuations took 
place, and were not given appropriate identification to 
get through road blocks. 

Recommendation:
Providing a universal identification to First Responders, 
prior to emergencies when possible. The identification 
should be provided to all firefighters, search and rescue, 
ESS, and emergency operations staff, and be hung from 
mirrors of vehicles, and be accompanied with a bracelet.  

Emergency Social Services (ESS)
Residents received many different messages from ESS, 
and it resulted in confusion, especially in early stages 
of the disaster. They were not provided with adequate 
information, and some missed out on necessary support. 

ESS was also not adequately prepared to receive the 
volume of residents, or had prepared volunteer or 
resident information kits for various reception centres. 

Recommendations:
1. Two ESS guides - One for ESS staff/volunteers which 

will provide information on their role and simple flow 
charts to help them assist residents. The second 
guide will be for residents and provide them general 
information which can be updated with specific infor-
mation related to the emergency.

2. ESS kits to provide basic supplies to set up an initial 
reception centre, with guides on what they may need 
to add to their kit for their emergency, and where to 
obtain those items. Kits will also include signage and 
copies of documents to support the first 24 hours of 
an emergency. 

Evacuation Guide for Responders
Responders were clearly unsure what to say in various 
roles throughout the disaster, and this resulted in 
interpretations of information which were inaccurate 
and caused confusion throughout the region. This is not 
unusual, as many people were brought from outside the 
region to assist as local resources were exhausted. 

Recommendation:
A short and simple set of guides for responders in 
various roles including road blocks, door-to-door 
evacuation notifications, firefighting, emergency 
operations centre, and other roles. 

The guides will include region overview, basic maps, 

emergency operations structure, terminology, FAQ, key 
contacts, distances between communities, and where 
they can connect to updated information. 

WILDFIRE FIGHTING

Increased Resources for Wildfire 
Firefighting in Isolated Communities
Firefighting resources in remote communities do not 
exist. Some of these communities are a four hour 
drive away from the nearest resources. Often the 
only firefighting equipment is on ranches within the 
community. Communities want some resources, and 
requested help in training and obtaining equipment. 

Recommendation:
Work with communities to identify needs and create a 
plan to fill needs. The plan should be in place within one 
year. 

Turning a Liability into an Asset
Residents in remote areas felt they were treated as 
a liability by emergency responders, when they were 
an asset. They were told to get out of the way when 
they may have been useful for their local knowledge or 
resources. 

Ex. Comments from Tatla Lake: 1. Provide means for 
communicating needs for passes to the CRD i.e. to pick 
up helicopter parts. 2. Radios seized by RCMP at road 
blocks (in area with no cell service).
Comments from Riske Creek: 1. A skidder and water 
tank on (our) property were left unused while (our) home 
and outbuildings burned. 2. Community actioned the 
fires in initial days before BCWS came in.  Over one week 
they actioned the fire alone.  

Recommendation:
Understand that residents in rural areas served an 
important role in past years to assist in emergency 
response, and can in the future. While their roles may be 
limited to reduce liability, they should not be completely 
eliminated from being a resource. They can be used to 
transport messages, parts, and supply resources. This 
is not an endorsement to stay and defend, as that has 
resulted in many deaths in Australia where the program 
was implemented. Residents should only be used 
where it is safe to do so, and improves upon resources 
available. 
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Rural Addressing
We noted there were virtually no addresses posted 
in nearly every corner of the region. In fact, not one 
community hall we held a meeting in had an address 
visible from the road at night. In addition, GPS maps are 
often not updated or accurate, and not one hall was 

found using a new Garmin GPS with updated maps. 

With thousands of responders arriving to help in this 
disaster, that resulted in many being unable to quickly 
find the location they were seeking. There were noted 
cases of emergency responders driving hours to find a 
location, which likely hampered response by hundreds of 
hours overall. 

Recommendation:
A standardized rural addressing signage program must 
be launched by the municipalities, with a focus on those 
in rural areas. The program will be backed by a bylaw 
requiring property owners to participate in the program 
by a certain date. Rural addressing program sample.

RECOVERY 

Mental Health
There were many signs that mental health will be a major 
issue in the recovery phase, and this will be evident over 
a period of years. Unfortunately, current support services 
were completely overwhelmed immediately. 

Residents noted in the survey their mental health was 
strongly impacted during the wildfires, dropping 31% 
during the wildfires, and maintaining a 7% drop from 
their normal pre-wildfires. 24% indicated they are 
avoiding public settings now as compared a year earlier. 

Recommendation:
1. No person let down. Strong advocacy for increased 

resources to match demand are immediately re-
quired from the Province of British Columbia. 

2. Tracking of mental health metrics in the community, 
which will target areas needing attention. 

3. Mental health community outreach for at least 12 
months after the emergency ended, including in 
schools and with elderly. Community support groups 
which meet regularly should be established as part 
of this outreach. 

Above: Rank 6 fire north of Nazko, showing bark completely burnt from trees and large trees bent from heat of fire. (Tim Conrad)

January 18, 2018 story noting how quickly a controlled burn 
caused panic on social media, going viral within hours

http://www.countygp.ab.ca/EN/main/departments/public-works/rural-addressing/faqs.html
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4. Targeted outreach and programs for first responders 
including volunteers from fire departments, ESS, and 
other organizations, as well as emergency operations 
team members. 

Financial Assistance Focused on 
Survival Needs 
There are pockets of residents, businesses and non-
profits who have had a drastic change in their revenue 
or expenses, and are in dire need of assistance from an 
outside source. Particularly, those without insurance or 
under-insured are struggling, and those who have been 
directly and indirectly impacted, such as tourism-based 
businesses who had no summer season and ranchers 
who have lost rangeland. 

Recommendation:
Advocacy to the Province of British Columbia to 
ensure aid is immediately in place for individuals and 
organizations. This is not a political need and should not 
be treated as one. It should only be measured on the 
substantial needs of the region, which have been heavily 
impacted by the wildfires, in regards to employment, 
operational ability, length of the emergency and damage 
to property. 

Thank You Event
We heard plenty of people wanting to thank those 
that helped, and not having the opportunity. This is an 
important part of closure for people and serves to pull 
communities back together. 

Recommendation:
Thank you events should be held in at least Nimpo Lake, 
Riske Creek, Williams Lake, Quesnel, Nazko, Interlakes, 
100 Mile House, and 108 Mile Ranch with a focus on 
thanking all who responded. For those unable to attend, 
communities should ensure they receive their thanks 
through a creation such as video, art, or a gift. These 
events should be held in early spring, and be organized 
by the CRD, and may be able to access funds through 
the Canadian Red Cross. 

Tourism
Tourism took a direct hit as a result of the wildfires, both 
immediate in a loss of a full season, and long-term in 
the loss of wildland which provided the source of their 
income. Tourism businesses impacted range from stores, 
restaurants and accommodations for guides, trapping 
and hunting. 

Recommendations:
1. Additional resources and funding to promote the en-

tire region, with specific promotion focused on those 
sectors hit the hardest. 

2. Resources to transition sustainable businesses to 
another area or into a new area of business. 

3. Preparing to use tourism operators for resource in 
future emergencies, including accommodations, food 
and supplies. This preparation will include planning 
to ensure they can remain supplied when road clo-
sures are hampering deliveries. 

Left: The remains of Lee’s Corner Gas in Hanceville. Right: New growth in a burned area in the Chilcotin. (Tim Conrad)
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	Red Cross.	Perfect, Red_Cross
	Incredible dedication of so many fire fighters, support and communication, personnel	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	90+% went better then we could hope for given the situation	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	Evacuation notice, 	Perfect, ENS
	Red Cross support / 	Perfect, Red_Cross
	ESS registration 	Perfect, ESS
	/ 108 fire protection	Perfect, BCWS
	The volunteers for pets in Kamloops and	Perfect, Kamloops
	 the donations from the people of Fort McMurray	Perfect, Donations
	Water our greenhouse veggies. / 	Perfect, Community
	Incredible people in 100 mile and PG - so willing to help in so many ways.	Perfect, Prince_George
	Police/RCMP, 	Perfect, RCMP
	Firefighters, CO’s, 	Perfect, BCWS
	Search and Rescue, 	Perfect, SAR
	ESS, 	Perfect, ESS
	Red Cross and 	Perfect, Red_Cross
	unofficial volunteers offering ALL kinds of support.	Perfect, Community
	RCMP, 	Perfect, RCMP
	SAR, 	Perfect, SAR
	Conservation officer, 	Perfect, Province
	local police, 	Perfect, RCMP
	Military, CUSE, 	Perfect, CAF
	office of fire marshal and 	Perfect, Structure_Protection
	first responder, 	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	support	Perfect, Community
	daily email updates from CRD	Perfect, Email
	ESS Notifications of evacuations, alerts	Perfect, ENS
	Forestry,	Perfect, BCWS
	 local contractors, 	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	firefighters, 	Perfect, Local_firefighting
	CRD, 	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	emergency centre, 	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	local government, all the hundreds of people who helped from the beginning to now did a fantastic job given the circumstances. Yes - we can and will learn from this. Thanks	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	Facebook, communication went extremely well	Perfect, Facebook
	108 Firemen going door to door feeding animals, watering plants.	Perfect, Fire_Department
	Community came together / People helped each other / 	Perfect, Community
	Emergency services / 108 Fire Dept. and others.	Perfect, Fire_Department
	Hard work and dedication on all fronts, professional/volunteers	Perfect, Emergency_Operations
	No one was badly injured thanks to many valiant efforts	Perfect, Lives
	Brought community together – food banks, emergency medications delivery, homes and back yards opened to others.	Perfect, Community
	Leaving and returning	Okay, Orders_Alerts
	CRD and 	Okay, Emergency_Operations
	Community leaders / MLA,	Okay, Elected_officials
	 Fire Chiefs - displayed exceptional leadership. Thank you	Okay, Fire_Department
	Evacuation order, 	Okay, Orders_Alerts
	Red Cross support, 	Okay, Red_Cross
	ESS	Okay, ESS
	Air Support	Okay, BCWS
	House and Pets okay on return	Okay, Structure_Loss
	Thank you to all emergency services personnel.	Okay, Emergency_Operations
	Communications and information dissemination about orders and alerts	Okay, Communication
	No human lives lost	Okay, Lives
	Overall, all emergency processes went ok and well	Okay, Emergency_Operations
	Getting financial support from ESS and Red Cross - cumbersome process but it was okay	Okay, ESS
	I have signed up for the emergency notice and have never received anything.	Awful, ENS
	Notification system didn’t work (July6)	Awful, ENS
	Our order was lived by my child and I could not return home as there was still active fires burning on our land.	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	Air quality after return	Awful, Health
	“While evacuated:  Not hearing the date and time of public fire meetings until it was too late. No start times announced (perhaps other then Facebook) we are not all on Facebook
needs to make it to CRD website or local radio, or receive a text notificatio
	Communicating with Red Cross	Awful, Red_Cross
	Ridiculous numbers of people stationed at road blocks	Awful, Road_blocks
	“Parking lot at Ramada Inn did not work for accessibility for those with holiday trailers when registering with
ESS”	Awful, ESS
	No local radio broadcasting when hydro is out.	Awful, Radio
	Communication with Red Cross	Awful, Red_Cross
	“Confusion as to what roads were open/closed on July 8th.
On July 7 - could not return to from Lac La Hache
On July 8 - could return. Some people even went back to their houses on west side of LLH. Few hours later they were told to go. Confusion!”	Awful, 
	Lac La Hache and Forest Grove being cut off	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	Lack of forest fire prevention (e.g. forest thinning on crown land around communities)	Awful, Prevention
	Looting / 	Awful, RCMP
	No alert notification /	Awful, ENS
	 Hydro out 13 days / 	Awful, Hydro
	Difficulty with Red Cross while evac and after returning home.	Awful, Red_Cross
	Lake access question – public vs. private uses caused hard feelings and confusion.	Awful, Lake_access
	What happened to our emergency FM station?	Awful, Radio
	What happened to our emergency notification system?	Awful, ENS
	Communication break – not getting info.	Awful, Communication
	Too many sites with conflicting info	Awful, Communication
	Need one app which lists or pulls together all legitimate web-site.	Awful, Communication
	Cheap people shots @ government of 10 days / CRD / TNRD / BC Wildfire.	Awful, Elected_officials
	Need more evacuation plans	Awful, Preparedness
	Personal/neighborhoods	Awful, Community
	Community	Awful, Community
	Regional	Awful, Emergency_Operations
	Best ways to reduce fire risk on our property.	Prevention, Like_to_Know
	People involved in EOC deserve thanks.	Discussion, Emergency_Operations
	Informative and articulate direction from our leader, professional. Thanks to Al.	Discussion, Elected_officials
	Ranchers and landowners who stayed behind and protected community.	Discussion, Community
	What is the process from here on in.  The answers to our questions are imperative.	Discussion, Consultation
	Need more fire smart programs by neighborhood / community / regional, but not just listed as ‘must do’s’ in a report with no other backup – politically, financially, organizationally.	Discussion, Prevention
	Paid vs. volunteers – Tax credit idea for organized volunteers	Discussion, Financial_assistance
	Not thrilled with the format for these meetings.	Discussion, Consultation
	No outlet for those still dealing with the fires? Anger, depression, financial disaster.	Discussion, Mental_Health
	Why was Provincial Disaster Psychosocial Team not activated in our area? (Prov. Health Services)	Discussion, Mental_Health
	We need interior health to have a greater presence this winter.  I am told by professionals to expect more emergency room visits, more SAD (seasonally adapted disorders) episodes, more depression	Discussion, Health
	Needs to be a community-by-community program, not the ‘call us and we’ll see if there is an opening!’	Discussion, Community
	Were ‘ham radio’ systems needed? Or not activated.	Discussion, Radio
	Recognition of volunteers provincially?	Discussion, Community
	“Informative, articulate, pride that we had someone so professional representing us.  Thanks for all the leadership, empathy and hard, hard work and countless days of effort on our behalf.
ROSES:
Hard work and dedication on all fronts, professional/volunt
	150 Mile House
	Cell coverage - CRD needs to have better communication with cell carriers	Communication, Mobile
	Would like a number to call to see if their homes are still standing	Communication, Structure_Loss
	Better communications with RCMP giving notices for alerts and evacuations	Communication, RCMP
	Need more info between CRD and city of WL to fire dept.	Communication, Information
	“We were totally evacuated but would have liked some info @ the roadblocks.  Were homes monitored and checked?
Were windows broken? Etc.”	Communication, Road_blocks
	Facebook should have been better used right away.	Communication, Facebook
	Enjoyed the Facebook videos people need CRD website	Communication, Videos
	Communications is the biggest key	Communication, Information
	“When people own property they should be asked or told to have all phone numbers attached to the property, the person
owns and a note on ?? Notices might work.”	Communication, Information
	Source for reliable info?  Better notification system when traveling.	Communication, ENS
	Would have like to get information about neighborhoods	Communication, Community_Liaison
	Better structure around incident command.	Communication, Emergency_Operations
	Better use of provincial and national news.	Communication, Television
	TV would be the best way to issue alerts	Communication, Television
	Better communication with fire crews	Communication, Fire_Department
	Pre-aware of impending lightning?	Communication, Weather
	Should be a mainstream alert.  Better warnings, through media, radio, TV station	Communication, Information
	Fire Department needs better communications with CRD.  Better communications between CRD and public with news release.	Communication, Fire_Department
	No phone number for registry - where people are, possibly an online registry	Communication, ENS
	VFD offered to help but had other responsibility but no info on where or who	Orders_Alerts, Fire_Department
	“Permits (duplicates didn’t reach RCMP/Military @ road blocks) and RCMP (from out of town)
Didn’t happen”	Orders_Alerts, Permits
	Orders too long in some areas.  Held on until other utilities working	Orders_Alerts, Process
	VFD did not have a list of who was in here	Orders_Alerts, Fire_Department
	Permits - several people needed feed (had livestock) 1 lady on phone 1/2 day.	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Lack of communications	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	No emergency plan - RCMP did not know areas - disaster for rancher	Orders_Alerts, Preparedness
	Lost over $1 million - CRD has responsibilities to and repair and compensate 3 generations, more prepared	Orders_Alerts, Preparedness
	Security - impossible to get a permit - told not enough personnel for escorts	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Real consideration for people’s situations - escort service?	Orders_Alerts, Permits
	SPCA must bring up program to VFD to these in the evac areas.	Orders_Alerts, SPCA
	Positioning of road blocks - towns not in alerts could not access resources. 	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	Emergency plans in place but people who had responsibilities were going.	Orders_Alerts, Preparedness
	Road blocks/RCMP - not a good job securing areas	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	Some city police had little training	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	Police (city) had little information or communications	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	Road blocks too different ones. Most RCMP good, many city cops were not so good and scarier	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	“Some locations not ideally suited for closing roads and to many people coming into areas
on order. Unchecked”	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	RCMP not briefed well - a local should be with them.	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	“Agriculture should be deemed essential service - 3 weeks alone trying to run ranch. CRD told me I 
had no right to be there.”	Orders_Alerts, Animals
	Need permits to be clear.  Fire dept. need to know when orders are lifted.	Orders_Alerts, Fire_Department
	Permits were impossible to get (unless you lied)	Orders_Alerts, Permits
	Clean up properties to reduce fuel, incentives	Prevention, FireSmart
	Starting time when fire fighting. Antone Lake no fire fighters because no porta potty	Prevention, BCWS
	Follow through with established interface plans drafted after 2009/10 incidents	Prevention, Fuel
	Better reforestation - broader mix of trees / not all pine	Prevention, Logging
	Interact fire protection	Prevention, Preparedness
	Change bylaws re 2003 recommendation to reduce fuel	Prevention, Fuel
	Do more fire smart on crown land.	Prevention, Crown_Land
	Heavy fines on stronger laws on discarding cigarette butts	Prevention, Smoking
	People will be looking for resources who can we contact for lists of qualified professionals	Prevention, Resources
	Funding for interface protection that is more accessible and longevity	Prevention, Financial_assistance
	More firesmart education and enforcement	Prevention, FireSmart
	Must have logging industries create fire break: though prevention.	Prevention, Logging
	Making more use of locals, local knowledge.	Resources, Local_Knowledge
	Need more resources to deal with pets/animals	Resources, Animals
	Bring in CIB (Canadian Insurance) and banks to brief people who have lost homes on mortgage, rebuilding and replace options/process	Recovery, Insurance
	Revisit recovery to pic in 3, 6, 9, 12 months, as many people are not ready to look at recovery yet.	Recovery, Communication
	To help encourage value - added sector development offer Contract operations, collaboration supports.	Recovery, Employment
	Changes to bank laws - bank will not let (me) purchase a home to replace the one (I’ve) lost.  They want me to pay out mortgage.	Recovery, Federal
	Social and mental support for all.  Have stress debriefs set up/ recurring basis and in small rural communities, not just Williams Lake, etc.	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Some people are still waiting for their evac money.  Mis-communications on qualification criteria.  CRD staff were not always Fully informed.	Recovery, ESS
	Clean up and replanting the forests.	Recovery, Fuel
	Support for uninsured properties of burned vehicles, fuel tanks, machinery etc.	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	CRD and RCMP and BC WFD Cattleman should meet now to determine how to do better in the future	Recovery, Preparedness
	Fuel removal in communities.	Recovery, Fuel
	Many people have had difficulties with Red Cross.  CRD should be better prepared to respond particularly with info intake (individual support)	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Incentives/training for search and rescue and low fire depts. 	Recovery, Emergency_Operations
	help with danger tree removal on private properties	Recovery, Danger_trees
	Build new and new mortgage.	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	Mental health/anxiety support at least 1 year into the future. 	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Make Red Cross business Supports less onerous  For businesses. 	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Discussions / support in schools next spring.	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Social/mental support for seniors/elderly.  Particularly next summer.  Go into senior care homes.	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Better briefing/plans for RCMP w CRD and BCWF for permit access and processes in advance of fire events	Recovery, Preparedness
	Re: forestry. Concern over the future of local/regional sawmills, AAC further declines Etc.	Recovery, Logging
	Fire prevention/fire smart - help me to identify who are qualified tree fallers, how to find/contact them and funding/incentives to do it.	Recovery, FireSmart
	Loss of pasture and private fencing.  Hydro came in and took down some trees down on private pop. and just left them.	Recovery, Hydro
	Economic development in forest sector.  Value added beyond lumber production i.e./help the timbers frame home builders	Recovery, Logging
	More supports/mental health/stress support families with kids and animals	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Agriculture needs to be deemed an essential service.	Recovery, Orders_Alerts
	Fencing repairs, student jobs, labour programs	Recovery, Employment
	Support for people who lost livestock / mental health money support.	Recovery, Mental_Health
	BCWF crew starting line	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Work conditions for firefighters delaying response	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Can there be a bigger role for Armed Forces? Sooner - Can they be better trained for disaster response?	CAF, Wildfire_Fighting
	More formal communications between BCWF and local fire departments	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	show response from BCWF	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Time spent talking logistics rather than reacting	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Generally BCWF did a good job	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Too much turnover on IMTs	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Good efforts by outside crews (i.e. Abby)	Fire_Department, Wildfire_Fighting
	Lack of firesmart in communities	FireSmart, Wildfire_Fighting
	Learning of fuel on first floor after logging/cleaning.	Logging, Wildfire_Fighting
	Help with firesmart	FireSmart, Wildfire_Fighting
	See if subdivisions can be organized now for future of persons that will not be leaving	Preparedness, Wildfire_Fighting
	Community interface, fire protection works funding?!?	Prevention, Talk_About
	Promotion of fire smart - incentives, tax break	FireSmart, Talk_About
	Home security while on evac.  How do we know home was not broken into or looted?	RCMP, Talk_About
	People being more diligent regarding house (reflective) numbers and fire smarting their properties!!	FireSmart, Talk_About
	Increase address display needs - too many unmarked	Rural_addressing, Talk_About
	Very little updates on radio stations at first	Radio, Talk_About
	Didn’t know where to go on Evac	Communication, Talk_About
	the right to protect private property	Stay_Defend, Talk_About
	Resource deployment	Resources, Talk_About
	Questions or Issues - landscape level, fire plans	Preparedness, Talk_About
	Fuel management around homes	Prevention, Talk_About
	Utilize local liaisons on IMTs	Community_Liaison, Talk_About
	Why was greatest danger after 10 for 150 volunteer FD and LEO, in frontier estates	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Under order lasted too long	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Improvements to CRD communication to internal organizations, poor performance observed.	Communication, Talk_About
	Fire maps - what was actually burning	Maps, Talk_About
	Security and boundaries for EVAC zones	RCMP, Talk_About
	Who authorizes equipment for fighting fire	BCWS, Talk_About
	CRD following up with previously established interface fire mitigation	Prevention, Talk_About
	Big Thank you to the BC hydro crew	Hydro, Talk_About
	Why was $16,000 of chopper time accumulated watching to locals who stayed behind in evacuation	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Training for road check points	RCMP, Talk_About
	Communication	Communication, Talk_About
	Why were there no TV or radio alerts to evacuate as they come up	Communication, Talk_About
	Passes for first responders	Permits, Talk_About
	RCMP security and # of people at checkpoints	RCMP, Talk_About
	More rapid assistance to help EVAC animals or arrange care	Animals, Talk_About
	Hospital should have at least had emergency open	Health, Talk_About
	Better system for dispersal of funds.	ESS, Talk_About
	Strategic planning on main corridors, routes	Preparedness, Talk_About
	Absolutely no one came to tell us what was happening in our neighborhood.	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Communications	Communication, Talk_About
	Continuity of incident management teams	BCWS, Talk_About
	Travel permit and position of road blocks	Permits, Talk_About
	Plans for pets/livestock evacuated or left behind	Animals, Talk_About
	Forestry response time	BCWS, Talk_About
	Why was there no number I could call to find out if our house was still standing	Communication, Talk_About
	Improved and speedier communications to public and responders	Communication, Talk_About
	Communications to report fires	Communication, Talk_About
	How we can better organize command structures when working with multiple organizations	Emergency_Operations, Talk_About
	Contact regarding evacuations	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Improvement to CRD communications to public.  July 30 was delayed	Communication, Talk_About
	Road blocks	Road_blocks, Talk_About
	“When everyone gathered at the husky night of evacuation, it would be advantageous to have someone
in authority tell people gathered where we should go.”	Communication, Talk_About
	Nobody died	Perfect, Lives
	Quick hotel support thru Gov’t and Red Cross	Perfect, Red_Cross
	Structure Protection	Okay, Structure_Protection
	SPCA	Okay, SPCA
	Paw Patrol	Okay, SPCA
	BCWF - given what they need	Okay, BCWS
	Community support	Okay, Community
	No serious injury/fatalities	Okay, Lives
	Red Cross	Awful, Red_Cross
	Structure protection not in place	Awful, Structure_Protection
	RCMP weren’t given proper orientation	Awful, RCMP
	Delay in use of military for firefighting	Awful, BCWS
	Fire centre was evacuated twice	Awful, BCWS
	Social media by politicians	Awful, Elected_officials
	Local RCMP should have been better used	Awful, RCMP
	Order were kept in place too long	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	Some of orders didn’t work - no logic	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	RCMP	Awful, RCMP
	Give medical service providers the option to stay behind.  Support the local fire dept.	Health, Like_to_Know
	Tine in PREOC and PECC to the local emergency plans. - Do they have copies of town plans before the emergency happens?	Preparedness, Like_to_Know
	Army should have brought in Doctors to provide medical services for public.	CAF, Like_to_Know
	Who plans for/gives evac order for hospital?	Orders_Alerts, Like_to_Know
	Who signs/gives the evac order?	Orders_Alerts, Like_to_Know
	Where can I find a tree faller? (qualified, insured)	Prevention, Like_to_Know
	Why are the army not trained to fight/respond to the fires? (as standard training)	CAF, Like_to_Know
	How do we enact our plans where our own people/emergency response teams are on order?	Preparedness, Like_to_Know
	For future events, where can people (not on evacuation order) put their names forward to volunteer?	Preparedness, Like_to_Know
	1. Access to lakes etc. - Why some areas still closed after alert off?	Discussion, BCWS
	“2. Essential services - How did lumber trucks - loaded get in and out during WL evacuation - July 25 (ish?) Non essential
so how getting permits”	Discussion, Permits
	3. Railway - Why rail still functioning in such dry conditions - possibly as rail is fed	Discussion, Rail
	4. Joan thanked community group who did food.  	Discussion, Thanks
	Alexis Creek
	Work with local expertise liaisons with IMTS - to help them navigate the remoteness, communicating etc.	Communication, BCWS
	Info reports should tell us where the fires is active, how far away it is from neighborhoods, maps with road #’s and reference points	Communication, BCWS
	Fire location info is very important, particularly to the ranchers	Communication, BCWS
	Stress among families due to road blocks, lack of power, lack of communications, cell service would help avoid this.	Communication, Mobile
	Best maps were from the TNG, using MODIS Info, local place names, Chilcotin place near road #5	Communication, Maps
	Appreciated the info shared later in the summer, but would have been better sooner (re: daily updates)	Communication, Videos
	Cell service in the Chilcotin, 5 days no power; no phones.  Only way I got info during this time was an a.m. station in the car radio	Communication, Mobile
	Neighbors kept the fire from crossing the road for 7 km! For 7 days! 7am-12 midnight. Patsy, Kevin and his girlfriend and worker, Gwen	Communication, BCWS
	Very difficult to get info out to the remote ranches.  May people here don’t have Wi-Fi, no cell service	Communication, Mobile
	2017 Fire poorly handled compared to 2010.  re: Communication within fire ranks / management teams.  CRD held community meetings late	Communication, Information_meetings
	Clear concise info not evasive communications	Communication, Information
	Great when the IMT was able to come back for a second deployment here	Communication, BCWS
	Everyone was respectful in their communication	Communication, Information
	BCWS IMTS could do a better job of communication.  Put more people in the IO section.	Communication, BCWS
	“Inconsistent openness / Communication of IMT’s - Pete’s team were great at communications.  They should all strive to take his open approach to working
With community, first nations and rancher.”	Communication, BCWS
	Ranching industry cannot evac quickly - too complex.  Cattle, equipment, crops, dogs, horses etc.…Where to go??	Orders_Alerts, Animals
	Should not be forced - reasons of Agriculture industry has to be considered	Orders_Alerts, Animals
	RCMP should not threaten	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	People who come to evacuate us, need to understand why ranchers do not go (rural people)	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Treat rural places differently.  We are not going to go, are self sufficient	Orders_Alerts, Process
	The usefulness and resilience of locals need to be considered	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Orders and alerts too broad - In some cases fire 60 km away - getting carried away on a broader alert	Orders_Alerts, Boundaries
	EG - Anahim lake - when fire at precipice - gone through, no threat, come home sooner - Hanceville	Orders_Alerts, Boundaries
	Orders shutting down services (health clinic, post office, ambulance)	Orders_Alerts, Health
	Very stressful to be away from home for an extended period of time.	Orders_Alerts, Mental_Health
	RCMP who cam should have experience in rural policing	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	Highway closures - crowd control - Ignored all other people - no medical appointments even if alert	Orders_Alerts, MOTI
	Pulling pin on order to early - no local knowledge applied	Orders_Alerts, Local_Knowledge
	Local liaison w passes	Permits, Community_Liaison
	More available, easier access	Permits, Community_Liaison
	Should not affect workers on fires	Permits, BCWS
	Need a community liaison for each fire complex	Permits, Community_Liaison
	Ranchers should be given a permit card to hold so when roadblocks are present they can get in or out without having to obtain permits	Permits, Process
	Permit registry	Permits, Process
	Ranchers need the choice to stay when the is a fire.	Permits, Orders_Alerts
	More structural prevention	Prevention, Structure_Protection
	Money to fire proof communities - Good for wood ticks	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Money for emergency preparedness plans	Prevention, Preparedness
	Prevention - keep grass short from spring forward / fire guards around all communities to reduce danger / common sense	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Put more equipment on stand by	Prevention, BCWS
	Tall grass burn spring fire hazard spring forestry fire guard, another common	Prevention, Fire_guard
	More SPU in the Cariboo	Prevention, Structure_Protection
	Dead fall needs to be taken care of	Prevention, Deadfall
	Hours of work - pathetic / Safety meetings at 11am / need to get out there at 4:30am and at night with the right equipment	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	SPU’s - local resources	
	Use appropriate fire centres to respond - 10 much time traveling - less time responding	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	No local input into developing fire strategies 	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Want more logging contractors involved - equipment and knowledge	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Prioritizing of resources - re: property	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Our livestock and ranches are our livelihood.  Work with us to fight the fires instead of looking down on us and ordering us out.	Local_Knowledge, Wildfire_Fighting
	Others are fighting fires better - no urgency (bankers hours) Back burning with no fire crews	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	No equipment in standby west of Fraser early July when predicted weather hit.	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	As ranchers we should be told about permits, fires, road blocks etc.  Rather than having to rely on word of mouth	Communication, Wildfire_Fighting
	Getting the feeling they don’t care	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Cache equipment - be ready when weather event coming.  Needed equipment ready and in place	Local_firefighting, Wildfire_Fighting
	Poorly handled response	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Back burning - when Chilco cowboys - would have been trapped.  Backburning within notice.	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Diverted resources to  other areas when some conditions existed there.	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	No equipment at all for manpower for the first 3 weeks.	BCWS, Wildfire_Fighting
	Agents and Orders / Timing / Implications	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Permit to travel during “order” for ranchers	Permits, Reception_Centre, Talk_About
	A “pass system”	Permits, Reception_Centre, Talk_About
	Fire management teams - communication improvement; more people dealing with communication	BCWS, Talk_About
	Emergency permit for ranchers	Permits, Talk_About
	Hours of work - Needs to change after safety meeting ending 10-10:30am, 11-6pm is adequate	BCWS, Talk_About
	Machine start up times - Running machine in the day is ludicrous.  You fight fires in the early morning and late evening	BCWS, Talk_About
	Money for community emergency prep plans	Preparedness, Talk_About
	Evac orders / Alert Process who decides	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	BC Highways /Road Event / Website	Drive_BC, Talk_About
	Appreciated community updates and info on wildfire website	BCWS, Talk_About
	Issues/Concerns - fire proofing, community funding etc.	Preparedness, Talk_About
	I believe in helping each other, our ranchers work together to save everyone	Community, Talk_About
	What are the factors that go into making the decisions on where to send equipment and personnel	BCWS, Talk_About
	Soliciting ‘local’ advice 	Local_Knowledge, Talk_About
	Communications and Information content	Communication, Talk_About
	Not cats on standby / no unit crews / no water tenders therefore no response for several days	BCWS, Talk_About
	Cell phone coverage - ‘advocacy for’ 	Mobile, Talk_About
	Incident management team turnover / new team every two weeks.  Timed out / Do not bring some team back in when they have their 3 - 4 days off	BCWS, Talk_About
	Weather Event - The weather network predicted the dry lightening event prior to July 6 and July 7 event.  No crews in place in the Chilcotin	BCWS, Talk_About
	Tall Grass in the community is a real concern	Prevention, Talk_About
	Plan for how rural landscape forest fires /people will be dealt with differently from urban interface forest fires	Prevention, Talk_About
	Highway closures	MOTI, Talk_About
	Appreciated community updates and info on wildfire website	BCWS, Talk_About
	This community	Perfect, Community
	Lunch	Perfect, Community
	What would be perfect is for this info to be listened to and actioned on, not just put into a report and shelved (as in the past) / Committees formed to action recommendations - use local ideas and expertise - especially in Chilcotin	Perfect, Consultation
	Communities pulling together / Help and donations from Red Cross, other communities etc.!  Thank you	Perfect, Community
	Pete Laing’s team were very good.	Perfect, BCWS
	Red Cross did excellent job	Okay, Red_Cross
	We knew it could happen, we knew the weather to come, zero equipment on standby, zero fire crews west of the Fraser till July 11 or 12.	Awful, BCWS
	Why info was not available	Communication, Like_to_Know
	Why news media wasn’t given transparent access	Media, Like_to_Know
	Why essential services were not available in Wm Lake	Orders_Alerts, Like_to_Know
	Why permit process what poor	Permits, Like_to_Know
	Why response time was so long	BCWS, Like_to_Know
	Why even 2-3 months after evac, Red Cross was hard to access	Red_Cross, Like_to_Know
	Why do residence need permits after danger is over	Permits, Like_to_Know
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	Travel permits	Talk_About, Permits
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	“There seemed to be confusion over who was a volunteer fire fighter from the community and who
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Why the confusion”	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	Road Blocks	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	What worked, having a central location for people to come to for information even during the order	Talk_About, Information_centres
	Red Cross Assistance - How it was distributed - outcomes	Talk_About, Red_Cross
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	Communication between agencies ie. RCMP coming in the community to do evacs.	Talk_About, Agencies
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	Mandatory evacuation of children.	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Road Maintenance	Talk_About, Routes
	Volunteers and the kickass good - Amen - a woman	Perfect, Community
	Community collaboration	Perfect, Community
	“Right people, right place at the right time.
Strong relationship built with BCWS and the community withing the first 48 hours.”	Perfect, BCWS
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working together volunteering time, equipment and resources.”	Perfect, Fire_Department
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	“Big Lake Community worked together.  Got everybody out safe.  No human
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	Community resilience	Okay, Community
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	“Red Cross
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	Local fire fighters not been compensated	Awful, Fire_Department
	Fire fighters (volunteers) not compensated adequately.	Awful, Fire_Department
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	Drive BC- Info not updated often enough	Communication, Drive_BC
	BC wildfires - Info not updated often enough	Communication, BCWS
	Highway 24 signage stated highway closed, but it was partially open.	Communication, MOTI
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where and how.”	Communication, Health
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	More cell towers needed	Communication, Mobile
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	CBC needs to have emergency station - dedicated frequency for emergency	Communication, Radio
	Evac. Routes not well marked in 1st days of fires. 0 marking out Bradley Creek/Wilcox	Communication, Routes
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	Radio updates were good	Emergency_Operations, Radio
	Community support tremendous	Emergency_Operations, Community
	Al, Margo updates	Emergency_Operations, Elected_officials
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	Firefighters arrived within 4 hours.  Slept overnight in the field.	Emergency_Operations, BCWS
	Excellent fire service.	Emergency_Operations, BCWS
	Evacuation - info was spotty - sitting in line for 4-5 hours for ESS and Red Cross two days in a row.	Emergency_Operations, ESS
	Older, infirm need personal help	Emergency_Operations, Preparedness
	Volunteer fire departments need credit for door to door visits	Emergency_Operations, Fire_Department
	RCMP were great support	Emergency_Operations, RCMP
	Forestry were great support	Emergency_Operations, BCWS
	Self reliance came to the fore.  	Emergency_Operations, Community
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	DON’T PANIC	Emergency_Operations, Preparedness
	Evacuation routes were not familiar, unknown, unsigned, GPS out of date, poor/non-existent signage, not maintained or vandalized.	Emergency_Operations, Routes
	Evacuees go this way 	Emergency_Operations, Routes
	Even emergency services were affected - lost trucks - out of communication range, RCMP	Emergency_Operations, Preparedness
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	Dangerous road/evacuation route (first order for area H)	Evacuation_Process, Routes
	Roads need to be marked and maintained (evac routes)	Evacuation_Process, Routes
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	Would have been nice to open 100 Mile for evac route.	Evacuation_Process, Routes
	Interior roads did not have barricades (porta potties) etc. @ pinch points - that was good (need this at all junctions for evac)	Evacuation_Process, Routes
	Hwy 24 well marked	Evacuation_Process, Routes
	Back country bank and lake restrictions (especially for non-commercial users) didn’t make sense 	Evacuation_Process, BCWS
	“Create and share maps of potential evac routes in advance of emergency (and make sure those roads are in 
good standing and well marked) for all kinds of emergencies.”	Evacuation_Process, Maps
	Rural ranchers/farms access to fire suppression equipment.  Have to stay on-site.	Prevention, Stay_Defend
	Auction equipment may be affordable and available now.	Prevention, Local_firefighting
	“Evacuation may remove residents with skills and equipment to help suppress/prevent.
Who will turn it on?”	Prevention, Local_firefighting
	Power outs need someone available to keep things going.	Prevention, Hydro
	Brush/trees at side of roads cleared to prevent fire risks	Prevention, Roads
	Public roads thru private property require fuel removal MOTI collaboration	Prevention, MOTI
	Improved maintenance and consideration of FSRs that act as community egress and seasonal maintenance	Prevention, Routes
	Improve mapping of roads	Prevention, Maps
	Inventory and adequate protection of wooden bridges, know when/where residents live beyond these bridges	Prevention, Routes
	Appoint 1 or 2 people in rural communities who can be designated to go into evac order areas, turn on sprinklers, water plants, feed animals	Prevention, Community_Liaison
	Inventory of critical access roads for evacuation/emergency routes	Prevention, Preparedness
	Increase access to remove lakes for fire suppression (all lakes should have access)	Prevention, BCWS
	Protection of wooden bridges	Prevention, Routes
	Support neighbors co-ops for fire suppression resources/training.  Ministry orders out	Prevention, Local_firefighting
	How to know what happened with sprinklers when we left on evacuation	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	How to get real time info/threats	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
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	Local info real time	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
	Jumped ahead with evacuation order	Wildfire_Fighting, Orders_Alerts
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	BC wildfire maps	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Pressy Lake	Wildfire_Fighting, Orders_Alerts
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	Is fire retardant damaging to environment?	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Why were Mars not brought in?	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	When did the army come in?	Wildfire_Fighting, CAF
	no radio, no cell and  land line phone.	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
	Closed roads a problem, livestock	Wildfire_Fighting, Road_blocks
	Emergency routes	Routes, Talk_About
	Communications	Communication, Talk_About
	“Why was the GOAT radio station playing music the whole first day of 100 mile fire? - No one there, even 
in the emergency”	Radio, Talk_About
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	EOC - Why did they close in the evening? Fires burn at night.  People need info 24 hrs a day.	BCWS, Talk_About
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	Information sharing	Communication, Talk_About
	Signage	Signage, Talk_About
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	What is ‘dry?’	Communication, Talk_About
	Communication. CRD info	Communication, Talk_About
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used equipment?”	Local_firefighting, Talk_About
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	Communications	Communication, Talk_About
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	Our CRD kept us informed daily.	Okay, Communication
	Evac routes marked well	Okay, Routes
	Evacuation emergency funding app. Thru Red Cross	Okay, Red_Cross
	Bad backburns	Awful, BCWS
	All resources not deployed	Awful, Resources
	6am meeting vs fight fire	Awful, BCWS
	Pagers did not go off when next door to us	Awful, Fire_Department
	EOC shutdown at night	Awful, Emergency_Operations
	Elephant Hill should not have closed highway @ Clinton	Awful, MOTI
	Communicate with the people (rancher knowledge)	Awful, Local_Knowledge
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	Felt bullied by an RCMP officer when evacuated	Awful, RCMP
	Ongoing impacts from the ‘trauma’ (feeling vulnerable)	Awful, Mental_Health
	Out at 7 a.m. to access.	Awful, BCWS
	Unable to cut hay.  Had to pay $ 5376.00 for hay, reimbursement would be great (shared cropping)	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	Red Cross were excellent and helped to cover medical prescriptions!	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Any financial assistance for fire prevention i.e.. Sprinkler system and high pressure pump?	Recovery, Prevention
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	What is the timeline for remediation?	Recovery, Like_to_Know
	How does BCWFS decide to ‘access’ or attack a fire??	BCWS, Like_to_Know
	Flood protection for Canim South?	Prevention, Like_to_Know
	“Real Time” info, fire perimeter, wind speed and direction	BCWS, Like_to_Know, Reception_Centre
	We need a check-in	Recovery, Like_to_Know
	Where is the fire perimeter and which way is wind blowing?	BCWS, Like_to_Know
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	Horsefly
	Horsefly hardware was severely impacted.	Mobile, Business
	Supplies need to be able to come in	Supplies, Business
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	No tourists for whole summer.	Tourism, Business
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	No RCMP standard procedure at road blocks	Permits, RCMP
	Inconsistent	Permits, Process
	People should respect road blocks.  It’s for safety.	Permits, Road_blocks
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	Hire experienced fire fighters	Resources, BCWS
	Cell Service! (unsafe without phones)	Recovery, Mobile
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	Why did CRD emergency notification call @ 2am to say I’m not evacuated?	Recovery, ENS
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	Fire smart strategies	Recovery, FireSmart
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	This meeting, we are learning.	Okay, Local_Knowledge
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	Interlakes
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	“Issues with alert notification system:
*Resident had registered previously and received alerts for that time period, but did not retain her reg. status and was ‘dropped’ from notifications about this yrs. wildfires.
*Had to re-register and received only 
	“Difficult to identify where homes/roads/lakes were on the evac order and alert maps: please include lakes
on these maps as that is how residents in this area orient themselves.”	Communication, Maps
	“3 Public info meetings held here, but the BCWS info and maps were 2 days old, lots of questions they 
couldn’t answer, they (CRD and BCWS) became offended the public were upset and dissatisfied.”	Communication, Information_meetings
	“Residents expected to get info from age friendly group as this has happened in the past with a 
chemical spill (phone call) - this did not happen with the wildfire.  Confusion about emergency Notification lists.”	Communication, Telephone
	Free Press were great w up to date info and including time stamps on info.	Communication, Newspaper
	More in depth info needed on fires and locations from BCWS.	Communication, BCWS
	Up to date fire locations desired.	Communication, BCWS
	Road block at Egan Lake E and Bonaparte did not let people into evacuation ALERT areas!	Communication, Road_blocks
	“Family registered TWICE for the alert system and never got any notifications.  Were put on order and received
ZERO communications about it.  “	Communication, ENS
	Who was looking at egress routes as Gustafson and Elephant Hill were closing in?	Communication, Routes
	No internet. Had to rely on others	Communication, Internet
	“To say no one died is true as a direct result but indirectly people did die, Elderly died as a result of being 
moved. (falls, disorientations, etc.)”	Communication, Language
	Ranchers needed permit - challenge over 6 hr wait on phone - 1 number	Communication, Permits
	Have a communication strategy for rural areas before you need an EOC	Communication, Preparedness
	Bad sound quality on video updates by CRD	Communication, Videos
	Radio in 100 mile great (Vista Radio) but radio not good here.	Communication, Radio
	Changes in EOC/Wildfire officer	Communication, Resources
	Felt that info was excellent.  We took responsibility for ourselves based on good info.	Communication, Thanks
	Drive BC sucks.	Communication, Drive_BC
	More staff with local knowledge - FW, TNRD and CRD	Communication, Local_Knowledge
	Complete failure of emergency notification system	Communication, ENS
	“Bridge lake directory
Lone butte PO Box Address
911 - send to Deka or Sulphurous for fire protection”	Communication
	100 Mile Free Press was excellent	Communication, Newspaper
	TNRD and CRD communications impacted by FOIP	Communication, Accountability
	“Patients at interior health - Ambulatory care - chemo, etc. transfusions needed care etc., no plan, no 
provisions for rural who stayed or those who were evacuated”	Communication, Health
	Short Wave radio needed	Communication, Radio
	“Where is Pressy Lake” when asked at an information meeting about their plan	Communication, Local_Knowledge, Reception_Centre
	Facebook had good info.	Communication, Facebook
	100 Mile Free Press had good info.	Communication, Newspaper
	Info meeting by CRD at Interlake’s, good!	Communication, Information_meetings
	We need to talk to the province/Feds about easing the FOIPPA guidelines during an emergency	Communication, Accountability
	Donna B put on the info meetings but CRD did not up on website	Communication, Information_meetings
	Want a meeting after the report is on to talk about the report findings	Communication, Consultation
	Lack of info leads to panic - CRD did not do a good job	Communication, Information
	Very happy with CRD communications	Communication, Information
	The CRD phone line was great and responsive	Communication, Phone_line
	Area director not helpful useless - he should resign if not able to come out.	Communication, Elected_officials
	We took responsibility for getting info.  Info sources good	Communication, Information
	People were asked not to go on Facebook so why info on FB by CRD	Communication, Facebook
	BC Wildfire, Elephant Hill too old/wrong info, no one accountable	Communication, BCWS
	Windy.com was good	Communication, App
	Old info is not an update - Rather just say ‘no change’	Communication, Videos
	Talk to the weather network about having a newsfeed about emergencies	Communication, Television
	Elephant fire took out cell tower for over 9 days.	Communication, Mobile
	TNRD and CRD websites  - Had to go to both to see where the alerts were because of boundaries	Communication, TNRD
	Business (resort) did not know if allowed to operate.  For insurance they needed ‘official’ go or no.	Communication, Insurance
	TNRD maps not accurate	Communication, TNRD
	Not too many sites!  Single site or email contact and get up to date info	Communication, Sources
	Wildfire sites should origin not growth misleading.	Communication, BCWS
	Communication to business that could be sole source to area.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Interlake store only store - no stock	Orders_Alerts, Supplies
	Business Evacs need more time and communications to clear guests.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Mill site seniors fatalities due to evac.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Lodge, campground etc.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Alert to order back to alert	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Registered for the alert x 2. Never came	Orders_Alerts, ENS
	Large area of alerts caused issue to business	Orders_Alerts, Business
	Delay of official alerts not synced to other sources.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Highway fire break	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Train local fire dept. on wild fire	Prevention, Fire_Department
	Create a fire buffer zone around urban areas	Prevention, Fire_guard
	“Clean up mess after logging
fire smart basic’s”	Prevention, Logging
	Forestry companies should be held more accountable for clean up after logging	Prevention, Logging
	“Ban propane fire
Fund land owners to clean property”	Prevention
	“Equipment in area
Local fire dept. more equipment”	Prevention, Fire_Department
	Fire breaks / costs	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Control Burns	Prevention, Controlled_burns
	Ban fireworks	Prevention, Fireworks
	ESS - speed up progress from province	Recovery, ESS
	Up date plans - Business recovery - Tourists back (Promote what we have now)	Recovery, Preparedness
	Crown land clean up around interface crown and private land.	Recovery, Crown_Land
	Support for people who lost properties/homes and have to wait on insurance.	Recovery, Structure_Loss
	Promotion for tourism lodges	Recovery, Tourism
	Clean up of burned trees on crown land	Recovery, Crown_Land
	Before Christmas	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	Helping connect licenses to private property owners with burned salvage wood.	Recovery, Firewood
	PTSD	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Programs for businesses	Recovery, Business
	Financial and physical help with clean up etc.	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	Extra help for people with Asthma, lung problems, troubles	Recovery, Health
	starting cause of fires	Recovery, BCWS
	Rational communications about recovery for Pressy Lk and other areas.	Recovery, Communication
	Clean up the burned forests	Recovery, Forest
	A great big community party!	Recovery, Thanks
	Government accountability (about how fires were fought)	Recovery, BCWS
	Answers - Why the fires were fought the way they were	Recovery, BCWS
	Job creation	Recovery, Employment
	Knowing Communications w BCWS will be better in the future.	Recovery, BCWS
	Shorter qualifying time for EI this year	Recovery, Employment
	Support for people who lost house w no insurance.  Seniors 90+yrs	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	Stress supports, prolonged stress situation	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Prevention and suppression plans for this coming year	Recovery, Preparedness
	Don’t let jurisdictions get in the way of fighting the fire	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Wildfire fire fighters did a good job	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Preventative measures - look at	Wildfire_Fighting, Prevention
	Do fire prevention measures even during an emergency	Wildfire_Fighting, Prevention
	Local people are knowledgeable and trained - Why not used? SAR, VFD, Logger	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge
	Tap into local knowledge	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge
	Should have more aircraft to put out fires (water bombers etc.)	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Accept help of local VFDs (even for structure suppression) Some were told to stay home.	Wildfire_Fighting, Fire_Department
	Need a national disaster response team trained to respond to all hazards (fire response etc.)	Wildfire_Fighting, Federal
	Take advantage of new technology (oil field pumps)	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Need to train more local people to fight fires	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Is Elephant Hill fire going to be monitored next spring.	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	“Set up camps for fire fighters (not just sleeping in tents) would help with resource shortage
If they’re not rested, they can’t make good decisions”	Wildfire_Fighting, ESS
	Need to take more lessons from Filmon report	Wildfire_Fighting, Province
	Offer S-100 course to locals so they can help fight fires	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Respect people’s choice to stay behind	Wildfire_Fighting, Stay_Defend
	Seemed like more of a political fire than forest fire	Wildfire_Fighting, Elected_officials
	Train and equip local VFDs to fight wild fires (S-100)	Wildfire_Fighting, Fire_Department
	Should have put more resources at beginning of Elephant Hill fire.  	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Choose to stay behind ‘give us your dental records’, fear mongering (felt drastic using)	Wildfire_Fighting, RCMP
	Fire breaks for Elephant Hill were ineffective	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	“2003 Filmon Report - need more action from this, need to remove dead fuel in forest
and need funding.  Swipe program - hard for communities to get matching funding.”	Wildfire_Fighting, Province
	Train military and local fire depts. to fight wildfires	Wildfire_Fighting, Fire_Department
	Use fuel management and fire prevention work to create jobs.	Wildfire_Fighting, Prevention
	Why would you call 3 meetings and not have current info for us and when asked make the asker feel foolish.	Information_meetings, Talk_About
	“Utilization of fire fighter i.e. Where they are pulled from areas they could have been pulled from 
Loggers, community, trained people etc.)”	BCWS, Talk_About
	At least two egress roads at all times.	Routes, Talk_About
	Evacuation - 100 Mile - Interlake’s store needed stock and gas	Supplies, Talk_About
	Uncontrolled fires	BCWS, Talk_About
	Need to firesmart out communities on a large scale	FireSmart, Talk_About
	You have a website - use it - don’t rely on social media - not everybody uses it.	Web_site, Talk_About
	Daily info was not readily available. Radio was not our friend, 	Radio, Talk_About
	email alerts/info were non-existent.	ENS, Talk_About
	Local fire dept. old equipment problem not able to assist local residents during fire.	Fire_Department, Talk_About
	Alerts - Did not work	ENS, Talk_About
	Evacuation Procedures	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	How we can disperse emergency response capacities into smaller rural areas.	Emergency_Operations, Talk_About
	Reporting system ‘updates’ that weren’t, 	ENS, Talk_About
	100 Mile Free Press did a great job.	Newspaper, Talk_About
	How did the fire get from approx. 50 hectares to thousands of hectares? and Why?  	BCWS, Talk_About
	Kamloops district communication to Cariboo district communication when does that change hands?	TNRD, Talk_About
	New forest practices re; controlled burns and buffer zones	Prevention, Talk_About
	Why was it so difficult / slow To put wild fires out?	BCWS, Talk_About
	Trash removal on highway right of ways - Crown Land corridors adjacent to highways - 	Crown_Land, Talk_About
	Possibility of local  fire fighters getting wild fire certification	Fire_fighters, Talk_About
	Make the burning ban longer to let people who wish to deal with dead areas on larger acreage.	Prevention, Talk_About
	Why did a ‘grass’ fire travel over 100 km	BCWS, Talk_About
	Alerts/orders	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Recovery, 	Recovery, Talk_About
	firesmart, 	FireSmart, Talk_About
	Red Cross	Red_Cross, Talk_About
	Lack of communication from CRD and BC wildfire service	Communication, Talk_About
	Information exchange	Communication, Talk_About
	Evacuation notifications, documentation	ENS, Talk_About
	TNRD and CRD boundaries	TNRD, Talk_About
	Why couldn’t ‘they’ attack the Elephant Hill fire sooner with water bombers and retardant	BCWS, Talk_About
	ESS - Evacuees had to drive for town to renew their papers after 2 days for another 3 days - There has to be a better way.	ESS, Talk_About
	Policing of campfires/fireworks.	Fireworks, Talk_About
	Communication	Communication, Talk_About
	What when awful - communication between the TNRD and CRD, lack of dissemination to public.	TNRD, Talk_About
	Recognition of private individual on line acquiring info and data and making it available on line.	Information, Talk_About
	Recovery.  	Recovery, Talk_About
	If local fire departments, Arm other groups need training to be on fire in BC get than training and equip to aid.	Local_firefighting, Talk_About
	Accurate information	Communication, Talk_About
	Misinformation - Agencies conflicting	Communication, Talk_About
	Communication	Communication, Talk_About
	CRD alert system	ENS, Talk_About
	Information or lack of	Communication, Talk_About
	Failure of emergency notification system	ENS, Talk_About
	Felt there was a delay/lack of communication from BC wildfire	BCWS, Talk_About
	Good to know where fire was actually at.  Give land marks that locals know and understand.	Communication, Talk_About
	Firefighters visiting homes and businesses to give fire proofing tips and advice.	Prevention, Talk_About
	Lack of maps and 	Maps, Talk_About
	up to date information.  	Communication, Talk_About
	Too much reliance on social media	Communication, Talk_About
	Red Cross help	Red_Cross, Talk_About
	Difficulties in receiving Red Cross Aid - Registering online did not work	Red_Cross, Talk_About
	Does CRD under write property loss?  Given they issue orders preventing personal protection of the property.	Insurance, Talk_About
	Communication	Communication, Talk_About
	What if internet breaks down?  	Internet, Talk_About
	No power due to burned hydro poles? Solutions??	Hydro, Talk_About
	Local information officer available who can answer questions.	Communication, Talk_About
	Co-operation with TNRD (info, updates etc.)	TNRD, Talk_About
	Tourism Rep and Information	Tourism, Talk_About
	Beetle kill - High risk fires for >10 years.  What has CRD with Forest services undertaken to protect community.	Prevention, Talk_About
	Communication, have not internet!	Internet, Talk_About
	What risk assessment/analysis used to issue an order i.e.. Risk vs. Consequence	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Better communication (real time info)	Communication, Talk_About
	Addresses - Telephone Bridge Lake Directory - Address, Lone Butte - Fire dept., Dekka Lake Sulphurous confusion	Communication, Talk_About
	Lack of information	Communication, Talk_About
	Communication - From BC wildfires especially Kamloops fire centre	BCWS, Talk_About
	 - Between CRD/TNRD	TNRD, Talk_About
	Timing of Evac - Orders/Alerts - Very tough to be perfect with this, but could be better	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Improvement needed on emergency notification system	ENS, Talk_About
	Why CRD focuses on reaction to forest fires and not preventatives (fire breaks)	Prevention, Talk_About
	Why not create jobs with clearing crown land dead fall. Wildfire urban interface.  Firesmart	Prevention, Talk_About
	Money available for communities to remove dead wood fuels from local forests.	Prevention, Talk_About
	Area director connection to people residing in his/her riding	Elected_officials, Talk_About
	Good job by CRD with their communications!!	Communication, Talk_About
	Greater flow of information on ways home owners can minimize wild fire risks on their properties.	Prevention, Talk_About
	Interlake’s public info with Donna Barnett etc. was good	Elected_officials, Talk_About
	Mitigation	Prevention, Talk_About
	Future fire protection arcgis - Info immediately.  Tel notifications to authorities of evacuation	BCWS, Talk_About
	Local emergency centres to establish in rural area.	Emergency_Operations, Talk_About
	Communications from BC Wildfire. 	BCWS, Talk_About
	Communications from CRD.  	Communication, Talk_About
	Not everyone has net access.	Internet, Talk_About
	  Cell reception half bar reception at best when cell service is busy in summer, no access.	Mobile, Talk_About
	  Better risk management needs to be used prior to issuing orders.	Orders_Alerts, Talk_About
	Programs to encourage property owners to cut down on fuel for fires.	Prevention, Talk_About
	Ways to prevent fires	Prevention, Talk_About
	Emergency notification system did not always work. We were not notified to evacuate or when order rescinded.	ENS, Talk_About
	Radio - 100 Mile H - no service in Interlake’s area.	Radio, Talk_About
	Incompetence of area director - misinformation failure to attend meetings.	Elected_officials, Talk_About
	What are plans to mitigate chances of a worse year next year?	Prevention, Talk_About
	Encourage gov’ts to implement 2003 report on safe communities.	Talk_About, Province
	Planning in place or being developed for future wildfire events	Preparedness, Talk_About
	Recovery - 	Recovery, Talk_About
	Preparing for next fire. (clean up of properties, highway, crown land)	Prevention, Talk_About
	Future  	Recovery, Talk_About
	Local resources	Local_firefighting, Talk_About
	What are you going to do next time? Prevent it in becoming so extreme	Prevention, Talk_About
	Why was information on Elephant Hill so behind and why was response so poor on TNRD outskirts.	BCWS, Talk_About
	How did the Elephant Hill fire start? Who was responsible? Why was it not stopped during the two day lull In expanding half way that (time wise).  Somewhere around Bonaparte Lake.  When the 100 Mile fire started, we were put on alerts and Bridge Lake Put 
	Huge amount of volunteers showed up	Perfect, Community
	The offering of help and support from people around the world	Perfect, Community
	RCMP patrolling and coming to our aid - 100s of them	Perfect, RCMP
	Search and Rescue efforts with evac orders	Perfect, SAR
	I watched the traffic go by my house during the evacuations.  It was really orderly.  There were police cars in amongst the traffic maybe that helped	Perfect, Routes
	RCMP support.  	Perfect, RCMP
	Articles by Free Press - good info, timely, volunteers great	Perfect, Newspaper
	Fire Fighters signing up from all over Canada and the world, to help us	Perfect, BCWS
	Community volunteer relief/help	Perfect, Community
	Interlake Businesses were Awesome!	Perfect, Business
	The awesome help from everywhere.  I hope the fires fighters get all the help they will need healthcare wise.  (from the smoke)	Perfect, BCWS
	100 Mile Free Press online for current local info	Perfect, Newspaper
	Donna Barnett info. Sessions	Perfect, Elected_officials
	Free Press - Very good source of up to date information.	Perfect, Newspaper
	Communication - 100 Mile Fire via Radio!	Okay, Radio
	The issue of orders and alerts	Okay, Orders_Alerts
	Always had beer at store.	Okay, Supplies
	“Evacuees from 100 Mile House paid for their stay because nobody told business/resort to sign up/ register
with ESS to host guests for free and after the disaster their business gets reimbursed.
Unfair!”	Awful, ESS
	Some Interlake’s info meetings left more questions than answers.	Awful, Information_meetings
	Timely info on nearest fire status and changes that happened on are expected.	Awful, BCWS
	Fire fighting boundaries removed - Elephant Hill should have been stopped on Ashcroft Reserve	Awful, BCWS
	Info on CRD website - pathetic (sorry!)	Awful, Web_site
	Global TV indicated they were not welcome (by BC wildfire/government)	Awful, BCWS
	Cell tower went out, so hard to get info	Awful, Mobile
	CRD did well	Awful, Communication
	 BC wildfires need a shake up	Awful, BCWS
	The distance between districts on how to fight the Elephant Hill Wildfire.	Awful, BCWS
	Information from BC wildfire about fire situations especially the last public meeting at the Interlake’s, no facts, no figures. Half the crowd left after 15 mins.	Awful, Information_meetings
	We never did get a phone call or anything.  Didn’t try to find a way to be communicated because our daughter took care of us.	Awful, ENS
	Wildfire updates inaccurate and superficial	Awful, BCWS
	Communication - CRD <-> TNRD	Awful, TNRD
	Info about ESS process was available long time after the fires had started. Resorts needed to sign up before they were eligible for compensation for hosting evacuees.	Awful, ESS
	Interlake’s store great with extended hours.  Stock ran low with highway closed	Like_to_Know, Supplies
	“Why don’t the various regional districts work together re information sharing.  Sadly
lacking with the Elephant Hill fire.”	Like_to_Know, TNRD
	How are gov’ts going got work together to mitigate wildfires so close to communities i.e.. Fuel suppression - deciduous trees as fire breaks etc.	Like_to_Know, Prevention
	“What is the plan for the CRD to share this back with residents?
Plan for next year and wildfires?
How will the province change how they use the forests and logging practices? Is there a plan?
Neighbour has a non-firesmart property (vacant lot). What are 
	Kersley
	Fire dept. didn’t know about the alert (needed more info)	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	“Kersley VFD wasn’t able to fight fires out of their district - weren’t able to do a 
mutual aid to help other fire depts. locally.”	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	Need to be more proactive in fringe areas for prevention	Talk_About, Prevention
	Need to train RCMP members better - RCMP were giving out ted’s phone # to get passes	Talk_About, RCMP
	RCMP need more clarity on their role in an evacuation.	Talk_About, RCMP
	Flagger at checkpoint didn’t know info and people go to checkpoints to get info.	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	VFD needs info as they are a community resource and help keep people calm.	Talk_About, Communication
	Challenges getting insurance during fires.	Talk_About, Insurance
	Are the consultations mainly about the response?	Talk_About, Consultation
	“Wondering more about what will be done proactively? - has lots of questions and 
looking for answers.”	Talk_About, Preparedness
	Home owners have a role to play in protecting their own homes.	Talk_About, Preparedness
	Does the province have a prescribed burn program?	Talk_About, Prevention
	Local media did a good job.	Perfect, Media
	Didn’t lose our houses	Perfect, Structure_Loss
	No one got hurt	Perfect, Lives
	Office at spirit square and farmers market (BCWS info officers)	Perfect, Communication
	Kersley roadblock was a good location because could turn around and get gas.	Perfect, Road_blocks
	Evac alert lifted notice didn’t mention Kersley by name.	Okay, Communication
	Didn’t know where alert was	Okay, Communication
	Didn’t know alert was lifted.	Okay, Communication
	RCMP road blocks and location	Awful, RCMP
	RCMP didn’t know what was going on.	Awful, RCMP
	Cell phone coverage over BC stewardship.	Recovery, Mobile
	Support for trappers and guide outfitters	Recovery, Trappers
	Funding for private landowners to firesmart and an insurance discount.	Recovery, FireSmart
	Roadblock at Kersley - Good (could turn around at Alamo).  Bad (locals went through and around)	Discussion, Road_blocks
	Sometimes had 4 RCMP there, they didn’t know what was going on.	Discussion, RCMP
	No notification up at PG about roadblocks for tourists (not just on Drive BC.ca)	Discussion, Road_blocks
	People had to get permits to get home to Kersley (on alert) - inconsistent passes - added to stress of alert	Discussion, Permits
	News didn’t report about local fire (Dragon Mountain / Green Mountain)	Discussion, Media
	BCWS didn’t respond fast enough to Green Mountain fire - they did respond fast to Soda Creek / Alexandria fire (by dump)	Discussion, BCWS
	Lac la Hache
	Public - called VFD - no info.  In to VFD - not informed.	Communication, Community_Liaison
	“VFD (LLH) did not know about Bear Paw Lake - needs to be corrected - we need to know
about ‘local’ threats.”	Communication, Community_Liaison
	Margo Wagner did a great job re emergency notifications and CRD was too general.	Communication, Elected_officials
	Emergency notification system did not work	Communication, ENS
	Local FM emergency communications system. Would be helpful (esp. if cell towers go down)	Communication, Radio
	AM Radio	Communication, Radio
	Need more specific info - Details for area.	Communication, Local_Knowledge
	Suggestion to create a network of fireguard to proactively contain fires when they are started and allow access to fight those fires and places where a back burn could be started, if need be.	Fire_guard, Evacuation_Process
	Where route goes through private land on the west side of LLH - that should be opened (purchased from private landowner?)	Roads, Evacuation_Process
	Need to have permanent emergency evac route other than Hwy 97 N and S. Routes should be maintained and signed. (People got lost trying to use alternate routes) - need better signage.	Signage, Evacuation_Process
	When people are isolated: 1. community garden for people to get food. 2. using Greeny Lake as a fish farm. 3. Solar panel farm. 	Preparedness, Evacuation_Process
	CRD payed for evacuation plans in the past and then thrust for emergency plans went away.  So right now there isn’t one. Need to start creating one come Jan!	Preparedness, Evacuation_Process
	Alternate routes important for other disasters too. (chemical spills) and accidents that close the Highways	Preparedness, Evacuation_Process
	There was a lot of viral / internet communication.  Would be great to see overall written plan.	Preparedness, Evacuation_Process
	Info was about getting out / evac but not on how to stay in.	Preparedness, Evacuation_Process
	Prevention - private property that backs on to crown land.	Prevention, Crown_Land
	Crown land needs to be cleared before this  happens again.	Prevention, Crown_Land
	Better way to log - cleaner	Prevention, Logging
	More fire guards should be down before fires start.	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Start burning slash piles - hire more people to prevent.	Prevention, Slash
	Instead of replanting trees - seed grass for grading	Prevention, Forest
	Should be plenty of info from previous years fires to build prevention plans.	Prevention, Preparedness
	Fires should be addressed while they are smaller so they are easier to fight.	Prevention, BCWS
	Have more aircraft on standby just in case	Prevention, BCWS
	Firesmart the communities - should be run by local government	Prevention, FireSmart
	More local volunteers to be trained to help with fires	Prevention, Local_firefighting
	Governments should provide fire fighting training to locals.	Prevention, Local_firefighting
	Fort McMurray people came with trucks and trailers carrying food, fresh bread, personal and hygiene items - Unbelievable	Recovery, Fort_McMurray
	Red Cross funding support with different for different people.  Some got it, some did not.  Also freezer, fridge for storage of donations.	Recovery, Red_Cross
	“Relief for people who were stuck on those who were partially evacuated.  Those who were left in LLH area had, after a few days no power, no water pumped, grocery
store ran out of food, no gas, rationing.  For 3 weeks, nothing came in or out, except when 
	Set up a network of relief.  To tell people what to do.  Someone with phone #s of who to contact for help.	Recovery, Community_Liaison
	Local people who had power made meals, took them to LLH recovery centres for those without.  Also, brought can goods, produce.	Recovery, Community
	More supplies in the store	Talk_About, Supplies
	Relief efforts and network i.e.. Foods, fuels etc.	Talk_About, Recovery
	Access through road blocks.  Had issues with fire department trying to get back. Some ID for fire dept. (CRD)	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	Would like one spot that would collate all relevant info so folks could go to one site and get all factual and up-to-date info at that site.	Talk_About, Communication
	Sustainable Living for people who aren’t evacuated (or could not leave)	Talk_About, Supplies
	Fire Guards	Talk_About, Prevention
	Is there a better action plan for medical supplies, foods and services or have plans changed for LLH yet.  We seemed to self sustain, be forgotten.	Talk_About, Supplies
	Suggest: To construct fire breaks around populated areas.  For fire containment purposes for access for fire fighting to provide locations to start back burns.	Talk_About, Prevention
	Emergency Doctors etc.  Our area not evac or alert in-between road blocks.	Talk_About, Health
	Trouble with road blocks i.e.. Non evacuated areas.	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	What about inclusive emergency plans by next summer?	Talk_About, Preparedness
	It was hard to find family members during PG move and Kamloops.	Talk_About, Communication
	Safe routes out i.e. Timothy Lake	Talk_About, Routes
	Safe routes out i.e.. Timothy Lake Rd	Talk_About, Routes
	Front line workers away from family and children, who were set to safety - Family separation.	Talk_About, Mental_Health
	People who stayed should be able to go to the gas station and store.	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	Worry of being cut off and resources	Talk_About, Supplies
	Community garden.	Talk_About, Supplies
	Lack of communications - public and fire dept.	Talk_About, Communication
	Communication method(s) of advertising alerts etc.	Talk_About, Communication
	Updates when no access to internet (i.e.. Left home and living in camper)	Talk_About, Communication
	When power goes down - no computer can be used.  More information by radio would be of help.	Talk_About, Communication
	Better daily updates as there were times that Facebook had different.  Better as time progressed.	Talk_About, Communication
	On main routes need to evacuate.  No work or construction to help clear the area faster.	Talk_About, Routes
	More specific news about events - all very general	Talk_About, Communication
	Put loggers to work building fire guard around communities to protect them.  Thus leaving fire fighting resources less stressed.  Marketable timber utilized - Provincial funded slash burned over winter.	Talk_About, Logging
	Marketable timber utilized	Talk_About, Logging
	Was there concern for water quality.	Talk_About, Utilities
	Faster respond on aircraft to fight fire right away when it is still small target within one hour.	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Radio - notice. Fire Notice on distance of fire.  Electricity?	Talk_About, Radio
	We can check that properly registered emergency notifications?	Talk_About, ENS
	RCMP should have better information on who can get through road blocks.	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	What homeowners can do to protect.	Talk_About, Preparedness
	Want to take opportunity to thank Al Richmond for his leadership this summer.	Discussion, Elected_officials
	Communication is so important - if communication gets out you can make more expeditions decision - communications at all levels is paramount - cell phone, other media etc.	Discussion, Communication
	LLH fire dept. needs at least 15 people to stay open; at about 20 now but a few due to retire; call for new recruits- people can’t get complacent.	Discussion, Fire_Department
	15 years ago, they shut down the LLH fire department if it’s not supported, we can lose it.	Discussion, Fire_Department
	The way the community came together was amazing. Were feeding  < 80 people/day. Would like to see a plan set in place for volunteers so they know what they are doing right away.  Plan should be for the whole CRD, not just LLH so there is a network.	Discus
	People left voluntarily, but had they known what was going to happen with the community being without, off they would have offered the contents of their deep freeze.	Discussion, Donations
	People could have coordinated those resources that were available.	Discussion, Resources
	LLH was also housing people from other communities who had already evacuated. 	Discussion, Community
	Community did pull together but there were ups and downs.	Discussion, Community
	If and when this happens again, need a plan in place to have volunteer centres set up and communication lines between them.	Discussion, Preparedness
	People were also coming to community hall just to talk to other people.	Discussion, Preparedness
	Community Hall was open for lunch and dinner so people would not go hungry.	Discussion, Community
	People should not rely on Facebook and internet / cell phones and be prepared for no power with a battery powered radio.	Discussion, Preparedness
	Emergency radio station should be set up for region.	Discussion, Radio
	Solar powered farm could be used to provide power to people / recharge generators.	Discussion, Preparedness
	Fish farm on one of the lakes and community garden would provide food sources for people in an emergency situation.	Discussion, Preparedness
	When LLH electricity went out the water stopped running (infrastructure in LLH)	Discussion, Utilities
	Back up generator ran out of gas?	Discussion, Utilities
	With evac there wasn’t a plan for who was to refill this.	Discussion, Preparedness
	Also affected LLH water supply (though could still pull from lakes)	Discussion, Preparedness
	People were using water to protect properties (running hoses and sprinklers) and creating a safety risk by drawing down the reservoir. 	Discussion, Preparedness
	LLH power - some of the workers who maintain water plant had been evacuated so it wasn’t being maintained.	Discussion, Preparedness
	Al Richmond - food at LLH Community Hall was excellent!	Discussion, Community
	Please be aware of your family, friends, neighbors mental health over the holidays.	Discussion, Mental_Health
	Did any of the feedback / recommendations from the 2010 community meetings (in Chilcotin) get implemented?	Discussion, Preparedness
	“Yes, a few.  Implementation of CRD Emergency Notification System was a result of the report
that was generated.”	Discussion, Preparedness
	Underbrush / fuel management has remained an issue, but expect that will change now. People’s eyes have been opened (the Province and the public) to the need to manage fuel on the landscape.	Discussion, Prevention
	Too often looking for other agencies to look out for us	Discussion, Agencies
	Emergency preparedness starts with individual.	Discussion, Preparedness
	Emergency planning can start at the community level and be brought up to the CRD - rather that waiting for the CRD to create a plan.	Discussion, Preparedness
	LLH fire department helping to evacuate the 108.  Saw unidentified people in 108 and found out they were search and rescue.  Need a better identification system for search and rescue so they are not trying to chase them down during an evacuation.	Discussi
	Likely
	No forestry, mining, tourism, post office, mining permits were shelved.	Permits, Business
	Summer student lost hours.	Employment, Business
	Park was closed, people camped in the bush-more dangerous	Parks, Business
	No berry picking	Forest, Business
	Need for signs on the road so people don’t drive on the road so people don’t drive all the way to find our park is closed.	Parks, Business
	Crank call during evac prep saying he was an RCMP member advising that Likely is under order.	Communication, Telephone
	9-1-1 dispatch had inaccurate info.	Communication
	Distinguishing community names from lakes, areas, etc.	Communication, Local_Knowledge
	Field communications were lacking (RCMP, military, etc. all on different frequencies) Should be using road frequencies.	Communication, Radio
	People called 9-1-1 instead of *5555	Communication
	Need a radio broadcast channel with pertinent info.	Communication, Radio
	Government didn’t know where mines working (no database) - reliance on community members.	Communication, Mining
	Miners (local) don’t know about fire rating/ rules.  Can’t access anyway.	Communication, Mining
	Ambulance told me to come to Likely Com Hall but it was locked, no services (signage said closed, but people were to open up)	Communication, Health
	Incorrect info on door	Communication, Information_centres
	No cell service, no pay phones (not working)	Communication, Mobile
	Resort (Spanish Mountain) has space for people, but word did not get out.  Dispatch is in PG not WL. People told to go to PG/Kamloops rather than Likely / Horsefly.	Communication, Radio
	CBC, Global had panic-driven content.	Communication, Television
	Facebook videos used up too much internet (worked well for others). Kevin was great.	Communication, Videos
	Why were nautical miles used instead of KMS? (for wind, etc.)	Communication, BCWS
	Fire maps weren’t updated.  Had to go looking for updated maps.  TNG had good maps.	Communication, Maps
	Confusing, inconsistent	Permits, Process
	EOC said no traffic, but vehicles kept coming through.	Permits, Road_blocks
	Roads were blocked that didn’t need to be.	Permits, Road_blocks
	“People taking back roads to get by road blocks - dangerous, could get stuck and no one knows
where they are.”	Permits, Communication
	“Roadblocks didn’t take our names or why we were traveling.  Needed to keep track of
everybody.”	Permits, Road_blocks
	If your drivers license shows Likely address, why couldn’t the blocks co-ordinate to let you through, if no fire on the road?	Permits, Road_blocks
	“Plain clothes RCMP reported as suspicious characters.  Should keep RCMP the same (2 
officers rotate with 2 others to establish local rapport and knowledge).”	Permits, RCMP
	Same for Cons officers.	Permits, Conservation_officers
	Permits were great for grocery truck and people who needed medications.	Permits, Supplies
	Roadblocks must be manned.	Permits, Road_blocks
	Roadblocks were not removed when they were no longer applicable.	Permits, Road_blocks
	Unprofessional conduct at roadblocks (sleeping)	Permits, Road_blocks
	Told it was a gov’t practice in people control.	Permits, Road_blocks
	Need an inventory of who has what resources (local)	Prevention, Resources
	Community plan for Likely	Prevention, Preparedness
	Look at re-activating fire rangers with local station in Likely and Horsefly	Prevention, BCWS
	“Likely fire dept. was great - brought donated items in (well co-ordinated) and distributed
through Community Hall (volunteers)”	Supplies, Fire_Department
	Fort McMurray was fabulous / generous!	Supplies, Fort_McMurray
	Likely General Store was terrific, no money 	Supplies, Community
	EOC said no donations, but the communities were very grateful	Supplies, Donations
	Wells donated livestock feed	Supplies, Wells
	Co-ordinators worked with communities.	Supplies, Community
	“First responders, ambulance came in to medi-vac a person out.  Smoothly handled.  Flew her
to QNC instead of Kamloops when discharged, daughter could pick her up.  Went very well.
Lots of co-ordination between agencies.”	Okay, Health
	Community was brought closer together.  Lots of offers to help.	Okay, Community
	“Central office with phone and internet was great - should be first point of contact in community
plan.  Have back-up power and phone sources, too.”	Okay, Preparedness
	EIA director distributed info to local communities - one point of info.	Okay, Communication
	Need an EOC contact person direct to communities.	Okay, Community_Liaison
	RCMP and CO’s did a good job and rangers.	Okay, RCMP
	Likely store was great! (so was Spanish Mountain Gold and Mount Polley)	Okay, Supplies
	Money for tourism advertising (need more than just what CCCTA is providing)	Recovery, Tourism
	Money for our fire department	Recovery, Fire_Department
	Need for 5 from Likely, 5 from Wells to establish a ranger patrol.	Discussion, Fire_warden
	Forestry didn’t check on local fires that LVFD put out.	Discussion, BCWS
	Beaver Lake Road was in poor condition, almost unsafe.	Discussion, Roads
	People speeding; cows killed on road.	Discussion, Roads
	People who boarded others have not been paid (4.5 months later)	Discussion, Financial_assistance
	ESS staff had incorrect info re: ordered areas.	Discussion, ESS
	MLA said this changed, but no one paid yet.	Discussion, Elected_officials
	People don’t know to apply for funding if they billet people.	Discussion, Financial_assistance
	Red Cross gave wrong info about ESS.	Discussion, Red_Cross
	McLeese Lake
	Road block situation was not good.  Should be consistent and strictly enforced	Communication, Road_blocks
	“RCMP - Rural cops should work in rural areas. RCMP should enlist local knowledge (i.e.. Traffic
control)”	Communication, RCMP
	Reinstate fire towers.  Local fire brigades	Communication, Local_firefighting
	Written evacuation routes (as well as maps) - Clear directions.	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	How can people call in to retrieve the order / Alert information.  Use of provincial communication services i.e. BC One (commercial services)	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	Why did road block people not know where fires were	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	Order was unclear - written and on messages	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Road block at Kersley ? Was stopping people coming back from up north.	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	RCMP inconsistency at road blocks.	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	Incident where parents couldn’t get into order area to pick up child.	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	People at road blocks should know local people and area.	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	Fire brigade like in Australia	Orders_Alerts, Local_firefighting
	Fire centre logistics - Person from Australia was in charge, no local knowledge. After a break he was put into safety - no knowledge of Canadian laws.	Orders_Alerts, BCWS
	Phone, TV, Maps, directions order, alerts, enforcement, permits, community plans, city cops 	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Why so long to move people from WL	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Why did they do it (evac WL) in the first place	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	McLeese Lake VFD - McLeese Lake Hall became a donation hub for Fort McMurray donations and help centre.	Orders_Alerts, Donations
	VFD briefed road block as to members who should be let through *VFD tag on license plate should automatically get through road block*	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	Forestry tried to kick us out - why equipment need to be registered then picked offline?	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Not too many houses burnt considering	Wildfire_Fighting, Structure_Loss
	Water bombers - Why no fire patrol until afternoon - hottest part of day.	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	When air too hot bomber can’t fly low enough	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Local FD kicked out by BC Wildfire - A lot of man power to help - would have liked to be used.	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Liability driving us crazy - This disaster was way out of scope.	Wildfire_Fighting, Emergency_Operations
	Australian in charge of safety - no first aid kits, no knowledge of WCB, etc.	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	“Logistics - Australian in charge (no local knowledge) Fallers from Ontario did not know
terrain”	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Give initial attack to locals like Australia	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_firefighting
	Local equipment not allowed on line - pulled from activity.	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_firefighting
	Happy with the whole situation	Talk_About, Thanks
	Fire Dept. license plate / tags should be considered as permit to travel thru road blocks.	Talk_About, Permits
	Why did it take so long to evac Williams Lake?	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Road blocks in wrong places?	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	Evac order boundary details unclear.	Talk_About, Maps
	Steve’s daily update and quick responses to our questions / concerns. Perfect. 	Talk_About, Elected_officials
	Notification of Evacuation (ok).  	Talk_About, Communication
	Email updates Very Good.	Talk_About, Email
	What kind of neighborhood organization can be created to manage local, small fires?  How about local fire brigades - volunteer but not structural fighters like our present fire departments?	Talk_About, Local_firefighting
	“Why weren’t local resources more utilized i.e.. Loggers and others with S100, local equipment, and the unemployed / under employed provided with the basic S100 to be utilized in these
extreme circumstances”	Talk_About, Local_firefighting
	Why was Williams Lake evacuated in the first place!  The town was full of fire departments from all over BC.	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Reasons for evacuating people	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	I think everything went well	Talk_About, Thanks
	FD travel permits?	Talk_About, Permits
	Terrible miscommunication	Talk_About, Communication
	Red Cross Assistance Problems	Talk_About, Red_Cross
	Who had jurisdiction of road blocks. Forestry Reg’s.  Local fire brigades.	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	Awful - lack of use of local people with knowledge and experience of the area.	Talk_About, Local_Knowledge
	Website mappings really helpful.	Talk_About, Maps
	Road closures	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	Great info from Steve	Talk_About, Elected_officials
	Red Cross food vouchers, rules kept changing.	Talk_About, Red_Cross
	600/300, order / alert funds - delays unacceptable if money needed right away.	Recovery, Red_Cross
	3 day voucher needed to be spent in 1 shop - could not break out over 3 days.	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Initial challenges - no email, no bank accounts	Recovery, Internet
	ESS Registration. Process seemed confusing - changed volunteers.	Recovery, ESS
	Why change the rules because 1 person abused / broke rules	Recovery, Assistance
	Red Cross has done this a bunch of times re: food vouchers - rules changed many times.	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Loved the cleaning supplies	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Would expect Red Cross to be more organized	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Cash cards - punish the group for the few.	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Miocene
	Advocate for internet and cell coverage	Communication, Mobile
	Information in PG were listed by number not name.	Communication, Prince_George
	Cathy MacLeod got TVs in evac centre (Kamloops)	Communication, Kamloops
	Miscommunication @ roadblocks changed every day	Communication, Road_blocks
	Facebook - Evac to PG - spoke to someone in PG - Good	Communication, Prince_George
	Need community plan - hall, comm. Pres - VFD firefighters regular meetings	Communication, Preparedness
	Difference in ESS PG - Kamloops	Communication, ESS
	Kamloops - no Cariboo fire maps - 1 map never updated	Communication, Maps
	Not enough info specific to Spokin Lake - no info @ roadblocks	Communication, Local_Knowledge
	RCMP shifted often - communication not passed on	Communication, RCMP
	Order lifted - no warning signs - suddenly a road block - traffic stopped	Communication, Road_blocks
	Designate AM radio station as emergency info.	Communication, Radio
	Not everyone has email, cell phones, etc.	Communication, Mobile
	Need better internet!	Communication, Internet
	RCMP kept coming to fire hall for sketchy WIFI - needed info for maps.	Communication, Internet
	TNG was awesome! Great maps MODIS and updated fire perimeters.	Communication, Maps
	Should have been daily briefings.	Communication, Local_Knowledge
	People who didn’t obey order - no communication, no services	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	Emergency Alert, no power, no cell, no phone, no internet	Communication, Mobile
	MCFD services should be considered an essential service. 	Communication, Fire_Department
	Maps not clear enough when people came home - barriers in wrong places	Communication, Maps
	Need cell phone service!!	Communication, Mobile
	FD repeater went down - after power and phone lines down.	Communication, Fire_Department
	ID for volunteers giving orders	Communication, Fire_Department
	Radio info should be half hour-hour not sporadic	Communication, Radio
	Wrong info in PG	Communication, Prince_George
	Global News sensationalism - Province > open legislature channel - over ride other radio too.	Communication, Television
	Spokin Lake road block at Horsefly Rd. No road block at the other end of Spokin Lake Rd	Communication, Road_blocks
	People at roadblocks need to have local knowledge or at least be prepared with someone local (to deliver evac orders too)	Communication, Road_blocks
	Look at who is essential services	Communication, Emergency_Operations
	Needs to be more consistency b/w FN and other local gov’t roadblocks (and communicate it better)	Communication, First_Nations
	Horsefly was isolated - need to have a plan/policy so that merchants can get supplies in - for all isolated communities	Communication, Access
	No ambulance service - in an evacuated area (not good for VFD)	Communication, Health
	Spokin lake roadblock divided Miocene dept. in half.  Would have been better to give people access to fire hall (really cut people off from services) (roadblock was @ Bunting Lake Rd)	Communication, Road_blocks
	Timing for permits made it really hard to get permits when you’re evacuated - get permit @ 4pm have till noon.	Communication, Permits
	If more people had been let back in, then there would have been more people on fire depts. and equipment.	Communication, Access
	Didn’t know an evacuation was going on.	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	Map of roads from Tolco and CRD - were they used?	Roads, Orders_Alerts
	Evacuation order lift map wasn’t clear on Facebook. (Spokin Lake order lifted)	Maps, Orders_Alerts
	RCMP need more local knowledge when issuing orders	RCMP, Orders_Alerts
	Evacuation orders seemed larger than necessary (maybe just put some of those areas on alert esp. in small rural communities)	Boundaries, Orders_Alerts
	Evacuation order need to give more consideration for animals. - got better at the end.	Animals, Orders_Alerts
	No cell services so didn’t know about evacuation order.	Mobile, Orders_Alerts
	Lots of people evacuated who have fire fighting experience and pumps on houses; if ordered out can’t help protect community.	Local_Knowledge, Orders_Alerts
	Locals/friends w/fire fighting equip weren’t allowed through.	Permits, Road_blocks
	“Why were there so many military w/RCMP at road blocks?  They could have been fight fires. 
(need to use resources better)”	Permits, RCMP
	CRD and industry created an emergency response map -> use this map for people at checkpoints etc., (the tool already exists)	Permits, Maps
	Close roads need to be better marked with detour signs etc.	Permits, Signage
	RCMP need better maps and better instructions on what to do (use the CRD/industry one)	Permits, Maps
	People at the road block didn’t have accurate info.	Permits, RCMP
	Needs to be consistency with permits - some let through, some not.	Permits, Road_blocks
	Trouble getting access permits -> didn’t have access to fight fires in WL.  Didn’t know BCWS was giving permits.  Someone at CRD should have told them.	Permits, BCWS
	What do we do with crown land with wind fall and dead trees that back onto private property.	Prevention, Forest
	Should be grants to landowners to help clear dead fall.	Prevention, Forest
	Supply grants to people to purchase irrigation for fire use.	Prevention, Local_firefighting
	Land owners should be allowed to make a buffer on crown land between private property	Prevention, Crown_Land
	Timing of fire permits needs to change for each area.	Prevention, BCWS
	Allow people to use dugouts to keep grass green to prevent fire from spreading	Prevention, Property
	People need to maintain debris on their fence line.	Prevention, FireSmart
	Province of BC should provide a mobile chipper to help clear dead trees and debris.  Town to burn large piles	Prevention, FireSmart
	Why are we burning rail ties when we have tonnes of fuel that could be sent to the plant.	Prevention, Forest
	Miocene fire were on a small fire. Forestry came down in helicopters and told fire dept. to get out - this was their area - result, large uncontrolled fire.	BCWS, Talk_About
	Communications - *no cell service *crap internet. Help?	Communication, Talk_About
	Strategy to get animals home - lots of volunteers to removed but not volunteers to get home often.	Animals, Talk_About
	Communications - utilize local radio ASAP if on road that is used (radio)	Radio, Talk_About
	Road Closures. Detour signs	Signage, Talk_About
	Remediation to wildfire damage info given.	Recovery, Talk_About
	RCMP lights too bright	RCMP, Talk_About
	Being able to get food, fuel and supplies to people on alert. Horsefly store etc. Trucks not enter	Permits, Talk_About
	Access to feeding livestock (owner/operators) Includes transport for grazing or evac	Permits, Talk_About
	Community logistics - Miocene cut off at Bunting Lake rd. - Cut off from fire hall, other com members, medication delivery	Permits, Talk_About
	Inter Agency Liaison improvements	Agencies, Talk_About
	Initially no one to contact re information - 0 phone, 0 cell, multiple conflicting information	Mobile, Talk_About
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	Communication updates of fire location on a daily basis	Awful, BCWS
	Co-ordination between districts	Awful, TNRD
	Evacuation of residents - no co-ordination	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	Cross communication between districts - 	Awful, TNRD
	Media ignoring BC wildfires yet reporting US hurricane for 1 HR.	Awful, Media
	No co-ordination at the road blocks between 100 Mile House and Clinton RCMP	Awful, Road_blocks
	CRD forgot about green lake being part of the Cariboo	Awful, CRD
	We have not received any compensation for cost incurred to local VFD, but others got paid.	Awful, Local_Fire_Department
	Red Cross	Awful, Red_Cross
	We didn’t receive any help for 6 weeks. (WLHGLVFD)	Awful, Local_Fire_Department
	Communication of the truth	Recovery, Communication
	2nd $600 from Red Cross.  They don’t know where we live	Recovery, Red_Cross
	Financial assistance for rebuilding cattle handling facilities and clean-up of trees in pastures.	Recovery, Animals
	Help evacuating animals.  People also need help collecting their animals.	Recovery, Animals
	Fire protection equipment	Recovery, Prevention
	Clean-up on burned properties	Recovery, Deadfall
	Tax relief	Recovery, Tax_relief
	Grass for range use in the year ahead.	Recovery, Animals
	Accessible options to funds	Recovery, Financial_assistance
	“Financial aid to VFD, we are not part of CRD fire depts., in fact, we were told it would cost
us if we wanted help.”	Recovery, Local_Fire_Department
	In addition to regional wildfire and evacuation orders/alerts maps it would be nice to have a provincial map.  2 maps (CRD and TNRD) for the Elephant Hill fire were annoying.	Discussion, TNRD, Maps
	Wells
	Insurance companies need to revisit policies to give insurance within 50 km radius of fires (Federal map prevented people from getting insurance when the BCWS said it was over).  Take into consideration terrain and bodies of water between house and fire.	
	Zones need clear definition	Orders_Alerts, Maps
	Who door knocks?	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Need to do emergency plans / drills for all kinds of emergencies to prepare the community.	Orders_Alerts, Preparedness
	Evacuation routes need to have signage.	Orders_Alerts, Preparedness
	Logistics of an order: routes	Orders_Alerts, Routes
	Personalize alerts instructions for individual communities.	Orders_Alerts, Routes
	What if fire blows west of town - Egress route?	Orders_Alerts, Preparedness
	Evacuation routes?	Orders_Alerts, Routes
	Revisit Purden Lake access road.	Orders_Alerts, Roads
	Insurance not available when within 50 km	Recovery, Insurance
	Funding for community fire drill	Recovery, Preparedness
	Would like to see a fire smart presentation for the community.	Recovery, FireSmart
	Between info from CRD and reposts from the district of Wells, there was too much info to read at once.	Talk_About, Communication
	Support for affected organization / businesses.	Talk_About, Recovery
	Exit routes.	Talk_About, Routes
	Road closures (impact)	Talk_About, Routes
	Identifying and communicating with miners	Talk_About, ERP
	ERP and expansion of that.	Talk_About, ERP
	How would an evacuation be co-ordinated in Wells.	Talk_About, Preparedness
	What evacuation possibilities of Wells and road is blocked	Talk_About, Preparedness
	Exit routes for residents / tourists	Talk_About, Preparedness
	Well informed exit strategies	Talk_About, Preparedness
	Insurance - Alerts for active fires in mountainous terrain with many bodies of water and distance.	Talk_About, Insurance
	West Fraser
	How to view maps on Facebook	Communication, Facebook
	Need a go-to person in their community to get info from	Communication, Community_Liaison
	Would be nice to have insistent (consistent?)  times when videos would be posted.	Communication, Videos
	Not everyone has ability or internet to track down all the sources.	Communication, Internet
	“Did not get enough info on where fires actually were.  Need more info earlier.  Can see smoke but no info on
where it was.  Communications”	Communication, BCWS
	Difficult to find info from variety of organizations,  jurisdictions.  Have a single point of info to find answers.	Communication, Single_Source
	Would like to hear how long staff actually fought fire - given travel - keep fighters closer to fire.	Communication, BCWS
	“Couldn’t get through to register name and number - If I didn’t have a computer, couldn’t know where the fire was - 
A and O need to be more geographically descriptive.”	Communication, BCWS
	Tried wildfire hotline many times and no one answered or no details when got thru communications	Communication, BCWS
	Very difficult to find the right people with answers - EOC, Forestry, RCMP, POTI etc.  Lead to a lot of frustrated efforts.	Communication, Community_Liaison
	Tricky to use the best communication tools to reach everyone - Internet, radio, flyers mail, phones etc.	Communication, Information
	Educate public on how to share timely and accurate info on FB during crisis.	Communication, Facebook
	“Local traffic only” sign was left up indefinitely until (we) called Herb at the forest service.	Communication, BCWS, Reception_Centre
	Tried to get home right at roadblock - no reasoning on where placing - provide rationale - communicate sooner.	Communication, RCMP
	“RCMP was unclear - RCMP jurisdiction unclear on where on the map each detachment was responsible for (i.e. Quesnel
vs. W Lk) and why would anyone safely try to access Quesnel from Williams Lake.  Overall the response was wonderful.
Info kiosk very useful
	“To control flow of ‘coyotes’ (bad people) into evac areas, there should be a way to share info on road blocks with locals
via a community liaison.”	Communication, Community_Liaison
	“Every time I accessed my notifications on cell and text, it told me the notice had expired.  No option to respond even if
checked on same day as issued.”	Communication, ENS
	Should let people come and go during evacuation order.	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	Designate ‘go to’ guy or gal for the area who can provide info to neighbors and be in the know.	Communication, Community_Liaison
	People posting inaccurate or old info on FB	Communication, Facebook
	Wanted to bring supplies to people who stayed behind in evac order areas.  Some allowed, some not, inconsistent processes	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	“4am to 6pm loggers and logging companies on site every day and MOF only for staying meetings.  No one
fought fires 9 to 10:30 a.m.”	Orders_Alerts, BCWS
	Used our place as staging - Saw to many meetings and no time fighting fires	Orders_Alerts, BCWS
	“Many people could not get back in - many people driving around looking for the fire - older community
members checked in on by younger.”	Orders_Alerts, Access
	Mapping and communications, challenges re. Regions that needed actions or information - who to tell who was responsible?	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	Need to be allowed to come back if ordered out if it is safe to attend to business, home, animals.	Orders_Alerts, Access
	Anyone familiar with area could come in thru back roads, etc. but people did get in and steal - How if roads blocked?	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	No way to move all animals but no one to look after them.	Orders_Alerts, Animals
	Concerned about order have livestock etc. and there has to be a better way when have animals and property to protect.	Orders_Alerts, Animals
	Considerable confusion about who would be giving info on order or alerts - Apparent confusion in the RCMP and external agencies.  Who were not local.	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	So many levels there protecting themselves - not telling us the truth about what happened, is happening.	Recovery, Accountability
	Fire guards need rehabilitations	Recovery, Prevention
	Water bar and replant fire guard roads.	Recovery, Prevention
	Accountability for best practices and safety in contradiction with open communication and action (fire fighting and danger trees)	Recovery, Accountability
	do not really need any - not impacted by fires	Recovery, Not_applicable
	Nice to have real response to go to forestry company, MOF, Wildfire (who was responsible for orders) alerts) about what happened. Information and truth.	Recovery, Accountability
	Prevention	Recovery, Prevention
	Road maintenance and trees down. Survey areas for danger trees.	Recovery, Prevention
	What are the terms, conditions and the names or entities that finance the fire fighting and who is responsible for the debt, who are the consenters to this?	Recovery, Accountability
	Road rehabilitation	Recovery, Roads
	Guide outfitters need help, others too - small mill	Recovery, Outfitters
	Removal of danger trees along roadways	Recovery, Prevention
	Communications Centre on Dragon Mountain needs a guard around it.  Look at what happened to fish pot. RE: communications infrastructure.	Recovery, Prevention
	Re-consider fighting wildfires at night, or at least early daylight	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Lots of misinformation going around.	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
	Make better fire breaks around infrastructure (i.e. Power lines)	Wildfire_Fighting, Prevention
	Most important for property owners to know when it is not safe to stay behind (and need training to stay behind)	Wildfire_Fighting, Orders_Alerts
	Need to use more local people to fight fires (do training, hire unemployed people)	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge
	There were many local workers and equipment were not used - not working (money loss) - worried about home - fire hall should be open to allow locals gather to get info and help with response.	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge
	Crews had too late of start times in the day.	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Homeowners need to prepare in advance (fire smart)	Wildfire_Fighting, Prevention
	Beetle Kill wood - cows can’t get to grazing lands - need a control program (wildfire management)	Wildfire_Fighting, Forest
	Fears about impact on wildlife - reduced populations.	Wildfire_Fighting, Wildlife
	Lack of communications between structure FFS and wildfire FFS (taking each others equipment)	Wildfire_Fighting, Fire_Department
	BCWS need to have spring meetings with rural property owners to train them and equip them to protect their properties (public meetings)	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
	Use local crews or resources would be more cost effective	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge
	Have logging companies make fire breaks as part of their requirements.	Wildfire_Fighting, Prevention
	Gave assurances to protect property, but they didn’t and the structure was lost (Fire service need to treat it like its their own property)	Wildfire_Fighting, Structure_Loss
	Private property owners need to be allowed to protect their own property (i.e. Equipment owners, etc.)	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge
	Schedule morning safety meetings for dawn and then get out and work.	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Why not fighting fire at night?	Wildfire_Fighting, BCWS
	Road rehabilitation and road decommissioning	Talk_About, Roads
	Wildfire vs structure protection	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Wildlife management in fire zones	Talk_About, Wildlife
	Why do other country’s fire fighters need to be brought in to BC	Talk_About, BCWS
	More local crews working on fires. Fast start	Talk_About, BCWS
	Why did the men not get on the fire at day break when it is cool yet and no wind.	Talk_About, BCWS
	Why close roads like Ernst and Gardner with out any info.	Talk_About, Roads
	No work started until after 10 due to meetings.  Is this true?	Talk_About, BCWS
	Fire fight training. Power line	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Local go-to guy	Talk_About, Community_Liaison
	Why did the forestry have meetings every day.  When they should have been fighting the fire	Talk_About, BCWS
	Emergency notification system	Talk_About, ENS
	How to get in touch with right liaison	Talk_About, Community_Liaison
	Evacuation information	Talk_About, Communication
	Having these group discussions is the same as neighbors talking over coffee.  We need the agencies to listen. We’ve already talked to each other.	Talk_About, Accountability
	The various bureaucracies are too inward focused and detached from the communities.	Talk_About, Accountability
	If we follow the money!  Who or what entity, national or international Finances or provides the credit to fight the fire.  Then who is the debtor and what are the terms  conditions for repay men.	Talk_About, Accountability
	Agency operational boundaries	Talk_About, Accountability
	Why block people from coming and going from ranch.	Talk_About, Access
	Permit system	Perfect, Permits
	Managed to get enough resources	Perfect, Resources
	No lives were lost	Perfect, Lives
	Community pages on Facebook got better as it went along (following grew)	Perfect, Facebook
	It was great to be able to share accurate videos on Facebook community groups.	Perfect, Videos
	Thought they were on alert when actually weren’t but at least they were prepared (people panicked)	Okay, Orders_Alerts
	Frustrated by the post-it note process.	Awful, Consultation
	You’re not sharing answers today.  Will we get answers to our questions?  How will we get answers?	Awful, Consultation
	Difficult for people with hearing issues to hear or converse in a room full of conversations like this.  Please limit these sessions to one Q at a time.	Awful, Consultation
	Want to know the answers today (this is dumb)	Awful, Consultation
	No coffee at this meeting!	Awful, Consultation
	Road blocks.	Awful, Access
	Road permits or access permits should have been done from the start.  Should let people access their houses in evac order areas.	Awful, Permits
	Failure to control, effectively execute back burn ops.	Awful, BCWS
	(Forestry of BCWS) let out horses when they couldn’t get a hold of property owners; should have talked to neighbors first	Awful, BCWS
	Breathing the smoke.	Awful, Health
	Wildwood
	Do not feel that this will get our concerns addressed	Communication, Consultation
	Suggestion for better communication - email addresses never collected through ESS, why can’t they be added to a database and have updates sent out.	Communication, ESS
	Appreciated CRD FB updates - need a raise, great idea	Communication, Facebook
	Appreciated CRD FB updates - need a raise, great idea	Communication, Facebook
	Appreciated CRD FB updates - need a raise, great idea	Communication, Facebook
	Some communications very lengthy	Communication, Too_long
	Some info not clear - for specific area	Communication, More_specific
	Hard to get through to CRD	Communication, Call_Centre
	“Issues with Red Cross:
Online registration inaccessible - at beginning
Same for phone lines
Post-it / delays online”	Communication, Red_Cross
	“Press releases:
Area descriptions not accurate
Could be mapped / communicated with better partnership with neighbors and communities”	Communication, Community_Liaison
	“What about people who didn’t have FB:
No phone calls
Had to seek info”	Communication, Facebook
	How severe, how long	Communication, BCWS
	Didn’t know how long would be away - esp. for those with health issues	Communication, Health
	How to re-enter for medication	Communication, Health
	Door knocking inconsistent	Communication, Preparedness
	Why was EOC inside alert / order area?	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	Where would they have gone with road closures?	Communication, Roads
	Expectation for order to be notified door - to - door.	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Order notifications - CRD Directors local / rural contacts	Orders_Alerts, Elected_officials
	Went as well as could be expected	Orders_Alerts, Process
	Delay in RCMP checkpoint when order is lifted.	Orders_Alerts, Road_blocks
	Local person at check point with RCMP to help with access.  Knows faces / names - in small rural areas anyway.	Permits, RCMP, Local_Knowledge
	Private property fuel removal - if I have to, will the crown also?	Prevention, Crown_Land
	Chipper from CRD to help residents firesmart	Prevention
	Concern over burned danger trees on crown / band land	Prevention, Crown_Land
	Restore / insure funding for wildfire protection	Prevention, BCWS
	“Soda Creek:  did fire protection on reserve, crews were running out of water and wanted increased water release. This caused administrative
issues and the local band fire crew eventually moved to an area on the dammed by beavers”	Prevention, Fire_Departm
	Improve this relationship by breaking down jurisdictional boundaries in fire centre.	Prevention, BCWS
	Work with the locals, they can help the BCWS, RCMP etc.  The ones that stay behind.	Prevention, Local_Knowledge
	“Can we form a fire break around the communities for protection ? Make it usable for residents to use for recreation, etc.
make if defendable.”	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Where people are capable / able to stay behind utilize them.  Done confine them under siege.	Prevention, Stay_Defend
	Use hydro line corridors to add to your fire guards around communities.	Prevention, Fire_guard
	Trust / utilized your local fire depts.  Train them in wildfire fighting.	Prevention, Fire_Department
	Serious concern on protection of fringe area of Fox Mountain.	Prevention, Fire_guard
	The road blocks were not well thought out.	Wildfire_Fighting, Road_blocks
	Interference from CRD with fire fighting efforts made it harder / impossible	Wildfire_Fighting, Fire_Department
	Fire fighters were on the line and needed fuel - due to road blocks	Wildfire_Fighting, Road_blocks
	Live stock not taken care of.	Wildfire_Fighting, Animals
	People from away did not understand the local “way”	Wildfire_Fighting, Local_Knowledge, Reception_Centre
	A lot of info was not given out because it happened too fast.	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
	Why did people not go where directed - who went where	Wildfire_Fighting, Routes
	SPCA was here and got overwhelmed.	Wildfire_Fighting, SPCA
	Road blocks made it harder to fight the fire	Wildfire_Fighting, Road_blocks
	Who made the decisions	Wildfire_Fighting, Emergency_Operations
	Fire fighters did not know about pass system and almost arrested when had to go get fuel	Wildfire_Fighting, Road_blocks
	When people tried to get feed for livestock, told that no one cared about livestock.	Wildfire_Fighting, Animals
	Fire fighters only got info from Wildwood fire dept. - the fringe not communicated with.	Wildfire_Fighting, Communication
	Evacuation orders and Alerts	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Boundary lines of the orders	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Why were the CRD reps not part of the EOC for evac for community contacts	Talk_About, Community_Liaison
	Inconsistent visitation during alert	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	CRD putting people who decided to stay behind to look after their home under cease, rather then work with them.	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Capacity training for community	Talk_About, Community
	Setting up road blocks that were completely unnecessary	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	No communication to our community	Talk_About, Communication
	How can evacuees get up to date information on status of property?	Talk_About, Communication
	What % of homes in wild wood fire protection area can be support by structural protection	Talk_About, Structure_Protection
	Fire fighting - CRD interference with fire fighting efforts.	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Why did some communities get more resources?	Talk_About, Resources
	Not being able to get back into community for “stuff”	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts, Reception_Centre
	Postponements going back to work as usual from old permitting	Talk_About, Permits
	Sending RCMP and Military out to terrorize residents with impending Evac orders, when there were no threats to the area.	Talk_About, RCMP
	Livestock removal permits	Talk_About, Permits
	Questions relating to infrastructure (house) shutdown (gas, water)	Talk_About, Hydro
	Red Cross (a) Registration communication. (b) Returns to WL - overwhelmed	Talk_About, Red_Cross
	Access to more water up stream of our community	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Why were non-CRD fire dept. not part of contact for evacuation and fire updates.	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	Evacuation orders lake area.  No contact for the 17 days of alert.  For a plan for the evacuation.	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	Prevention - Fire smart	Talk_About, FireSmart
	Alerts / orders - How order was called?	Talk_About, Orders_Alerts
	No info available as time progressed on for how things were going and possible return.	Talk_About, Communication
	Photocopied permits? Why ok in some areas and not others	Talk_About, Permits
	ESS How the paperwork of the evacuees moved to other centres	Talk_About, ESS
	CRD vs WL info - can you co-ordinate?	Talk_About, Communication
	Lack of immediate information	Talk_About, Communication
	The inconsistency of information at roadblocks…some were let through and others not.	Talk_About, Road_blocks
	Public info	Talk_About, Communication
	CRD - Creating a pass system that those on the fire line were never informed about.	Talk_About, Permits
	Where to go with questions	Talk_About, Communication
	Williams Lake fire dept. totally throwing away obligations the fringe areas	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	CRD communications -  when house lost, why hear from Facebook?	Talk_About, Communication
	Is the emergency way of reaching emergency services - 911?	Talk_About
	Fabulous volunteer response	Talk_About, Community
	Security of our other community -- looting happening	Talk_About, Security
	Who protects fire fighters when no back up? and safety of fire fighters	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Communication with public during evac period	Talk_About, Communication
	Public Information lines; How many lines were set up?  Sometimes it took forever to get through to find out nothing, or give up trying after 2 days.	Talk_About, Communication
	Walt Cobb updates showed the real conditions in Williams Lake.  Could it be possible to get the CRD to do something similar to that.  Varying locations?	Talk_About, Communication
	Why did the 150 mile house get so much extra support other fire departments?  Higher home values? Wildwood was threatened first and yet received none? Miocene, same thing?  And they are neighbours.Were refused help.	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	150 Mile received funding for campers and RV’s, staff support.  What did other departments get?  Receive for monies?  150 got two trucks as long as they protected A persons property.  Grants fundraisers all seemed to go to the 150??  (54,000)	Talk_About, 
	What about livestock and removal?  Some people granted rights to go and feed animals, yet the next door neighbor got a call back 24 hrs later saying no.	Talk_About, Permits
	Not even allowed a permit to go to property to get horse trailer to be able to haul animals out.	Talk_About, Permits
	Real livestock and not chickens were not able to access help in a timely matter, left to fend on their own? How is that fair? And the livestock is their livelihood.	Talk_About, Animals
	Kamloops had an amazing reception centre and PG did too, but the information centres were not at those places and only held in evenings.  Most PG meetings were where you had to drive.	Talk_About, Communication, Information_centres, Kamloops, Prince_George
	REAL updates about the actual areas would have been nice.	Talk_About, Communication
	Hearing about your home lost 2 days on Facebook or friends before contacted by CRD.	Talk_About, Structure_Loss
	Who protects the first responders if no backup available?	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	why did a photocopied pass work out in likely Horsefly areas and how were they give out?	Talk_About, Permits
	The safety of responders should have been foremost.	Talk_About, Wildfire_Fighting
	Responders had no backup plan?  Is there not a mutual aid agreements in place.  What about cots, beds, food? Monies to replace fuel used?  No fuel for fire trucks?	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	SPU units dispatched to where?	Talk_About, Structure_Protection
	Who decided where things, equipment, help SPU units went?	Talk_About, Structure_Protection
	Evacuations of livestock?	Talk_About, Animals
	Why were departments not kept informed of stuff	Talk_About, Fire_Department
	Nobody died	Perfect, Lives
	Kindness and respect for / from everyone	Perfect, Community
	Direct communication with Fire centre for Soda Creek Katsull (by end)	Perfect, BCWS
	EOC First Nations liaison contact and PREOC	Perfect, First_Nations, Province
	Good signage on where to go when we arrived in PG.	Okay, Prince_George, Communication
	No traffic problems evacuating to PG	Okay, Routes
	Fire suppression done by Soda Creek crews went okay.	Okay, Fire_Department
	RCMP / Soda Creek relationship - developing list of names that could pass	Okay, RCMP, First_Nations
	Many people stepped up to do what was needed in spite of what they were being told to do.	Okay, Community
	ESS: Various access to the service i.e.. Food voucher vs gift cards, accommodation vs group lodging	Awful, ESS
	No one at door to leave evac.	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	ESS: Ability to find out people from our communities	Awful, ESS
	Red Cross overwhelmed	Awful, Red_Cross
	Back fires	Awful, BCWS
	Communications between agencies and command teams not listening to the people on the ground (3)	Awful, Communication
	Communications between agencies and command teams not listening to the people on the ground 	Awful, Communication
	Communications between agencies and command teams not listening to the people on the ground	Awful, Communication
	Too large relief stations for those with no where to go.	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	Red Cross financial help was / is still a mess	Awful, Red_Cross
	“Telling people they would have 30 min to evac on the next order.  When there were no threats
to WL and Fringe (when the people came back)”	Awful, Orders_Alerts
	When and where do we learn more about firesmart?	Recovery, FireSmart
	What can access for recovery information	Recovery, Communication
	Recovery to the new normal easier for some - where to go for help	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Assistance for people who need mental / physical help	Recovery, Mental_Health
	Worried the whole time away about leaving the gas / water on.	Recovery, Hydro
	How can communities get trained to use Structure Protection units? To buy them? To deploy and use them.	Structure_Protection, Like_to_Know
	How does a resident learn how to protect their home (structure) in the event of a fire?	Structure_Protection, Like_to_Know
	How to get more involved	Community, Like_to_Know
	Getting out and getting answers - How to shut down house?  Gas off, water off etc. when evacuating?	Communication, Like_to_Know
	How get back to normal?	Recovery, Like_to_Know
	Staff on fire lines unable to go to CRD to get passes - Difficult when trying to get fuel and more supplies to go back on fire line.  How do road block staff know who can pass and who can’t - essential staff?	Fire_Department, Permits
	SOLN - escort, DL to verify address	Fire_Department, Permits
	Seemed to be little communication with RCMP	Fire_Department, RCMP, Communication
	Need comprehensive interagency / community interaction plan for response - Filter from “heads” down to training with front line staff - No local knowledge @ road blocks	Fire_Department, Emergency_Operations, Local_Knowledge, Reception_Centre, Road_blocks
	Good to have list of equipment and where located prior to fire and update annually	Fire_Department
	Tyee Lake FD could not enter and resources to EOC planning and expenses	Fire_Department, Emergency_Operations
	All communities should have communication with EOC - EOC needs their contact info.	Fire_Department, Communication
	“Communication - small fire departments July 7-15. No communications from CRD because not a CRD fire dept. - only fight wildfires, no evacuation plans or check in. Established their own evac plan and worked with IA crew but none
with Forestry - They had t
	Williams Lake
	More communications on radio - emergency radio station - Get local AM station live instead of canned music.  CRD has a small station transmitter that use ?	Communication, Radio
	Did not like post its.  Could not see them from back of the table.	Communication, Consultation
	Misinformed by radio - told that when you get to little fort they will tell you but when got to little fort, no info.	Communication, Radio
	FNS reserves not part of CRD - difficulty getting info on on-reserve fires - needs better communications with FNS.	Communication, First_Nations
	On TV, news would like to see more up to date info.	Communication, Television
	Called dial-in info line - get voice mail and no message ability, referred to others line with no answer.	Communication, Call_Centre
	Would like to be able to access news on more specific fires through means other than the internet.	Communication, Sources
	When people register at the ESS reception centres it would be good to have a hand-out on info sites and where to find current, accurate info.	Communication, ESS
	Have more community computers / mobile internet, particularly at ESS centres.	Communication, Internet
	Share as much info as possible - good or bad, to help quell rumors and keep people calm.	Communication, Information
	Drive BC was not always up to date.  It often updated only once/day or at noon.  More up to date info needed.	Communication, Drive_BC
	Maps difficult to access and interpret details on mobile devices. 	Communication, Maps
	More geographic references needed on the maps.	Communication, Maps
	More cell towers and connectivity infrastructure needed, particular out west and east but really everywhere.	Communication, Mobile
	CRD, EOC Facebook page was trusted because a valuable source of info.	Communication, Facebook
	Good response time to questions on EOC, CRD FB page.	Communication, Facebook
	Very difficult to know how to respond and prepare in the vacuum of information, chaos, panic, road closures etc. particularly in the first 10 days	Communication, Sources
	One central location of info or handout on what to do once you’re evacuated i.e.. Who should apply for ESS, Insurance assistance, Red Cross, what to expect, where to find supports etc.	Communication, Information
	Physical address of donation support locations. I.e.. 3 sandman locations in PG - only 1 location had supports available.	Communication, Donations
	Communication use on Facebook by CRD was positive. Communications started rocky but improved significantly through the event.	Communication, Facebook
	It was very positive that some people evacuated early.  Would have been chaos had fewer left early.	Communication, Orders_Alerts
	Global news cast was not doing a public service, they were sensationalizing and creating anxiety.	Communication, Television
	Handbook for people at ESS check-in on what to expect and what is available.	Communication, Information
	Positive experience of people sharing info on supports by word of mouth; looked after each other.	Communication, Community
	Emphasize and use local knowledge - Telus employees, retired BC Parks staff.  Use long-time residents to share knowledge of routes, best places for road blocks, local amenities, etc.	Communication, Local_Knowledge
	Better method for rancher permits to feed livestock and not having to go through re-application process for permits each day.	Communication, Permits
	Better communications about risk and fire locations after re-entry.  This was stressful!	Communication, Information
	Having fire chief Stan McCarthy on radio was terrific.	Communication, Information
	More reporting on the fires near FNs communities. i.e.. Sugar Cane, Soda Creek, Day Creek, etc.	Communication, First_Nations
	Too may posts and releases that don’t have date/time included with the posts.	Communication, Facebook
	Walt’s posts were helpful, his verbal nightly posts.	Communication, Information
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	“Under the dire circumstances I feel our community worked together so well - I am so proud to be
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	What is ESS?  Who is it for? (everyone or only those who are destitute without it?)	ESS, Like_to_Know
	Who is in charge at the top?	Emergency_Operations, Like_to_Know
	Where can counseling services be accessed?  A list could be published (over and over again)	Like_to_Know, Mental_Health
	“I live in a forested area. (Fox Mountain) in a forest.  I have had several trees removed.  The
moss on the trees is still present - what can I do?”	Prevention, Like_to_Know
	What when right.  What went wrong and what will be done next!	Preparedness, Like_to_Know
	Facebook Live / Recording
	Very difficult to get information during the early days of the fires.	Communication, Information
	Used a lot of cell data at the beginning was very thankful we had the radio got lots from him thanks Larry the goat evaced to lone butte	Communication, Radio, Mobile
	Suggestion: We were not notified for 5 days that there was an evacuation order on our trap line. Tenure holders should also be notified ASAP to ensure safety and to be given the option to protect our structures/business etc.	Communication, Tenure
	More detailed information about local fire status , attack strategies and available resources.	Communication, Local_knowledge
	Would like to see one website set up to give information for the province instead of areas being in charge and having to go to multiple sites for information.	Communication, Single_Source, Web_site
	at the beginning, there was a lot of confusion and hysteria on facebook pages. However, I am very glad this was recognized and the communication and information about the fires and and forest fires in general was excellent and got better everyday. Thanks 
	better communication between regions. i live in bella coola, but had to contact williams lake to inquire about road closures and permits In order to travel for goods	Communication, Road_blocks
	When do we get to have this same type of meeting with the Caribou fire center. So we can have dialogue about the good and bad about what happened with the fire this year	Communication, BCWS
	After being considered as an essential service and gaining access to our studio in 100 Mile House, we started sharing information from the CRD Emergency Operations. We found that our audience was overwhelmed with far to many links and paragraphs of inform
	Being a resident of Fox Mountain I feel with the 3 big fires burning and surrounding us from all sides that an alert should have happened on the friday and we should have been evacuated on Saturday..I left with our animals to town on the Saturday while my
	Cariboo Regional District did an excellent job at giving updates as the fire season went on.	Communication, Information
	On the map you just showed entering North Lakeside Drive in Williams Lake takes me to South Lakeside.	Communication, Maps
	we learned about the evacuation from our neighbour driving by our house and we never did get an alert notice. Also we were already signed up on the CRD website for notices.	Communication, ENS
	Was evacuated from the 108 news of evac from neighbors no sirens from fire hall was surprised not to hear them.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	On July 7, no Order indication was given to residents in Dugan Lake area. RCMP set up road blocks but did not go door to door. 2 neighbours needed assistance, RCMP reluctant to leave road block.	Orders_Alerts, RCMP
	Alberta has one site for all emergencies in the province and it makes it so easy for everyone to find information.	Orders_Alerts, Communication
	CN Trains operated during the Order. They are regulated by Feds so any way we can get then on board to shut train down?	Orders_Alerts, Federal
	I think it went well, except for the constant stories about all the people who were allowed to stay behind and drive all over...it made me wonder why the evacuation?	Orders_Alerts, Access, Road_Blocks
	We lost our ranch and 40percent of my guide area about 1600 SQ miles burned up	Recovery, Structure_Loss, Tenure
	I raised many concerns I have about wildlife management, inventories, Caribou habitat that was lost in recovery zone, so far they have fell on deaf ears. How do we get this point across that it is vital	Recovery, Wildlife
	we have begun the process of fire smarting our property, but 3 lots adjacent to our property have been cleared but have large piles of wood debris remaining. These are definite fire hazards and there is no one on the lots to clean up the debris. Can anyth
	Both my husband and I lost our trap lines, plus one trap line cabin plus trap line equipment. It’s a total loss with no chance of recovery for at least 20 years+. There needs to be extensive surveying done on wildlife to find out the damages and losses an
	regional district would not issue permits to go and feed livestock	Permits, Access, Animals
	so, why were tourists aloud to travel on hwy 20 during closure, and residents were tokd to rirn arpund not aloud to go home	Permits, Tourism, Road_blocks
	108 Mile Ranch - what will happen about making the Green Belt areas more fire smart?	Prevention, Fire_Guard
	WTG Williams Lake and 100 Mile for Welcome Home celebrations	Perfect, Thanks
	As I mentioned at the last meeting the only thing perfect that happened is that no one died as a direct result of the fires.	Perfect, No_lives_lost
	nothing was awful, transportation and boarding for animal okay, and Prince George caring for us residents-perfect!	Perfect, Prince_George, Animals
	daily emails from Margo Wagner	Perfect, Elected_officials, Email
	Al Richmond did an incredible job throughout the summer along with Margo Wagner. Awesome thank you.	Perfect, Elected_officials
	After a few days getting CRD info via FB	Okay, Facebook
	The Mayor’s in the Cariboo did best they could at keeping their area updated.	Okay, Elected_officials
	we never were under order	Okay, Order_Alert
	Everything else was okay and I think everyone working to keep us safe and sheltered did a great job!	Okay, Thanks
	regional distract has too much power	Awful, CRD
	initial communication (early July)	Awful, Communication
	Facebook misinformation	Awful, Facebook
	was not knowing what was happening when the fires first started. We had unofficial comments on FB, could see planes circling and dropping fire retardant, and could see an evacuation on South Lakeside. We could get no official comments.	Awful, Communicatio
	Being under alert and transporting the horses away we were not allowed to return home while Highway 24 was closed for one direction	Awful, Road_blocks, Animals
	Our cabin was supposed to be protected when in fact it was not. When I called the CRD I was given a flimsy reply by Peter that I didn’t have insurance (On a trap line cabin). So there is nothing that can be done for us. Not a nice thing to hear after losi
	Messaging from mayor and council was awful. It was very contradictory from day to day. Needed more info from reliable sources. It made me realize too much info was politically motivated Walt Cobb saying one thing Scotty Nelson saying something else Made f
	some of the communications with fire information officers.	Awful, BCWS, communication
	Initial evac notice	Awful, Communication
	i lost turkeys and other poultry west Fraser	Discussion, Animals
	At a meeting with the Regional manager of wildlife, Dave Reedman, told us that they have no plans to do a wildlife impact assessment in the burn. He said they don’t think the fire. Had much of an impact on moose populations. Next year hunting season will 
	Locals personal working on fires	Discussion, BCWS
	Also would like the same type of meeting with the Cariboo Fire Centre.	Discussion, BCWS
	I also want to thank everyone involved for all they did	Discussion, Thanks
	Thank you Stephanie and Emily.	Discussion, Thanks
	I found that my only problem was with the volunteers as I was not eligible for billeting funds after housing a family of 6 for 24 days. They told me to keep recipes and apply when they go home. I now was told I get nothing for helping	Discussion, ESS
	Thank you for this opportunity.	Discussion, Consultations, Thanks
	Great job with this facebook consultation by the way.	Discussion, Consultations
	Received Emails, Calls, and Facebook Messages/Comments 
	(outside of Facebook Live/Recording)
	News release from December 12. 2017. 
	By 6:00 p.m. we hit our target of 300 responses.
	Question 16 - Other
	Emotional stress & respiratory issues
	Increased stress due to misinformation or lack of information.
	loss of wages
	Backcountry closures
	Loss of farm animals to smoke and extra predators
	Stress due to being on alert all summer 
	Lost wages
	Lost 50% of vegetable garden due to no irrigation during a crucial growth time.
	Roads were closed north and south and could not get through roads blocks 
	Left 3 times due to Uncle’s Health
	Stress. Packed 4 times. Smoke and evac to other areas loss to business as we struggled through smoke to get hay crop off. Had to cut as drying out and would be a huge fire risk to keep standing. Did have our regular customers due to other orders and their
	Loss of employment from evacuation order
	Housed evacuees for a total of ten weeks
	Financial loss as homeowner not working
	Lost wages
	Bullied and kept under house arrest
	Delayed possession of our new home and caused financial strain
	lost telephone,water ,smoke damage
	Financial loss, loss of wages.
	1.  Increased predation on pets and livestock.  2.  Decreased forage quality as we could not reach our hay fields when they were ready to harvest.
	Husband works for a contractor for BC Hydro and he worked to restore power to the chilcotin and nazko areas, as well as 150 mile house. We can family and friends evacuated and also stuck trapped between two areas or evacuation. 
	Food loss and fish tank loss
	loss time at work
	no to little services available, had to leave area
	extremely poor air quality limiting normal outdoor summer activities 
	Inability to obtain travel passes to get much needed machine parts in Williams Lake.
	Livestock losses
	personal and business life was totally disrupted, often unnecessarily, during the fires. My business in particular was negatively effected in ways that could easily have been avoided - very frustrating.
	Loss of freedom and dignity as a citizen
	loss of employment income
	lots of damage done by fire fighting equipment to property e.g. fire guards
	Added stress
	We left for ten days during the alert
	Due to where we live once we had left the area we couldn’t get back in. We were away when the fires started and were not able to return to our home till the end of July 2017
	we could not fly home fr. Van. fr. July 11 till when order was lifted
	major smoke damage to the house, had to get it professionally cleaned as the smoke residue affected my breathing and health
	health problems because of smoke inhalation
	Smoke. It was hard to breath. 
	feed and cared for stock that was displaced by the fires at our farm
	Loss of an entire summer due to the smoke from fires that weren’t OUT OUT.
	No impact.  
	Financial loss as an employee
	Evacuation order at Green Lake when fire was at Bonaparte 20+ km away. Let back in when fire was across lake. Evacuated 2nd time when came within a km. Should never have bee ordered out of N. Green Lake Rd. 1st time 
	Very high stress level
	Worked on the 100 mile fire and still have not been paid  province takes way too long to pay
	Finding transportation for horses and a safe place to take them proved very stressful. Hard to leave home knowing vandals were patrolling areas and having to leave some animals at home.  
	exterior damage (although minor)
	not being able to drive anywhere south. or anywhere  for fear of a roadblock.  we couldn’t  leave quesnel area to go help our family in williams lake prepare,help, or pack up things/them (in the days before the actual evacuation as they were getting ready
	Stress
	Loss of income. 
	trapped by highway closures
	stress/uncertainty...on alert for over 2 months
	Many things were challenging; the trauma is still affecting me.
	The emotional loss can it be measured so easily 
	evacuated on alert due to road access cut off by evacuation
	fences
	loss of food in fridge and freezer- covered by insurance
	we weren’t even in the evacuation area, yet we couldn’t drive through it to get groceries.  if we went through it, we weren’t allowed to return.  all the natives seemed to have passes to come and go as they pleased and yet we couldn’t get one.
	financial loss due to unemployment while evacuated
	spent less  than 14 days on evacuation (6 days)
	Financial loss as an in home caregiver
	Lost Wages
	On alert but very little information given on what the true meaning of this meant. Fire came very close to our property 
	Totally unorganized  need more information to public
	Between 800 to one million in losses
	Opened home to evacuees for 9 weeks total
	loss of wages
	Highway closures caused our businesses to suffer huge losses during tourist season.  Inaccurate information regarding closures ie Barkerville further exasperated the problem
	Evacuated from wildwood and then from town 
	lack of true up to date fire info,  being trapped behind evac lines, lack of adequate response by local fire hall
	our range land was burned
	Held under house arrest during evacuation order, could not manage and protect my ranch and community 
	Financial loss unable to work do to evacuation order
	Health impacted. No consideration was given to seniors/disabled
	Being cut off for weeks due to road closures even though we were not on Alert or Order.  I think this scenario needs to be addressed more closely for future occurrences.
	Lost 2 weeks wages. Still waiting for UIC. 
	anxiety
	Lost Summer
	CRD says need Permit. Have to wait to 13:00 in Quesnel for permit. 5 hrs wait
	Self evacuated early due to smoke; daughter had trouble breathing; couldn’t leave house without mask, couldn’t work
	My place was in process of selling  and Ministry attempted their famous back burn that burned all my timber, my shop,my fences and hay fields. Thanks to this I lost the sale of my property and now sit with a place in the middle of a huge expense of burned
	major equipment loss
	unpaid volunteer equipment fire fighting
	out of area when fire started,couldn’t get back
	ongoing health/breathing problems from smoke
	Was sent all over the city (Kamloops) when trying to get existing medical needs attended to while on evacuation (
	Mental stress and breathing problems 
	without community services; food, fuel, medical for 14 days
	Emotional stress
	equipment and tools lost
	Replaced fridge and freezer
	missed work, not covered by insurance
	Hosting an evacuee and their animals . Job was impacted by fires loss of hours at work 
	Potential loss of fishing habitat due to Spring 2018 toxic run off.
	stress from poor communication from official agencies
	Loss of time with family 
	Financial loss in wages as an employee
	Lost summer, great stress, fear, worry
	work opportunities lost recreational enjoyment lost
	loss of work due to evacuations, needed emotional support
	Couldn’t get home on July 8 from a trip away because roads were closed so spent 3 wk in Kamloops, then came home on evac alert.
	cut off by road closures, expensive supplies, no aide
	Loss of a parent 
	Displaced~could not get home because of Road closures
	Lost work due to trees burnt.  Consultant
	5 wk in alta  health issues.no financial support out of bc.unfair stress
	loss of income
	Huge strain on my marriage as we were kept apart by the fires for two months. We ended up separated for awhile, but are now back together thankfully. Defininately spent extra money on counseling and ended up moving to relieve the struggles.
	Lost employment for 3 weeks
	Access to our business cut off - could not get clients in.  Could not get permits to get supplies for our business.  No response to fires we reported in our area that affected our business as well as the community.  Extreme lack of communication for busin
	lack of information put us in a holding position for activities
	None
	power loss - refrigerator and freezer contents lost
	Concern over evacuation potential
	Increases work hours
	13 days
	Lost wages
	mental health 
	lost hay as irrigation water was saved for fire fighting
	Lack of information due to poor radio quality and no high speed internet. Cariboo radio.com best source of info on its FB page. No notice from Crd emergency alert system although properly registered. No notice from Crd or dist of 100 mile that our route t
	Loss of income for almost 3 weeks
	no access to food/groceries for more than a week
	freezer/fridges and contents due to power failure
	major loss of livestock.
	entire community felt disruption
	Total time on evacuation ORDER 49 days
	unnecessary road closure access to many parts of Cariboo Chilcotin
	Loss of employment
	was working in a fire camp for 6 weeks from June 25 till mid August
	Building damaged by loss of power
	Expenses related to relocation due to smoke.
	Food loss and appliances lost
	Hydro.....took too long....to rehook up power
	FIREWOOD, GROCERIES
	no physical losses
	Fought fire that was ignored by officials 
	Loss of employment
	Spent a long time on alert which kept us grounded to the farm for fear of being blocked from returning to remove our livestock and pets if it was upgraded to an evacuation alert
	Prepared 72 hr emergency bin but live in Quesnel so was not really impacted.
	Unessary evacuation order in the Anahim Lake Area combined with the lack of information regarding closures along HWY 20 prevented supplies and work from being done on new business venture. The inability to move freely within evacuated areas was crippling.
	Fear of looters more than fire
	No financial impact other than health issues exacerbated by air quality
	Was stranded as of July 7th due to highway closure until August
	Financial loss due to evacuation order stopping me from receiving pay cheque that is an actual paper cheque
	Level of IA was in responsive due to poor IC Need local knowledge 
	Told I could not go to my home after leaving to buy groceries because I live on a forestry service road. Which we fought. Not impressed 
	Roads blocked, no access to hospitals, shopping, gas, etc.,etc. NOT able to produce hay becaus of the lack of gas/diesel
	Fire break threw property
	Unable to access services and travel locally
	Lots of smoke,breathing problems
	Cut off by roadblocks
	loss of vegetable garden, loss of fridge and freezers with contents
	Loss of cellular service for 2 weeks
	Stress from working long hours fighting fires
	livestock impacts
	fences and trees lost
	The backcountry closure...specifically not allowing residents to access lakes  closing down launch sites was wrong, given that customers of resorts were allowed to go out..understood no go zone for water pickup by aircraft,. The back country closure polic
	Loss of employment 
	Was not able to leave our community to get food or other necessities.
	not recovered clients or income level c/f last year
	bordered evac alert area; farm animals at risk, home and barns
	Stress not enough information available.
	Husband works out of Williams Lake so lost wages and evacuated 
	respiratory problems from smoke and after from dust and ash in the house
	Lost work for 2 months 
	had to stay indoors owing to smoke, little recreation
	Had to work all summer worn out
	smoke kept me indoors
	land lost to fire
	Health - could not breathe 
	Was trapped unnrcessarily .. watched family near breakdown due to unnecessary scare tactics and illogical road closures before evacuation .
	It was stress full because we got very little in news updates, could not reach friends and family to know how they were.  It was also stressful being displaced and not knowing what was going on.  Communication was also important.  We stayed in Prince Geor
	just a bit of food in the fridge was lost. 
	financial loss due to road closures/not able to get to place of work.
	Had to take leave from work because of evac Alert ... was told I would not be allowed home to get pet if evac Order was put in place
	smoke led to evacuating
	Left week before the evacuation but was not allowed back made it very difficult with only 2 days clothes and no where but a hotel to stay
	Loss of shrubs,trees,garden
	Houses evacuees. 6 adults, 4 children, 4 dogs. 
	applied for help with red cross received nothing
	everything burnt,no structure protection untill 9 homes were burnt, no response to question of if this was caused by a out of cntrol backburn,chased out by helicopter with zero notice even though there was a rcmp checkpoint one quarter mile from house, no
	ruined vacations for many people, expenses due to evacuation (hotels / ruined food / etc)
	Loss of enjoyment, poor information and incorrect information
	only frustrated by mis-information which ended up not being an evacuation but the neighborhood thought we were being evacuated so there was panic
	Loss of all garden produce, health impacts
	Cabin effected by fire
	Our family’s house burned, the property was not secured therefore a lot of stolen items from the Shop... we believe they were guys checking hot spots in the area.  “There was no security!!!”
	We were out for over 40 days and only received coverage from Red Cross for 14 days! We were out before the fires even started and down in children’s hospital and the roads were closed by the time we were released so there was no way back home! After every
	Older truck needed radiator replaced,  mental stress waiting for alert status and evacuation order was excruciating 
	particulate fall out...differing from day to day extreme smoke ...100 ft. visibility....month or more....darkness due to depth of smoke
	Health issues
	Work in evac order area. Loss of income
	Couldn’t fly in after hospital stay. Had to make alternate Arrangements... Still working with red cross to try and resolve this and to get the final transfer payment for arriving home! I’m very frustrated with this
	was unable to start building our home which  is not to lock up stage as of yet.  also could not get insurance on our belongings
	Loss of  2 weeks work due to 100 Mile House in evacuation order. 
	ongoing health issues, financially impacted by self funded emergency supply missions to cut off areas that weren’t helped by government and local sources.
	No loss
	Many unnecessary sleepless nights
	lost my awesome little dog due to smoke and the stress. i miss him dearly every day
	We had been on holidays and they would not let us teturn, even though we were on an alert only.  So we were away from our home for a month,  very stressful both mentally and financially
	Fire damage, appliances lost
	Postponed medical procedures and check ups on our newborn child 
	We spent 3 weeks trapped in Horsefly, with limited access to groceries, animal feed, medical help, paramedic help, and for some time no 911 service.  It was scary. 
	Cost if evacuating livestock was very high 
	Could not come home road closures - July 7 onward 
	We were away from our home when the fires started and we were not allowed back into the area where our home is st.
	PTSD
	My child and her grandparents were on.evac order and stayed behind
	Loss of garden
	Financial loss as employee
	Personal health severly effected and ignored by all levels of response
	Worked in the hospital and watched all the staff come together like nothing else people worked countless hours to help out during the crisis. The amount of extra work everyone took on was above and beyond. Nurses, doctors, techs, food workers. Laundry wor
	Financial loss as a normal worker
	Could not get to job due to wildfires
	Financial loss from being evacuated away from worksite.
	Minor in the scheme of things but lost a summer of family time 
	Loss of access to hwy 20
	children left to Kamloops I stayed behind
	Prepared for fire potential by running fire lines and sprinklers.  
	 Hard to breath. Ash and smoke
	STRESS
	Loss of stress free time to re-energize away from work. This was supposed to be my first summer at my house on Charlotte Lake. I went to Smithers to sign paperwork, thinking I’d be gone for 2 days, but couldn’t get back for 3 1/2 weeks. Once home I got ev
	smoke caused asthma problems/unavoidabler
	We chose to not go to our cabin at Deka Lake once the evacuation alert was issued. It’s not our primary residence and we did not want to add to the chaos of a possible evacuation order.
	Lost 4 sheep while evacuated - stress related
	Lost income from home  Business 
	Loss of some food from power outage, costs for evac, general stress/health, breathing difficulties.
	Never thought we could be so close to the fire. 
	Breathing issues
	Self evacuated livestock, unable to source feed
	loss of animals due to the fire
	Forestry worker - laid off
	Minimal impact...just smoke and cancelled holiday plans in an evacuated area
	It was an emotional train wreak, my fear was intense, my area director Steve was quick to answer my questions and was often my ONLY source of accurate information. I have seen friendships ended. Businesses lost. Marriages dissolved. 
	Was unable to return to my home as roads were closed. Spent two weeks staying with friends in a different city
	Air quality; additional workload due to fire
	mimimal
	School delayed start (Horse Lake), I took my books out and rode around with them in my car for a week because SD 27 doesn’t cover teacher’s supplies, technology and books in a fire.
	Garden failed and who know what damage 2 months of smoke did to my lungs.
	got tired of being on “alert” the entire summer so left in Sept on our own to Shuswap area for 2 weeks
	We were away when the fires began and could not return. We were away longer than the evacuation order because of this.
	smoke damage/ health
	Lost employment as I am in logging employment
	 I emergency services available because Lexington was evacuated but CRD forgot to put on order. 
	dodged a bullet
	Total feeling of being unsettled.
	Financial loss due to fuel expenses for multiple round trips to PG to evacuate our livestock, financial loss due to unable to get to town to work for several members of the household due to immediate road closures of the Likely Hwy, Mountain House Rd, & H
	Lots of misinformation. Felt that there could have been more consistency especially with emergency social services and Red Cross. Liked the CRD daily updates on Facebook. Felt evacuation order was lifted too soon - heard it was because of pressure from th
	Financial loss general manager resort
	abscence
	We had just moved here 1 week before. Loss of income. Spent a fortune while evacuated. 
	Asthma kept us away for 7 weeks July - End. of August
	lost the entire summer income as i couldn’t work in the bush  
	Blood Pressure and stress level took a major hit.
	Unable to purchase home due to insurance companies refusing to insure house in town
	we watched fires burn up the lake and noone came to put them out we were surrounded by 22 fires and our road was closed for a month 
	financial loss as work was evacuated , mental strain 
	Tech Equipment Damage, loss of business  
	Closure of highways, backcountry, trails etc.
	High levels of stress due to fire immediately adjacent to our property. Lost much of the summer enjoyment of our property. Self evacuated due to concerns about egress, came back when the fire was in our area and stayed during evacuation order as I am a vo
	Not on evacuation alert but had ourselves on alert due to fires within 16-25km from our summer home. Lost time picking berries in the surrounding forest areas.
	Smoke affected growing season, health. As well many people not in the area to do contract work that others needed doing. Ex couldn’t get a heating system or roof work done as we had planned on.
	Higher number of open cows on range with fires, also lost a couple animals to unexplained causes possibly smoke related 
	Had to evacuate first time on alert due to health/developed asthma. Horses were ill. We  had a huge expense with fuel costs and horse transport to bring horses home. Loss of life to one horse. Others became ill & the seniors had to be boarded out over win
	Unable to leave area, fear
	Self evacuated twice due to stress about proximity of fire
	Couldn’t return during alert
	Being put in sick leave because of smoke
	loss of medical services
	Financial loss as an employee
	Loss of fridge and freezers due to power loss
	Heavy smoke
	Lost wages
	Financial loss as a homeowner
	Health . Smoke . Stress 
	Having to evacute my kids for almost 2 months. That was the hardest for me.
	loss of hours
	Financial loss due to evacuation. Stress of misscommunication. 
	loss of work
	Loss of feed for livestock
	Yard/garden damaged due to neglect
	Loss of wages
	Financial loss as rescue/rehab 
	hard time breathing because of smoke
	Medical stress from smoke 
	WAS MEDICALLY EVACUATED FROM JULY7 TO AUGUST 20...ONLY RECIEVED 1 PAYMENT FROM RED CROSS...MEDICAL EVACUEES TREATED TERRIBLY
	We hosted 6 different families during the evacuations. Which we are feeling the reprocusions now with empty freezers etc. We were on alert the majority of the summer into fall. Self evacuated for over two weeks. Denied Red Cross aid and compensation for a
	No work = no income during fires
	Lots of stress.  Phone out.  Cut off from children who were in town when the world caught fire.
	Had evacuated family staying with us.
	No work for logging industry
	Minor home damage. 
	For me, it personal financial loss Canadian Red Cross never delivered after telling me I would receive another $600 
	work impact (Interior Health)
	Loss of income due to hospital being shut down
	We where not impacted by fire. But it also wasn’t safe to leave our homes. For fear of being evacuated. The smoke was awful. Our friends and neighbors lost homes. 
	Couldn’t really go anwhere 
	No cell service, no landline, no power!!!
	Had to be away for 6+ weeks. Due to breathing problems. Suffered stress due to all the uncertainty, loss of waives as my employer laid me off due to low sales all summer. I was scheduled to work. No EI as I was 35 hours short. So unfair
	Lost wages
	Financial loss due to layoff
	Financial stress due to assisting people and animals that had to evacuate 
	Water damage/ replacing appliances
	spent five weeks away, waiting for reliable information to feel safe enough to return
	loss of internet & Phones ran out fuel for emergency leave
	Evacuation Alert stopped short of our residence
	Water damage
	loss of income 
	Minor inconvenience.  Unable to leave property for several weeks.  Slight damage to cars and house due to ash. 
	Loss of wages due to office closure in evac order town
	Loss of recreation opportunities but that was excusable!
	health effects from smoke caused us to self evacuate under alert
	Emotional anguish
	loss of lifestyle and health due to stress and smoke.
	Nothing
	A job that i applied for was cancelled due to the fires
	on evacuation alert all summer
	Smoke damage
	We had many livestock perish due to the constant smoke and also lack of feed. Horsefly was cut off from services, but never evacuated, for several weeks. We had the Antoine Lake fire 7 km behind our home for two months. Our gas station was closed due to g
	Loss of fishing and breathing clear air
	Loss of work
	personal financial lost had an effect as a student
	Employment hours loss
	health damage from smoke
	Packed and ready to go if we had too. Volunteered, issues with smoke.
	Loss of work for 2 weeks
	Single evac areas too big, road closed too much
	Smoke residue on everything
	Agriculture consequences & garden loss
	Financial list due to slow return of residents  back to town after order was lifted 
	Loss of fencing on 64 acres
	looting
	Recreation lost
	Hosted a family during their evacuation
	Took in. Any evacuees, submitted paperwork and still no payment to date.
	Had two other families staying with us as they were evacuated....no extra help...financially took a toll
	Financial loss as an everyday employees
	evacuated animals only then came back & continued to fight fires local VFD
	Fencing destroyed by range cattle escaping fire.  We are happy that the range cattle were able to escape, but our fences are so compromised.  If only the province or municipalities would fence the range, it would greatly help us.
	Out of province
	Loss of work and denial of EI
	having to leave my unevacuated home because of no way to get to medical care/hospital
	lots of smoke damage to livestock and myself
	Mental anguish . 
	Live in lac la hache spent 3 weeks “locked in”
	We live on the edge of the crisis. Not personally affected other than constant awareness and preparedness. Our family members were evacuated to our home. They received almost no help from the Red Cross.
	Smoke “inflamed” allergies.
	Loss of income due to evacuation notice & poor communication between Emergency Response and agency tasked with administering aid (Red Cross).  Rigid interpretation of poorly considered qualifying factors to access funds made available meant struggles econ
	Family and emotional stress.  Inaccurate highway sign reports lost lots of friend and family visits when it was not necessary.
	fencing, eqipment and micellaneous items lost
	Due to health issues, I was forced to leave early due to the heavy smoke. My daughter and I have respiratory illness which made it difficult to breath.  
	while power was out there was no form of communication available
	Loss of peace of mind
	Financial loss 
	lloss of mobility, communication,food/supplies etc
	Loss of animals
	emotional trauma
	own other property and had heavy timber loss in it due to an out if control back burn also have severe health issues brought on by smoke and being told to return that smoke was as bad all over the province as in city which was a blatant lie  I was in a sm
	Medical evacuation 
	Smoke inhalation
	Just moved here
	smoke damage to home, financial loss as a family
	We were not able complete the purchase of our house after selling. We were homeless for 12 days. We were a billot family for 10 people from Lac la hache for 10 days
	Needed to stay away for extended period due to pregnancy and hospital not open 
	0 = Weakest
	100 = Strongest
	0 = No impact
	100 = Complete impact
	0 = Weakest
	100 = Strongest
	0 = No impact
	100 = Complete impact
	0 = No worry
	100 = Extremely worried
	0 = No worry
	100 = Extremely worried
	0 = Negative
	100 = Positive
	0 = Negative
	100 = Positive
	Individual Answers - Other
	Never hear about it
	Did not hear 
	Didn’t know
	Didn’t 
	Facebook - Cariboo Neighbors 911
	did not know
	i didn’t
	Information forwarded by West Chilcotin Search & Rescue manager
	didn’t hear about it
	I only heard about the Tatla meeting at the very last minute through Facebook. Many of my neighbours missed the meeting because they had not heard about it. Very poorly advertised.
	wife’s facebook
	Phone call to book local Community Centre.
	Did not
	I haven’t heard of any
	we did not hear about the meetings till they were over in our area.
	no  i did not hear
	not aware of community consultation meetings
	Word of mouth
	Steve Forseth CRD Rep
	email
	neighbour after the fact
	I have not heard!
	District of Wells
	did not hear about it
	Haven’t heard
	Community club newsletter
	didn’t hear about it
	Donna Barnett, MLA
	Did not know about them 
	Williams Lake Tribune website
	None
	local grapevine
	work at the crd
	Notice on alert system would have been okay
	No
	Granddaughter seen on Facebook and advised me. Otherwise I was unaware 
	Radio
	Just this post on Facebook 
	I haven’t heard other than from this survey
	didn’t
	 i didn’t
	did not hear
	I didn’t 
	None 
	CRD website and incident command teams
	not
	did not hear
	Haven’t heard about them yet.
	did not hear about community consultation meeting.
	On television news
	Word of mouth.
	Mentioned at Fire Dept.
	We heard nothing of alert or evacuation order
	Word of mouth
	did not hear
	Found out after they had already occurred
	word of mouth
	work
	Did not hear of them for my area
	Did not know
	I did NOT hear about it
	did not hear about meetings 
	I didn’t
	didn’t
	word of mouth in the community
	Local business people
	didn’t
	Didn’t hear anything
	I did not hear about it
	did not hear about them
	Word of mouth...community togetherness 
	i didn’t
	didn’t hear about them
	Work
	I was called to book the hall
	Didn’t hear about them,  thought question referred to information meetings during the wildfire.
	Emails from Deka Ratepayers once I knew to sign up from neighbour
	Crd staff
	can’t remember
	At evac center
	Question 36 - Other
	Community facebook pages
	Social media
	Fb
	Com. Sites on FB
	Television (Global TV) did not report the information correctly
	Posts at local stores
	CRD sites had very little information. Usualy found out information from other sources a day or2 before crd posted anything. Didn’t officaly know we were evacuated for a week
	the CRD was impressive!  The larger media centres (eg. GlobalBC) were frequently incorrect and/or out of date.  The local media were a great source of information, though.
	Social Media
	Mayor Bob Simpson kept the community well informed.
	Facebook
	Facebook interpersonal
	On Facebook pages created by local people, CRD was a complete failure in communicating.
	Was on fire line
	Brents desk
	The weather network and environment canada
	Mayor bob simpsons facebook posts
	when evacuatedto Pr. George, we had our daughter in Calgary sending us updates from CRD on our tablets.  We had no cell phone.  We felt this was only reliable info and didn’t pay too much attention to rumors.
	Followed caribooradio on facebook
	by working on the fire line, worked as a contractor driving heavy machines.
	Local search and rescue notifications
	Our mayor Bob Simpson
	meetings
	Brent updates You Tube
	there was a lot of mixed messages. RCMP, CRD, City ....
	100 Mile Free Press website was great
	Steve Forseth 
	caribooradio.com
	CRD was the worst and most disappointing
	CRD AREA H DIRECTOR M  WAGNER
	Talk with fire cheif  150 fire hall
	family members of front line fire fighters
	Community meetings
	BC Wildfire EVACUEE Support Group (by far the best source of information, but only useful when we had power)
	Facebook
	Anaham Band
	Other FB Sites
	videos, meetings
	Rcmp
	facebook - other than ‘official’ sites, i.e. best resource was ‘Brent’s desk’; much more info than any gov’t site
	MoF   email daily
	Why was the land line telephone not used as warnings and alerts?
	had to become active on facebook to get info would rather not deal with FB
	Rumour
	fire department
	Margo Wagner = awesome communication. Not right that CRD closes down every evening during emergency!!
	Facebook groups
	I am member Big Lake Fire Dept.
	phone, local public meetings
	Drive BC website, & meetings for evacuees in Kamloops.  Initially we attended a meeting (on July 8) for evacuees from Cache Creek & Ashcroft when we were stuck in Kamloops & couldn’t get home).  Later we attended meetings for Cariboo evacuees when we hear
	internet
	Had to call the RCMP
	Best source was CCCTA - Amy Thacker
	Facebook, and District of 100 Mile
	Neighbor
	Facebook, groups, citizens groups
	I worked on an incident command team and for FLNRORD
	the CRD had the worst comms possible, they should look to other areas to see how to do things
	Tsilhqot’in Nation Maps & Updates
	Facebook pages dedicated to up to date news and info
	Fire Department
	local fire hall
	went and observed what was happening locally everyday
	Margo Wagner’s emails were the best source of communication. We were register for the emergency response notifications and did not receive any although we were on alert first from Gustafsen fire the from Canim lk fires.  Midway through I resigned up for t
	Band Office Chief 
	phone calls
	Facebook BUT NOT crd site. Too difficult to access
	Drive BC
	I helped to provide information about the wildfires in our area via Facebook and emails to community members by pulling down satellite mapping, having local firefighters check in with me every evening and give a report, pulling down infrared maps, etc. an
	Some times regular facebook site was better to get fire info.
	Text message. Horrible internet availability.
	 TNRD
	seen the huge smoke and fire in our local area
	Directly from debriefs/operations
	I got the evacuation call 3 days late.
	100 mile free press
	Essential Services my husband is a Volunteer Firemen and choose to stay during the evacuations
	TNRD site, CRD did not keep us posted on the events surrounding the Elephant Hill Fire, poor communication between the two regional district.  
	internet news
	other volunteer fire departments
	Larry was the best and FB
	Notification system did not work for me 
	TNG mapper
	i would like to say it would of been very helpful to have had  local radio coverage when the 150 mile house fires started that day. i turned on the radio to listen what would be the safest routes to leave once the highway was closed   nothing but music ve
	preoc pecc 
	Salvation Army
	I went to the wildfire evacuees site for info and rec’d the updates..And there was a guy named Brent..think it came up from Brent’s desk...he was excellent. I asked if anyone knew about Canim fire at 11at nite and he told me to prepare to evacuate. Margo 
	Brent’s desk daily report on internet
	Daily meetings at fire center
	facebook in general; it was more helpful than the CRD sites
	Local volunteer fire department
	other wildfire/weather websites
	CBC RADIO HAD THE MOST INFO
	TNRD 
	Facebook 
	Worked on the fires
	Margo Wagner kept us informed at all times - she was wonderful!
	local volunteer fire department members
	Working member of 100 mile district who is a neighbour
	daughter was at cariboo rescue 
	Cariboo FC Facebook page
	meetings at Interlakes
	Fire came over hill could see flames south of Tatton road.  TIME TO LEAVE. didn’t wait to be told to leave.
	Text notifications
	Local facebook
	Fire hall
	Horsefly Volunteer Fire Department 
	Modis satellite imagery  (US forest service)
	Scott Nelson 
	Work
	Work northern health 
	Spouse on the front lines 
	Williams Lake Ask It on Facebook 
	firsthand.....worked on the fire guards
	Brents Desk - YouTube 
	Forest industry personnel who were working on the fires
	Social media. 
	Facebook, facebook, Facebook, Facebook better than the CRD
	Internet sites, especially modis data and mapping
	tv news was a joke, stopped watching after first couple of days
	Hand held radio
	Online free press and Margo wagner
	Employer
	Only got info once a centre was upnat Sylvia’s cafe and even that was vague
	mostly by neighbours or on computer
	All my information was obtained online. I streamed news and used social media. The City and CRD emerg notification system NEVER worked for any of our phones. Why? We followed directions. We would have been lost without social media.
	many people did not have access to online contact or computers so they only had word of mouth from neighbours, community, etc.
	not enough news on radio and television
	Had to join Facebook, once I figured that out it was fine.
	Everyone was talking about the fires everywhere. Regarding me not attending the follow up fire meeting held - I didn’t go because I don’t want to relive this past summer. It was brutal. Always looking at the horizon for smoke, panicking when the winds cam
	Community Fire hall members
	Created a FB group on neighbours on our street
	94.9 fm all deserve a medal of honour for their part ofkeeping everyone up todate and relitively sane 
	TNG web site
	online geo-mapping sources
	facebook
	our evacuation centre was about not telling us anything
	internet
	crd emergemcy notification didn’t come for a week or so
	meetings held at Interlakes
	Okanagan wwebsite
	Other Facebook pages
	Crd videos
	We don’t have Internet, but that was the biggest source of info, this was challenging
	Our son in law interpreted the maps for us
	Margo Wagner was huge in communications
	Cariboo radio was my best way to get info I needed
	Excellent communication 
	workplace assosicate
	RCMP we never left our home while on order
	facebook
	Non-official organization facebook pages - community group FB pages were my main source
	Social media
	a wonderful lady at the super 8 in Vernon
	neighbours
	Margo Wagner was great about updating. Above and beyond. Words can’t convey the appreciation to her properly 
	Neighbors 
	W Cobb
	Interior Health EOC (work)
	Local firefighters
	CRD emergency notifacation system sent a text?email telling us we were on evacuation notice a week late
	ORDERED OUT BY FIREMAN
	The CRD has continually improved over the years to provide quality services such as communications and emergency services. Al Richmond was very instrumental in augmenting the services and taking a leadership role in the evacuation efforts.  Great job!  I 
	Wildfire facebook groups
	Margo Wagner was a Saint!
	Emergency Operations Centre
	the TNRD was better at sending more in-depth and relevant info than the CRD 
	Our guys that were on the fire lines working, crew meetings every morning
	other online maps provided the most accurate information I found, especially for fire locations
	Usfs website. Was more up to date than the Canadian one
	Quesnel Mayor 
	I did not recieve any alerts from CRD until I was allowed to go home.  Very dissapointed in the  emergency notification system
	Work
	Best source was the CRD director for our area, Margo Wagner.
	Google Earth VIIRS mapping, had to heavily rely on other locals who were in the affected areas as communication was so poor from all agencies.
	We are both fire fighters with VFD
	neighbors and firefighters
	Drive BC, 
	Overseers in Religious Organization we are members of
	I was working behind the lines and was able to access information.
	I flew over the fire area to see where it was
	EOC
	there was a lack of communication when power was out
	neighbours
	City of WL social media
	100 Mile Free Press Website was outstanding
	Question 38 - Other
	Telus Optik TV
	Internet phone
	satellite phone in truck. portable radio only when power is out
	Internet - cellular
	Communication in the Chilcotin was severely impacted by loss of power and phone lines. There is no cell service here.
	Forestry radio
	Radio phone 
	Central Cariboo Search & Rescue radio
	SATELLITE TV, LAND LINE PHONE,RADIOSATELLITE INTERNET
	Scanner
	scanner
	internet but not high speed
	VOIP phone
	Old repeater type phone
	Internet, slow speed
	Satellite phone
	Satellite phone that only works when the generator is running
	We have no cell service and no am/fm radio reception.
	satellite internet phone
	neighbors
	Family
	stupid question we were evacuaeted, If this is being written by CRD then get real and if this is being done by the company the CRD hired then please understand what happened and think about relervant questions before wasting time on silly unthought out qu
	We were out of our home on July 7 so this info is not really relevant 
	word of mouth 
	Even though we only live a few minutes from town high speed internet is not available unless it’s expensive satellite 
	None my home was lost to the wildfires. And I phoned crd with a cell to find out my home WAS LOST along with all outbuildings 
	Fibre Optic Television
	satelite telephone
	No internet available. Cell tower down for weeks. Better internet is needed!!!
	Internet - dial up
	you can’t use it when you are evacuatet
	Fire Dept. Radio and pager
	was stranded in a rv, only had access to cell phone
	wasn’t at home when i needed information
	Satellite phone
	Work daily conference calls
	Scanner for emergency services 
	Radio scanner
	Radio phone
	Scanner
	When there was power
	fibre optic TV
	Sat phone
	voice over internet phone
	not sure on internet connection,think it’s high speed but not sure
	W
	Neighbors/word of mouth
	Optik TV
	Limited cell service. No landline. Crappy maps from web sites. 
	IP computer phone [live off grid]
	Facebook 
	We weren’t at home so no tv no wifi and no cable
	Ipad
	satellite phone
	internet radio
	VHF radio
	Just a note town was closed so no news paper or local radio.
	neighbours and friends 
	Radio am/fm does not reach our area of the 108
	We need REAL internet.  It is a necessity in this day and age!  We do not have cell service in our area.
	Telephone
	This graph has been adjusted to include “Other” responses, a new graph is presented in two pages.
	Question 41
	Adjusted to include occupations identified by “Other”
	Question 41 - Other
	Also i take care of older people and do house cleaning 
	Retired X-ray Technologist
	Semi retired 
	Retired Instructional Designer
	why does my education and occupation relate to CRD total incompertance in this fire regarding pre fire planning etc
	Wealth management 
	Tourism
	retired
	Retired
	Tourism
	now unemployed
	Retired
	Retired 
	Walmart
	Retired
	Retired
	Forest industry, mill production worker.
	Firefighter
	Retired
	*
	Clergy
	Retired
	Retail 
	Stay at home mom and husband is a power line technician. I also do small amounts of forestry work
	Writer
	Retired
	Retired
	artist, construction contractor, consultant, book keeper, forestry worker, plumber, electrician, tile setter
	Retired
	Homemaker
	retired
	Contractor to ministry of forests
	Retired
	Retired
	Unemployed oil worker
	Retired
	Retired
	happily retired
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	manager at a mill as well as a cattle farmer
	retired
	General Labourer 
	Retired
	Retired
	retired
	Retired Educator
	retired
	Retired
	Retired.  Why is this NEVER a choice on such forms?
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	retired
	Retired
	Resort Owner
	Retired
	Retired Teacher
	retired
	office admin, and self employed, hugely affected by fires
	Retired
	RETIRED - OVER 60-SOME COLLEGE EDU8CATION
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	Retired 
	Retired
	retired
	Retired
	snowplow  operator
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Concrete ready mix and aggregate producing plant-Owner
	farming/trapping
	retired
	Retired 
	retired, self-building a house
	Retired
	Pastor 
	Tradesman Electrician
	unable to work Brittle Diabetic
	Provincial Gorvernment - Agriculture
	Student
	retired
	Retired
	Ranchers and owners of butcher shop and retail meat in Vancouver 
	Retired
	Retired
	Retirement 
	Retired
	Disability Pensioner
	Retired
	fire department
	Internet Researcher
	Retired from government service
	Retired, volunteer extensively
	Retired
	Retired.
	Retired
	Game development
	Retired
	Retired 
	Retired
	Retired 
	Disability
	Tourism and Accomodation
	Non profit childrens camp
	Retired
	retired
	Tourism.  Its a disgrace that you don’t recognize tourism operators as a business or occupation.  Businesses in Williams Lake and the region benefit from the hundreds of tourists that come to the area every year and you don’t recognize this industry.  Tak
	Retired
	West Fraser lumber
	retired
	Government
	Retired
	Retired
	Gardening -sewing-yard work-
	why on Gods green earth does this have any bearing on this survey. this should be about the lack of emergency planning by the Cariboo Reginal District and the terrible way they did their job during the summer of 2017. I would welcome a Provincial  enquiry
	N/a
	Retired 
	retired
	Tourism
	Retired
	Environmental Officer - mining industry
	Domestic engineer
	retired
	now retired 
	Business owner
	Stay at home mom
	RETIRED
	None of your business
	motel & rv park
	retired
	Semi retired
	Water Treatment Plant Operator
	Retired
	Recreation coordinator
	retired
	Disability PWD
	Retired
	Retired
	house wife
	retired
	Retired
	retire
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Volunteer Firefighter, Weekend Cleanup @ West Fraser
	Retired
	SOCIAL WORK
	Retired
	I question why the CRD is asking for input into army-RCMP activities etc, the CRD has no and never will have any input into their activities, to me this is the CRD trying to spread and divert the blame for the CRD lack of emergency planning and complete i
	retired
	retired
	Retired
	Non of you business and completely irrelevant to the issue
	Semi retired truck driver
	retired
	Retired
	Forestry
	Local Government Planning
	Retired 
	Resort and Ranch Owner/Manager
	environmental
	Retired
	Retired
	BC coroner service
	retired
	Insurance Sales - lots of stress involved during uncertain times for my clients 
	retired due to work injury
	retired
	homemaker
	Retired, both wife and I
	Home maker
	retired
	Insurance broker 
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	retired
	retired
	Tourism and Information
	Labourer
	housewife/retired
	Senior retired.
	Stay at home mom. I was 8.5 months pregnant during the fire.
	Retired
	Equipment opt
	retired
	Retired
	Retired
	disabled
	Retired
	retired attorney
	retired and volunteer
	retired/home maker
	Retired
	Worksafe bc pensioner
	Retired accounting
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	retired
	n/a
	disabled
	retired
	Retired
	Human services 
	Stay at home mom
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	retired
	Have many personal occupations, and a wife of a firefighter...37 years! 
	Retired
	Logging
	retired
	retired
	All of the above to a certain point
	retired
	retired
	Retired
	Housewife 
	retired farmer/rancher/teacher/occupational therapist
	Retired
	Retired
	Resort Camping
	currently disabled
	Permanently disabled
	Stay at home mom 
	self employed 
	Retired
	Retired
	Persons with disability
	Insurance related service industry
	Retired
	retirred
	retired
	Retired
	Homemaker
	Mailroom at tribune
	Disability 
	Self employed 
	Retired 
	Retired
	Human Resources 
	Stay at home mom
	Retired
	Self employed, home based business doing woodwork, selling mostly online, shipping world-wide.
	Hair Salon owner 
	Retired
	Hospitality - Hotels
	Bc spca 
	Retired 
	Retired
	Workforce management consultant - Self employed
	Full time TRU student
	Marriage commissioner
	Retired
	Retired
	retired
	Retired 
	disabled
	Stay at home mom
	Business owner, service industry, accomodation and food
	Designer 
	Retail 
	Retired from the Federal Government 
	Retired / Motel owner
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Beauty Industry
	Retired
	Janitorial 
	retired
	Retired
	business owner
	Clerk
	Unemployed
	insurance account manager
	Stay at home mom
	Childcare
	Mechanic
	Retired
	Government
	retired banker, consultant, journalist, B&B operator
	Retired
	retired
	Public Service
	retired
	retired
	Retired.  Volunteer
	Retired
	retired and why the hell is that not an option
	Retired
	stay-at-home-mum
	Retired many years
	stay ay home
	retired
	Biologist
	Retired - all of the above!
	Event planning, rentals
	retired
	Student
	Mother
	Field work with properties and houses for BC Assessment
	none now
	millwright 
	Stay at home parent
	Homemaker 
	semi-retired
	Wildlife consultant 
	Retired
	Everyone’s Slave - Mom
	Medical leave
	Retired
	Local Online Radio Station Owner 
	retired
	Self employed mining equipment building, prospecting gold mining
	housewife
	Environmental contrator
	Retired
	retired have hobby farm. spouse works in maintenance
	Fire service
	Retired
	retired
	Retired from finance and law enforcement
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	retired
	hospitality caretaker at hotel
	Retired
	Public Utility
	Retired/Pensioner
	Retired
	Business owner
	House keeper 
	Counsellor
	Stay at home mom
	Retired 
	Retired
	RETIRED
	BCSPCA
	retired
	Interior Design & Renovations
	Retired teacher
	Stay at home mom and logging driver dad
	retired
	Stay home mom
	semi-retired
	Janitor
	retired
	Homemaker, self-employed 
	Hospitality Industry; Night Auditor
	Foster parent
	Labour at garden Center greenhouse 
	First Aid
	homemaker
	fulltime student
	Retired
	retired
	Retired construction monkey
	Retired
	Retired
	RETIRED
	mining and trades
	Retired 
	Homemaker
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Retired Forester and qualified fire boss.
	retired
	stayat home mom
	We are both retired 
	retired
	Unemployed 
	Stay at home Mom
	Retired
	retired
	unemployed
	retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Homemaker
	Student
	On disability 
	Mom
	Retired
	full time student. during the summer i usually work at sd#27 as a laborer
	Own rentals, volunteer with Red Cross and ESS
	Retired educator 
	Stay at home dad
	Retired
	Retiree
	Retired teacher- my school, Poplar Glade, burned down so I retired
	Manufacturing 
	Retired
	Homemaker
	Retired
	retired
	Stay at home parent 
	Homemaker
	Retired
	retired
	Retired
	retired
	Government
	I clean houses for a living
	Non profit--homeless shelter
	Retired
	Retired 
	Retired health care professional
	Retired
	Ranching & Retail
	Casino worker
	Retired
	retired
	Retired
	Seasonal (summer) resort employee
	Retired
	Retired
	Relevance of question?
	retired
	retired
	Retired
	retired pensioner
	retired widow
	Really not your business
	Retired 
	Retired
	retired & active in community
	Government
	retired
	home maker
	stay at home mom of 3 under 6 years
	retired
	Retired
	semi-retired
	retired
	Retired
	Retired
	Just moved here
	Mom
	Stay at home mom
	Nail Technician
	Information from Other Sources
	Cellular Coverage Maps
	Cellular coverage shows most of the Cariboo Regional District does not have coverage, with coverage limited to the Highway 97 corridor. 	Above: Bell; Below: Telus
	Weather Forecasts - July 6 and 7
	Cariboo Fire Centre
	Source: British Columbia Wildfire Service - Cariboo Fire Centre (Krista Dunleavey)
	Seasonal Weather Forecast
	June 1, 2017
	Source: British Columbia Wildfire Service - Cariboo Fire Centre (Krista Dunleavey)
	Ranks of Fires
	The BC Wildfire Service uses a ranking scale from 1 to 6 to quickly describe fire behaviour based on a set of visual indicators.
	Fire rank should not be confused with fire intensity class, as described in the Canadian Forest Fire Behaviour Prediction System. The fire intensity classes, from 1 to 6, are each assigned a range of fire intensity values in kilowatts per meter.
	Definitions (adapted from the Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre (CIFFC) Glossary of Forest Fire Management Terms):
	Ground fire: a fire that burns in the ground fuel layer (i.e. combustible material below the litter layer of the forest floor).
	Surface fire: a fire that burns in the surface fuel layer on the forest floor, but below the tree crowns.
	Crown fire: a fire that advances through the crown fuel layer i.e. tree tops, usually in conjunction with the surface fire.
	Candling or Torching: a single tree or a small clump of trees is said to “candle” or “torch” when its foliage ignites and flares up, usually from bottom to top.
	Rank 1 – Smouldering ground fire
	Characteristics
	Smouldering ground fire  
	No open flame
	White smoke
	Slow (i.e. creeping) rate of fire spread
	Examples of firefighting tactics
	Direct attack with ground crews using hand tools and water delivery systems (i.e. pumps and hose).
	Rank 2 – Low vigour surface fire
	Characteristics
	Surface fire
	Visible, open flame
	Unorganized or inconsistent flame front
	Slow rate of spread
	Examples of firefighting tactics
	Direct attack with ground crews using hand tools, water delivery systems, or heavy equipment;
	Hand constructed control lines and lines that have been cleared of combustible material will likely be successful.
	Rank 3 – Moderately vigorous surface fire
	Characteristics
	Organized flame front – fire progressing in organized manner
	Occasional candling may be observed along the perimeter and/or within the fire
	Moderate rate of spread
	Examples of firefighting tactics
	Hand constructed control lines alone are likely to be challenged
	Ground crews conducting direct attack may require air support from fixed-wing air tankers, skimmers or helicopters conducting bucketing or tanking operations
	Control lines constructed by heavy equipment will generally be effective.
	Rank 4 – Highly vigorous surface fire with torching, or passive crown fire
	Characteristics
	Grey to black smoke
	Organized surface flame front
	Moderate to fast rate of spread on the ground
	Short aerial bursts through the forest canopy
	Short-range spotting
	Examples of firefighting tactics
	Ground operations may not be successful at the head of the fire
	Indirect tactics may be required to bring the head of the fire under control
	Parallel attack may be used along the flanks of the fire to direct the head into favourable ground or fuels
	Air operations may be required to support ground personnel
	Rank 5 – Extremely vigorous surface fire or active crown fire
	Characteristics
	Black to copper smoke
	Organized crown fire front
	Moderate to long-range spotting and independent spot fire growth
	Examples of firefighting tactics
	The limited options available include indirect attack and planned ignitions to remove fuel in the path of this type of fire behaviour. Ground operations are often restricted to fighting the least active sections of the fire or conducting ground ignition o
	Rank 6 – A blow up or conflagration; extreme and aggressive fire behaviour
	Characteristics
	Organized crown fire front
	Long-range spotting and independent spot fire growth
	Possible fireballs and whirls
	Violent fire behaviour probable
	A dominant smoke column may develop which influences fire behaviour
	Fire suppression strategy
	Firefighting under these conditions is extremely dangerous. Suppression efforts will be well away from active fire behaviour and may include preparing structure protection measures or conducting indirect large-scale ignition operations in an attempt to st
	Canadian Wildland Fire Information System
	Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI) System
	Summary
	The Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI) System consists of six components that account for the effects of fuel moisture and wind on fire behavior.
	The first three components, the fuel moisture codes, are numeric ratings of the moisture content of litter and other fine fuels, the average moisture content of loosely compacted organic layers of moderate depth, and the average moisture content of deep, 
	The remaining three components are fire behavior indices, which represent the rate of fire spread, the fuel available for combustion, and the frontal fire intensity; their values rise as the fire danger increases.
	Structure of the FWI System
	The diagram below illustrates the components of the FWI System. Calculation of the components is based on consecutive daily observations of temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and 24-hour rainfall. The six standard components provide numeric ratin
	Fine Fuel Moisture Code
	The Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) is a numeric rating of the moisture content of litter and other cured fine fuels. This code is an indicator of the relative ease of ignition and the flammability of fine fuel.
	Duff Moisture Code
	The Duff Moisture Code (DMC) is a numeric rating of the average moisture content of loosely compacted organic layers of moderate depth. This code gives an indication of fuel consumption in moderate duff layers and medium-size woody material.
	Drought Code
	The Drought Code (DC) is a numeric rating of the average moisture content of deep, compact organic layers. This code is a useful indicator of seasonal drought effects on forest fuels and the amount of smoldering in deep duff layers and large logs.
	Initial Spread Index
	The Initial Spread Index (ISI) is a numeric rating of the expected rate of fire spread. It combines the effects of wind and the FFMC on rate of spread without the influence of variable quantities of fuel.
	Buildup Index
	The Buildup Index (BUI) is a numeric rating of the total amount of fuel available for combustion. It combines the DMC and the DC.
	Fire Weather Index
	The Fire Weather Index (FWI) is a numeric rating of fire intensity. It combines the Initial Spread Index and the Buildup Index. It is suitable as a general index of fire danger throughout the forested areas of Canada.
	Daily Severity Rating
	The Daily Severity Rating (DSR) is a numeric rating of the difficulty of controlling fires. It is based on the Fire Weather Index but more accurately reflects the expected efforts required for fire suppression.
	Examples of Fire Behavior in Jack Pine Stands
	Data Sources and Methods for Daily FWI Maps
	Date modified:
	2017-09-14
	Cariboo Fire Centre Prep July 6-7
	Source: British Columbia Wildfire Service - Cariboo Fire Centre (Krista Dunleavey)
	Post-Wildfire Hazard Risk Assessment - C10784 Plateau
	Province of British Columbia
	Source: Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development  (Steve Schell)
	Alberta Wildfire Trend
	Source
	With supporting information from Kelly Burke, Government of Alberta
	Samples of Evacuation Communications
	From other jurisdictions
	Media Release example
	An example of a media release from Santa Barbara County, California, and what they list in their releases for important information. 
	Media Release example
	An example of a media release from Crowsnest Pass, Alberta, and what they list in their releases for important information. 
	PRESS RELEASE: October 18, 2017 at 8:30 am
	The Municipality has declared a State of Local Emergency on 5:43 pm on October 17, 2017 due to a wildfire located in between the Sentinel Industrial Park and Coleman.  At this time residents are advised:
	 Highway 3 westbound remains closed between Flummerfelt Park and the lakes in Coleman. We do not have an estimated time that it will be open at this time.   
	The fire is still active
	Incident Command has been set up at the scene. Multiple resources and partners have been deployed to the scene.   
	Evacuations remain the same as yesterday at 6:30 pm and are Willow Drive, McLaren Ridge, Carbondale Trailer Court, MacGillivary Flats. There is no estimated time of re-entry at this time.
	There are still widespread power outages throughout the community, the most current information on the outage will be available on the Fortis outage map at: https://service.fortisalberta.com/
	All schools in the Crowsnest Pass are closed today.
	Due to the power outages, Municipal facilities are closed.
	 A Reception Centre is being opened at the Vertical Church in Pincher Creek which is located at 1200 Ken Thorton Blvd. Evacuated residents are asked to please register with Church by phoning 403-904-0021. This is the only reception Centre open for this ev
	The Municipality will continue to keep residents updated as the situation develops
	Media Release example
	An example of a media release from St. Augustine, Florida, and what they list in their releases for important information as well as supporting info on their web site.
	St. Augustine, Florida, October 5, 2016 · 
	EVACUATION PRESS RELEASE: St. Johns County Issues Mandatory Evacuation Order in Response to Hurricane Matthew
	From St. Johns County Emergency Management
	For Immediate Release
	St. Johns County, Fl – In response to the projected track of Hurricane Matthew, St. Johns County has issued a mandatory evacuation order for 6 a.m. on Thursday, October 6 for residents living in Evacuation Zone A and portions of Evacuation Zone B.
	Evacuation Zone A and portions of B – Including residents east of the intracoastal waterway, including Ponte Vedra Beach, South Ponte Vedra Beach, Vilano Beach, St. Augustine Beach, Butler Beach, Crescent Beach, and Summer Haven. In addition, residents ge
	Portions of Evacuation Zone B – Including residents who live south of the Northeast Florida Regional Airport east of US 1 to the County line.
	Residents living in boats, RVs, and mobile homes throughout St. Johns County are included in the evacuation order. Residents who are able to evacuate and are not utilizing a St. Johns County shelter should begin evacuating as soon as possible prior to the
	For evacuation information, including route maps and evacuations zones, please visit the St. Johns County Emergency Management website at www.sjcemergencymanagement.org/evacinfo.html. #HurricaneMatthew
	Information from web site link:
	Evacuation Information
	St. Johns County is divided into Evacuation Zones based on elevation (how high above sea level) and among other things, how likely an area is to become inundated by storm surge.
	St. Johns County Evacuation Zones are: A, B, C, D, E or F. 
	In St. Johns County most low-lying areas along the coast are designated evacuation zone “A”. That means those areas are likely to be inundated by a hurricanes storm surge of 6.5 feet or more. The zones progress inland (B, C, D and E) as you get further aw
	During an evacuation mobile home residents will be ordered to evacuate regardless of their evacuation zone. If you believe your home would be unsafe in a hurricane you should evacuate early, or when mobile homes are ordered to evacuate.
	Please take the time to review the Evacuation Zone Map and My Evacuation Zone sections.
	Evacuation Orders
	An Evacuation Order means that life-threatening conditions are possible in your area soon. This should be taken seriously. You will not be ordered to evacuate unless there is a real threat to your well-being, or you might become stranded where help could 
	Keep the following in mind if your area receives an Evacuation Order:
	Have a meal before you evacuate to a shelter or out of the area.
	Follow the instructions and advice of your local government. If you are advised to evacuate, do so. There is no point in waiting. This will help you avoid traffic jams and rising water.
	If certain travel routes are specified or recommended, use them.
	Decide where you and your family will stay during the disaster.
	Double check the supplies in your “Emergency Kit”.
	Know your evacuation routes and the safest roads inland.
	Tell someone (outside of the storm area if possible) where you are going.
	While shelters are available in a disaster, officials urge those with other options open to them - such as a friend’s or relative’s inland home, or a motel - to go there rather than a shelter.
	Plan to evacuate if you live in a mobile home.
	Plan to evacuate if you live on the coastline, on a offshore island, near a river, in a flood plain or in a high-rise building.
	If you must go to a shelter:
	Learn the locations of the shelters in St. Johns County and what route to take to get there. Shelter openings will be announced over television and / or radio, and will be one or more of the public schools within our County. Which schools are opened will 
	Eat before you leave. Meals may not be available at the shelters for the first 24 hours.
	Bring the items listed on the “Emergency Checklist”, which you can print from this site.
	Turn off gas appliances at their individual shut-off valves inside your home.
	Take important documents and insurance papers with you.
	Bring ID. You may need to show proof of residence to re-enter an evacuation area once the all clear is given.
	Media Release example
	An example of a media release from Pinellas County, Florida, and what they list in their releases for important information as well as supporting info on their web site.
	Local state of emergency declared, first evacuations orderedCounty News List
	The Pinellas County Board of County Commissioners has declared a state of local emergency and authorized county officials to begin mandatory evacuations at 6 a.m. Friday for Level A and residents with special needs.  Level A includes coastal residents and
	Residents in these areas will have from 6 a.m., Friday, through 8 a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 10, to evacuate their homes.
	 
	Emergency shelters will open at noon on Friday. Open shelter locations will be as follows:
	-       Tarpon Springs Middle School (501 N. Florida Ave., Tarpon Springs)
	-       Palm Harbor University High School (1900 Omaha St., Palm Harbor)
	-       Dunedin Highland Middle School (70 Patricia Ave., Dunedin)*
	-       Oak Grove Middle School (1370 S. Belcher Road, Clearwater)*
	-       Largo High School (410 Missouri Ave., Largo)
	-       Gibbs High School (850 34th St. South, St. Petersburg)
	-       John Hopkins Middle School (701 16th St. South, St. Petersburg)*
	 
	*Special Needs/Pet-Friendly Shelter
	 
	Evacuation notifications will be announced via Alert Pinellas, Ready Pinellas, the county website (www.pinellascounty.org), social media and through local media. Emergency shelter openings will also be announced through these channels.
	 
	As county officials continue to monitor Hurricane Irma, additional evacuations may be announced for Saturday up to Level C, if necessary. 
	 
	A decision will be made Friday evening based on the 5 p.m. weather advisory. Additional information will be made available to the local media and the public. 
	 
	The National Weather Service is forecasting Hurricane Irma to make landfall in Florida by Sunday. While the storm’s exact path and potential impact on Pinellas County is not yet certain, evacuations are planned to ensure citizens have adequate time to lea
	 
	Ways to find your evacuation zone:
	·         Visit www.pinellascounty.org/knowyourzone
	·         Download the Ready Pinellas app, or the Pinellas County Doing Things mobile app.
	·         Call (727) 453-3150 and enter your 10-digit home phone number (must be from a landline)
	 
	Residents can also call the Citizen Information Center at (727) 464-4333 to get preparedness information including how to look up their evacuation zone. Spanish-speaking call-takers are available. The CIC will be open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. today.
	 
	Shelter options:
	 
	Residents ordered to evacuate should consider the following shelter options:
	·         Stay with family members or at a hotel in a non-evacuation zone
	·         Stay at an emergency shelter; information will be provided at www.pinellascounty.org
	·         If you have special needs, be sure your caregiver begins to implement your plan. If you have no other options, register for special needs transportation by calling (727) 464-4333 or by contacting the local fire department. You may also travel to
	·         If you have a pet and will need to stay at a pet-friendly shelter, you must register ahead of time. Visit www.pinellascounty.org/emergency/petpreparedness.htm  
	 
	When planning to evacuate, residents are advised to consider evacuating a short distance (tens of miles, not hundreds of miles) to avoid the impacts of potential storm surge, significant rainfall flooding, and unsafe structures (mobile homes). Consider st
	 
	If your plans are to evacuate out of the area, please be aware of the uncertainty of the track of Hurricane Irma and that all of Florida is presently in the threat area. When evacuating, people should safely use real time traffic apps on their smart phone
	 
	Barrier island residents who have registered for Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office Emergency Access Permit are reminded to bring the permit with them when evacuating.
	 
	Stay tuned for weather updates through weather alert radios, local media outlets, the county website (www.pinellascounty.org) and county social media accounts; search hashtag #PinellasIrma
	Media Release example
	An example of a media release from Salmo, British Columbia, and what they list in their releases for important information as well as supporting info on their web site.
	Evacuation Order for Nelway Area, Evacuation Alert for Shambhala (McCormick Creek Wildfire)
	by Village of Salmo | Aug 12, 2017 | Bulletin Board |
	THE VILLAGE OF SALMO IS NOT UNDER AN EVACUATION ALERT OR ORDER AT THIS TIME.  THIRTY SEVEN PROPERTIES IN THE SALMO VALLEY NELWAY AREA ARE UNDER EVACUATION ORDER.  THE SHAMBHALA FESTIVAL IS UNDER EVACUATION ALERT. 
	FOR THOSE ON EVACUATION ORDER, PLEASE REPORT TO THE SALMO VALLEY YOUTH and COMMUNITY CENTRE (SVYCC) AT 206-7th STREET IN SALMO BC.
	For Village of Salmo residents, please be advised that the Village of Salmo Emergency Operations Centre is open today until further notice and can be reached at (250) 357-9433.
	OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE:
	BC Wildfire reports that the McCormick Creek wildfire has jumped the Salmo River toward the Shambhala Music Festival and is also moving in an easterly direction towards the community of Nelway.  The fire is now approximately 250 hectares in size and is be
	BC Wildfire has advised the RDCK EOC that the area of Nelway be put on Evacuation Order immediately to protect residents from the wildfire in the vicinity.
	BC Wildfire has also advised that the current active Evacuation Alert area be expanded to include the Shambhala Music Festival.
	BC Wildfire, RCMP, and RDCK are strongly advising that due to the fire increasing in size and threatening properties in the area, that Shambhala Music Festival goers should ensure they leave adequate time to return home safely.
	The attached map below indicates the area of the EVACUATION ORDER. The area includes:
	·         Bear Rd
	·         Pend D’Oreille Rd
	·         Rosebud Lake Rd
	·         Talbot Rd
	·         McCormick Creek Rd
	·         8 Properties on Highway 6
	All affected properties are being visited by the RCMP to ensure this information is being delivered to property owners.
	Further updates will be provided as more information becomes available.
	Resources for reliable public information can be found here: http://salmo.ca/salmo-emergency-operations-centre-update/
	For updates on the current McCormick Creek wildﬁre situation, visit:  BC Wildfire – Interactive Map of Current Fires
	Salmo Emergency Operations Centre Update
	by Village of Salmo | Aug 11, 2017 | Bulletin Board |
	SALMO EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE (EOC) UPDATE
	The Village of Salmo has an established a satellite Level 1 Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) as a precautionary measure to monitor, collaborate and communicate with emergency management stakeholders related to the McCormick Creek wildfire currently locat
	It is imperative that residents and concerned individuals ensure that information shared is factual and from confirmed sources, such as:
	Village of Salmo website: www.salmo.ca
	Village of Salmo Facebook page: www.facebook.com/VillageofSalmo
	Salmo Volunteer Fire Department Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/Salmo-Fire-Department-363855880401716/
	Regional District of Central Kootenay website: www.rdck.ca
	Regional District of Central Kootenay Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/rdcentralkootenay/
	BC Wildfire – Interactive Map of Current Fires: http://governmentofbc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=a1e7b1ecb1514974a9ca00bdbfffa3b1
	BC Wildfire Service Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/BCForestFireInfo/
	The Salmo EOC is operational during regular office hours at this time. Please contact (250) 357-9433.
	The establishment of this Level 1 Salmo EOC is a precautionary measure only to ensure full emergency preparedness.
	Please be advised that the Village of Salmo EOC is working hand-in-hand with emergency management stakeholders locally, throughout the region and province. There are daily conference calls, planning meetings, updates and information sharing.
	There is currently no immediate threat of fire to Village residents. Efforts are being on fire suppression and emergency planning in the case of regional evacuations.
	Please note: when evacuation orders are issued, the Province provides a form of shelter and food to resident evacuees.
	Everyone is encouraged to sign up for the RDCK Emergency Alert System by visiting www.rdck.ca.
	Glossary
	ARCGIS		ArcGIS is a geographic information system for working with maps and geographic information
	BCWS or BCFS	British Columbia Wildfire Service
	BE			Butterfly Effect Communications
	CCCTA 		Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Tourism Association
	CIO			Chief Information Officer
	CIB or IBC	Insurance Bureau of Canada
	CIFAC			Cariboo Initial Fire Attack Crew
	CFC 			Cariboo Fire Centre
	CO			Commanding Officer
	CN			Canadian National Railway
	CRD 			Cariboo Regional District
	CWPP			Community Wildfire Protection Plan
	EI 			Employment Insurance
	EOC			Emergency Operations Centre
	EMBC			Emergency Management BC
	ERP 			Emergency Response Plan
	ESS 			Emergency Social Services
	FB 			Facebook
	FD 			Fire Department
	FOIPOP or FOIP	Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
	FLNRO		Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
	FSR			Forest Service Road
	GIS 			Graphic Information Services
	IAP			Incident Action Plan
	IC 			Incident Command
	ICBC 			Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
	IMT 			Incident Management Team which serves as incident command on wildfires
	Information 	Information Team (Communications) in the Emergency Operations Centre
	KFC 			Kamloops Fire Centre
	LLH			Lac la Hache 
	MOF 			Ministry of Finance or other
	MLA			Member of the Legislative Assembly
	MP			Member of Parliament
	MODIS		Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer instrument on satellites
	PIO or IO 	Public Information Officer in the Emergency Operations Centre or BCWS
	PREOC 		Provincial Regional Emergency Operation Centre
	PTSD 			Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
	RCMP 		Royal Canadian Mounted Police
	Red Cross 	Canadian Red Cross
	RD 			Regional District
	SPU 			Structure Protection Unit
	TNRD 			Thompson-Nicola Regional District
	UBC			University of British Columbia
	VOIP			Voice over Internet Protocol telephone system
	VFD			Volunteer Fire Department
	WCB			Workers’ Compensation Board
	WL 			Williams Lake
	Tim Conrad, Mike McCulley, and Kevin Skrepnek shooting August 23, 2017 daily update video (Photo: Dorit Mason)
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